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This catalogue represents the first attempt to itemise the complete output 
of W. T. Best, from both printed and manuscript sources. Statham (1908), 
Mansfield (1918), Levien (1942) and Carr (1951) made no attempt to list Best's 
works, although Livesey (Musical Opinion, Ist May 1894: 500) added a short list of 
the printed music at the end of a sketch of his life and works, but this is 
incomplete and provides no detail. 
W. T. Best's library of both manuscript and printed music was auctioned 
after his death (Levien, 1942: 53), making it difficult to ascertain the present-day 
whereabouts of manuscript material. Some manuscripts are held by Liverpool City 
Library, and were presented by Mrs. Best on the 18th April 1898. The collection 
made by F. J. Livesey, and now housed at the Priory Church of St. Mary and St. 
Bega, St. Bees, Cumbria has four of Handel's organ concertos in Best's manuscript 
copy and a proof copy of Augener's edition of the Concerto in G minor (Op. 4, 
No. 1) with corrections in Best's own hand. The Royal College of Organists has 
four of Best's arrangements of Handel's organ concertos in manuscript. The British 
Library has no manuscript material (except letters) and an appeal for information via 
the musical press has not resulted in any other sources coming to light, although 
there is a strong possibility that such sources exist. 
In addition to the above manuscript sources, the writer has based this 
catalogue on printed music in his own collection, music obtained from libraries, 
information supplied by publishers from their archives and catalogues, and from 
Best's own recital programmes. From the above information it can be seen that this 
catalogue will, from time to time, need updating, if new sources of manuscript or 
printed material come to light. 
The catalogue is divided into three parts. The first lists all the manuscript 
sources, the second Best's original compositions and the third his editions and 
arrangements. 
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PART 1 
MANUSCRIPT SOURCES 
Full details of these works can be found under their respective entries 
in Parts 2 and 3 
LIVERPOOL CITY LIBRARY 
Dq 1282. 
1 volume. 
Dq 1466. 
I volume. 
R'Csentcd bY Mrs. W. T. Best, 18th April 1898. 
Organ Music with Selections from the Grrat Composerg 
Andante Maestoso W. T. BEST 
God save the Queen and Partant pour la Syric W. T. BEST 
Fantasia on English National Melodies W. T. BEST 
Overture [E major] W. T. BEST 
100th Psalm W. T. BEST 
Fantasia on a Psalm W. T. BEST 
Adagio W. T. BEST 
Danish and English National Airs W. T. BEST 
Organ Music for the Offertory W. T. BEST 
Organ Music for the Offertory W. T. BEST 
Concert Overture [C major] W. T. BEST 
Pastorale [after storm] W. T. BEST 
Devant L'Tgl1sc - Aleditation Religicuse ADAM 
Reverie Religicuse on themes by Adam ADAM-BEST 
Air with variations AUBER 
Prelude and Fugue [A minor and major] J. S. BACH 
Offertorio in G minor ESLAVA 
Overture: Gutenberg HATTON 
Israel in Egypt HANDEL 
Overture founded on the Austrian Hymn HASLINGER 
Fantasia [C major] LEFTBURE-WELY 
Romanza: The Fisherman MEYERBEER 
Gloria in Excelsis MOZART 
Cantata: Fridolin RANDEGGER 
Allegro con brio SILAS 
Light of the World - Part 2 SULLIVAN 
Overture: Nazareth SULLIVAN 
Alla Siciliana WEBER 
Tema con variazione WEBER 
Tempo di Marcia SPOHR 
Andante [Trio by W. T. Best] S. WESLEY 
Concerto No. 1 in G minor [Op. 4, No. 11 HANDEL 
Concerto No. 1 in F major [Op. 4, No. 4] HANDEL 
Organ part. 
As performed at the Handel Festivals, aystal Palace, 1871 and 1874. 
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Dq 1472. Sacred Music Arranged for the Organ, 
I volume. 
Messiah: Hallelujah 
Lift up your heads 
He trusted in God 
For unto us 
But thanks 
Surely He hath borne our griefs 
And with His stripes 
All we like sheep 
Israel in Egypt I will sing unto the Lord 
0 Praise the Lord - Motet for 3 choirs 
Almighty God give us grace 
HANDEL 
HANDEL 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
Dq 1474. Organ Music Arranged from the Grrat Composers, 
2 volumes. 
Vol ume I 
Andantino [? W. T. BEST] 
Grand Introduction and Fugue MOZART 
Who is like unto Thee [Israel in Egypt] HANDEL 
Andante Augustus HASER 
Introduction to Part 3 of The aeation HAYDN 
He trusted in God [Messiah] HANDEL 
Andante [6th Quartet] MOZART 
Fugue [from a motet] GRAUN 
Chorale: Vater unser (1544) Johann WEINMANN 
Discant on the Chorale: Nun Freut euch lichen 
(1544) Benedict DUCIS 
Volumc 2 
Andante 
Andante con moto [Symphony No. 51 
Andante [Quartet in D minor] 
Fugue 
Motet 
Then round about the starry throne [Samson] 
Concert Fantasia on Old English Airs 
[? W. T. BEST] 
BEETHOVEN 
MOZART 
SPOHR 
SCHNEIDER 
HANDEL 
W. T. BEST 
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Dq 1475. Rractical Composition. 
I volume. 
Part I- CDunterpoint 
Dq 1476. Organ, Vocal and Choral Music. 
I volume. 
Gregorian Services to the Canticles 
Evening Hymn TALUS 
Dundee [CMI 
Part-song: The Dream W. T. BEST 
Andante con variazione [organ] W. T. BEST 
Motet for 4 choirs W. T. BEST 
Thema [Andante con variazionel W. T. BEST 
Quartette for 4 voices: Harvest Song W. T. BEST 
Serenade: Look out upon the stars W. T. BEST 
[voice and pianoforte] 
Dq 1649. Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best. 
I volume. 
Fantasia Pastorale 
Fantasia Pastorale with variations 
Fantasia Pastorale with variations 
Fantasia on Scotch Airs 
Military Fantasia 
Pastoral Fantasia 
Thematic Index of music for the Dioramas 
Alla Marcia 
Alla Marcia 
Alla Marcia - Prtcis of themes 
Oratorio: The Three Holy Children [organ part] 
Minuet [3rd Symphony] arranged for pianoforte 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
W. T. BEST 
Sir C. V. STANFORD 
MO ZART 
Prc-sOntcd bY B. M. Waugh, 1934 (Carr 1951: 15) 
Dq 1154. Mendelssohn: Elijah, containing notes inserted by Best from the 
full-score, for performance on the organ in place of orchestra. 
This score is now missing from the Library. 
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THE PRIORY CHURCH OF ST. MARY AND ST. BEGA, 
ST. BEES, CUMBRIA 
The Livesey Collection 
The Collection has the following music by Handel, edited and arranged by 
W. T. Best: 
Concerto in G minor, Op. 4, No. 1 HANDEL 
Edited, arranged and supplemented with a cadenza. 
1883(? ), London, Augener. 
Proof copy with corrections in Best's hand. It is signed by Best, and 
dated 12th June 1883. 
Organ Concerto in F major HANDEL 
MS sketch copy. 
This is a sketch, in 2-parts, with figured bass, of the Concerto No. 5 in F 
(without orchestra) which was published by Boosey. Best compiled this 
. concerto' from the following sources: 
1. Adagio (Concerto Grosso No. 8/Air: Piangerd ]a sorte mia from Giulo 
Cesare) 
2. Allegro (Organ Concerto No. 13 in F The cuckoo and the 
NightingalelConcerto Grosso No. 9) 
3. Allegretto (Oboe Concerto No. 5) 
4. Fuga, (Concerto Grosso No. 9/Overture to Hymen) 
The adagio which precedes the Fuga is different from that in the printed 
version. 
Organ Concerto in G minor HANDEL 
MS Sketch copy. 
This is a sketch, in 2-parts, with figured bass, of the Concerto No. 4 in G 
minor (without orchestra) which was published by Boosey. Best compiled 
this 'concerto' from the following sources: 
I. Allegro (Allegro - Organ Concerto in G minor Op. 7, No. 5) 
2. Variations on a Ground-Bass (Andante larghetto e staccato - Organ 
Concerto in G minor Op. 7, No. 5) 
I Fuga (Concerto Grosso No. 12) 
The adagio which precedes the Fuga is different from that in the printed 
version. 
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Organ Concerto in D minor HANDEL 
MS Sketch copy. 
This is a sketch in 2-parts, with figured bass of a 'concerto' that Best 
compiled from the following sources: 
1. Allegro Maestoso (Sonata - Anthem: In Thee 0 LordlOboe Concerto 
No. 5) 
2. Andante 
3. Allegro (Allemand - Concerto Grosso No. 8/Suite No. 16 in G minor 
for 
harpsichord) 
4. Fuga 
The first movement of this 'concerto' Best transposed and used as the first 
movement of the Concerto No. 3 in C minor (without orchestra) published 
by Boosey. The third movement was used as the first movement of the 
Concerto No. 1 in D minor (without orcherstra) from the same series. 
Concerto No. 2 in Bb major Op. 4, No. 2 HANDEL 
MS organ part 
As performed at the Handel Festival, Crystal Palace, 1877, by W. T. 
Best. 
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THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF ORGANISTS, LONDON 
Prrsented by Dr. Il. Lowcry 
The MS arrangements of some of the Concertos for organ (without 
orchestra) that W. T. Best compiled from Handel's music, and which were 
published by Boosey & Co, with differences in detail. 
FOUR ORGAN CONCERTOS 
Concerto [No. 1] in D minor [(without orchestra)) HANDEL 
Allegro moderato - Adagio - Fuga Allegro moderato 
Concerto [No. 2] in A major [(without orchestra)] HANDEL 
Largo - Allegro - Larghetto - Adagio - Fuga 
Concerto [No. 31 in C minor [(without orchestra)] HANDEL 
Andante maestoso - Allegro - Minuetto - Allegro con brio 
Concerto [No. 61 in Eb major [(without orchestra)] HANDEL 
Allegro - Grave - Andante - Fuga Allegro con brio 
This last concerto is transposed to D major in the published version. on 
the title-page of this concerto there is a list of instrumental parts, and 
the organ part iself is marked in the manner of a short-score. indicating 
tutti and solo sections, which suggests that it may have been performed 
as a concerto with orchestra in this version. 
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PART 2 
ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS 
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W. T. BEST - ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS 
These are listed under the following six headings: 
I. Music for Organ 
2. Music for Pianoforte 
3. Music for Orchestra 
4. Church Music 
5. Secular Choral and Vocal Music 
6. Tutors 
The compositions are listed as far as possible in chronological order - by 
date (where known), opus number (where given), or year of publication (if known). 
Dates in square brackets ffl) are those given in the Catalogue of Printed Music in 
the British Library to 1980 (Volume 5 BELTA-BIENB, London, 1981: 308-311). 
Pieces which give no indication of the date of composition or publication, or lack 
an opus number, are listed together at the end of each section. 
Compositions marked (**) are those which appeared in Best's recital 
programmes, but which have not been located in either manuscript or printed 
sources. 
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1. MUSIC FOR ORGAN 
14 
FANTASIA Op. I 
Organ 
1847 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
THREE PRELUDES AND FUGUES Op. 2 
1. Prelude and Fugue in A minor 
2. Prelude and Fugue in Eb major 
3. Prelude and Fugue in E minor 
Organ 
1847 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
ANDANTE IN G MINOR 
Organ. 
Ms. 
14th February 1848. 
Liverpool City Library 
volumes) - Volume 2. 
Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
ANDANTINO in F MAJOR 
Organ. 
Ms. 
29th February 1848. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume I. 
ANDANTE MAESTOSO IN E MAJOR 
Organ 
MS. [incomplete] 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers. 
This was published with differences as the Fantalsie-ttude Op-15 (see below). 
FANTAISTE-tTUDE Op. IS 
Organ. 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
ANDANTE WITH VARIATIONS Op. 17 
Organ. 
1850 
London, Schott. 
Later published by Augener [Cecilia - Book xxviii (8728)] 
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"MARCHE TRIOMPHALE [Op. 2171 
Organ 
cl85l[? ] 
It is likely that this is the same Marche Triomphalc as that for piano duet published by 
Schott as his Op. 21, which is itself probably a transcription of his Triumphal March for 
orchestra. I have been unable to locate a score or orchestral parts for this work, but it 
was conducted by Best at a Liverpool Philharmonic Concert on 14th and 28th April 
1863, and by Sir Charles Halle in Manchester on 19th December 1855. 
INTRODUCrION AND FUGUE IN A MINOR Op. 22 
Organ. 
1853(? ) 
London, Schott. 
This is quite likely to be the Introduction and Fuga Op. 21 that Best played on 4th June 
1853 (MW, Vol. xxxi, No. 23,4th June 1853: 359) and which was reviewed in the Musical 
World of 4th February 1854 (Vol. xxxii, No. 5: 73) 
PEDAL STUDY IN OCrAVES 
Organ 
1857 
The sole reference to this piece is in a recital by Best given on 31st May 1853 (MW, 
Vol. xxxi, No. 23,4th June 1853: 359). It probably comes from Pedal Exercises Op. 26, 
which forms Part 2 of Best's Modern School for the Organ, 1853, London, Cocks. 
8 TRIOS FOR 2 MANUALS AND PEDALS 
1. Andante in C major 
2. Allegro Moderato in Bb major 
3. Allegretto in B minor 
4. Andante in A minor 
5. Andantino in D major 
6. Andantino in G major 
7. Andante in D minor 
8 Moderato in E major 
Organ. 
1853. 
Part 3 of Best's Modern School for the Organ. 
London, Cocks. 
SIX MORALES 
1. F# minor 
2. C major 
3. Eb major 
4. E major 
5. G major 
6. Eb major 
Organ. 
1853. 
Part 3 of Best's Modern School for the Orean. 
London, Cocks. 
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24 STUDIES 
1. Moderato in C major 
2. Andante in E minor 
3. Allegro moderato Bb major 
4. Allegretto in B minor 
5. Andante con moto in E major 
6. Allegro moderato in C minor 
7. Andantino in F major 
8. Andante con moto in A minor 
9. Allegro moderato in A major 
10. Allegretto in D minor 
11. Andante con moto in Bb major 
12. Allegro moderato in G major 
13. Andante con moto in G major 
14. Andantino in B minor 
15. Adagio man non troppo in A major 
16. Moderato in D major 
17. Allegretto con moto in D minor/major 
18. Allegro maestoso in C minor 
19. Andante in G major 
20. Andantino in G minor/major 
21. Andante con moto e maestoso in C major 
22. Andantino in E major [Trio No. 11 
23. Allegro con brio in C minor [Trio No. 21 
24. Allegro moderato in F# major [Trio No. 31 
Organ. 
1853. 
Part 4 of Best's Modern School for the Organ. 
London, Cocks. 
FUGA 
Andante - pi(i moto [F major] 
Organ. 
1853. 
Part 4 of Best's Modern School for the Organ. 
London, Cocks. 
GOD SAVE THE QUEEAf WITH VARIATIONS AND FINALE Op. 24 
Organ. 
1853. 
Part 4 of Best's Modern School for the Organ. 
London, Cocks. 
ANDANTE 
Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks. 
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THEMATIC INDEX OF MUSIC FOR TIEE DIORAMAS 
Although this MS is not dated, it is likely that Best used this music when he was 
Organist at the Royal Panopticon of Science and Art, Leicester Square, London - see the 
Musical Worlcý Vol. xxxiii, No. 1,6th January 1855: 9. 
(a) Scenes in the Crimea - Thematic Index 
2.1. The Landing of the Troops. 
3.2. Battle of Alma 
1.3. View of Sevastapol [Russian National Anthem - A. F. Lvov (1799-1871)] 
4.4. The Bombardment [Ruk Britannia - Thomas Arne (1710-1778)] 
Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best. 
(b) Scenes in the Crimea - Thematic Index 
Overture 
1. Sevastapol before the Declaration of War 
2. The Landing of the Troops 
3. The Battle of Alma [See the Conqu'ring Hero - G. F. Handel (1685-1759)] 
4. The Bombardment of Sevastapol [Rule Britannia - Thomas Arne (1710-1778)] 
Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged b7 Best 
(c) Aladdin, or the Wonderful Lamp - Thematic Index 
Overture 
1. The Magician in his Study 
2. Aladdin with his Companions 
3. Meets the Magician [tacet] 
4. Presents him to his Mother [tacet] 
5. Aladdin and the Magician [Come unto these yellow sands - Henry Purcell (1658-1695)] 
6. Aladdin takes the Lamp [tacet] 
7. Aladdin tries to leave the cave with the Lamp [Here's a health unto his majesty] 
8. He is in despair 
9. The Genius appears [tacet] 
10. Panorama - Flight through the air 
11. Aladdin at home [tacet] 
12. The Genius appears [tacet] 
13. The Princess goes to the Bath 
14. The hand of the Princess demanded [tacet] 
15. Aladdin returns with his Bride 
16. The Palace flies away [Nordisches Lied - Robert Schumann (1810-1856)] 17. The King demands his Daughter Itacet] 
18. The Magician observed by Aladdin with his wife 
19. The Magician is killed by Aladdin [tacet] 
20. Aladdin and his Wife upon the Throne 
Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best- 
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(d) Aladdin, or the Wonderful Lamp, - Thematic Index 
Overture 
1. Magician in his Study 
2. Aladdin with his Companions 
3. Aladdin meets the Magician 
4. Presents him to his Mother 
5. Panorama - Journey over the Mountains [Nordisches Lied - Robert Schumann] 
6. Aladdin and the Magician at the mouth of the cave 
7. Aladdin in the Hall of Diamonds 
8. Aladdin takes the Lamp 
9. Aladdin leaving the cave 
10. Aladdin in despair 
11. The Genius appears 
12. Panorama - Flight through the air [Nordisches Lied - Robert Schumann) 
13. Aladdin at home 
14. The Genius appears 
15. The Proclamation 
16. The Princess going to the Bath 
17. The hand of the Princess demanded 
18. Aladdin brings his Bride 
19. Returns with her 
20. The Magician raises an Evil Spirit 
21. Offers new Lamps for old 
22. Arrives on the Balcony [FOrchtenmachen - Robert Schumann] 
23. A little after - The Palace flies away [Nordisches Lied - Robert Schumann] 
24. The King demands his daughter 
25. The Magician and Aladdin's wife are observed by Aladdin 
26. The Magician is killed by Aladdin 
27. Aladdin and his wife upon the Throne 
Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best. 
MILITARY FANTASTA [To Commemorate the Battle of Inkermann - Sth November 18541 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by &-st. 
FANTASIA ON SOOTCH AIRS 
1. Introduction 
2. Mr. 'Duncan Gray' 
3. Here awa' , there awa' 
4. A Highland Lord my love was born 
5. Felow grave 
6. Wha wad na fight for Charlie 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
June 1857. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ "Usic Composed and Arranged by Best. 
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*LA GARDE PASSE" - MARCHE MIIHAIRE Op. 29 
Arranged for Organ [originally for pianoforte] 
118571 - date of publication of pianoforte original. 
London, Schott - Organ Miscellany (i) No. 43 
[Original pianoforte piece published by Chappell] 
See also under Music for Pianoforte. 
SONATA IN G MAJOR Op. 38 [No. 11 
Organ 
c. April 1860. 
London, Novello. 
PASTORALE IN C 
Organ. 
118621 
London, Cocks - Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern (2 volumes) - 
No. 15, page 22, Book 3, Volume 2. 
This is a version of the Fantasia Pastorale of which there are several MS sketches, one of 
which is dated 22nd September 1886 - see under entry for Fantasia Pastorale. 
SIX CONCERT PIECES Op. 38 
1. Fantasia in Eb 
2. Allegro Marziale in D 
3. Fuga in C 
4. Air with variations in A 
5. Andante in Eb 
6. Pastorale in G 
Organ. 
c. 1861. 
London, Novello. 
DANISH AND ENGLISH NATIONAL AIRS 
1. Introduction 
2. Danish Hymn 
3. Campanelli 
4. English National Air 
S. Introduction 
6. Since I first saw your face 
7. Come live with me 
8. May he who wears a sulky face 
9. Campanelli 
10. Come, haste to the wedding 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
10th March 1863 [- date of performance at St. George's Hall, Liverpool, written on title- 
page] 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ MUSIC with Selections from the Great Composers. 
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COLLEMON OF PIECES, EXPRESSLY COMPOSED FOR CHURCH USE 
Book I 
1. Andante con moto, in E 
2. Allegro moderato in A minor 
3. Andante in Bb 
4. Allegro con brio in F 
S. Adagio in D 
6. Allegro moderato in C 
Book 2 
7. Andante SCTiOSO in P 
8. Adagio and Fuga in A 
9. Andante in G 
10. March for a ChUTch Festival in D 
11. Alla Breve in C 
12. Fantasia in F 
Book 3 
13. Prelude on the tune London (C. M. ) in Eb 
14. Fuga in C 
15. Prelude on the tune Halifax (L. M. ) in A 
16. Andantino in Eb 
17. Prelude on the tune St. Bride (S. M. ) in A minor 
18. Andante in l3b 
Book 4 
19. Andante religioso, in F, for the foundation stops 
20. Allegro maestoso e vivace in C minor 
21. Andante tranquillo in A 
22. Largo and allegro moderato, in G 
23. Adagio in Ab, for the reed-work 
24. Allegro con brio in E, for a large organ 
Book 5- Six Pieces for Christmas 
25. Sit laus plena, sit sonora - Allegro con brio in A 
26. Quem vidistis, Fastores? - Andante con moto in E 
27. Psallife, omnes Angeli - Allegro vivace in C 
28. Venite in Bethlehem - Andantino in F 
29. Pastorale - Allegretto in Bb 
30.0 Magnum Alysterium - Andante in Eb 
Book 6 
31. Wedding March in Eb 
32. Allegro giojoso in G 
33. Andante in A. for the foundation stops 
34. Prelude on the hymn Stabat mater dolorosA in D minor 
35. Funeral March in F# minor 
36. Adagio elegiaco in E minor 
Organ. 
1866. 
London, Novello. 
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AU. EGRETrO PASTORALE IN C 
Organ. 
1867. 
Part I of Best's Art of Organ Playing [No. 651 
London, Novello. 
MAR(31 IN A MINOR [Andante con mtol 
Organ. 
1869. 
Part 2 of Best's Art of Organ Playing [No. 2061 
London, Novello. 
FUGUE IN E MAJOR [Allegro Moderatol 
Organ. 
1869. 
Part 2 of Best's Art of Organ Playing [No. 2071 
London, Novello 
OVERTURE IN E MAJOR 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
Mar[? ] 1869. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Afusic with Selections from the Great Comlvsers. 
ORGAN MUSIC FOR THE OFFERTORY 
(organ music to be played between the Offertory Sentences) 
Organ. 
Ms. 
August 1872. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers. 
[see also under Church Music] 
FANTASIA ON A CHORALE [Dundee] 
Organ. 
Ms. 
13th August 1874. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers. 
This piece was substantially re-written and published as Fantasia on a Chorale published 
in 1893 by Augener [Cecilia - Book x1vi (5846)] - see separate entry. 
FOUR CONCERT FANTASIAS 
1. Paraphrase on Rossini's Preghiera: Giusto Cie] 
2. Concert Fantasia on a Welsh March [Gorhoffedd gwr Harlechl 
3. Fantasia on an air by Rode 
4. Marcia Eroica and Finale 
22 
Organ. 
[18761 
London, Augener. 
FANTASIA PASTORALE IN C 
(a) Fantasia Pastorale 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best. 
(b) Fantasia Pastoralc 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
22nd September 1886. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best. 
(c) Fantasia Pastorale 
Organ. 
MS Sketch - 'copied in distemper'. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - 
(d) Pastoral Fantasia 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Organ Music Composed and ArraWd b7 Best. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best. 
(e) [Fantasia Pastorale) 
"After storm in Tastorale- 
Organ. 
MS Fragment. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections frorn the Great Composers. 
See also Pastorale in C [18621, Cocks. 
(a) CONCERT OVERTURE IN C 
Organ. 
October 1889. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1i (5841)]. 
(b) CONCERT OVERTURE IN C 
Organ. 
MS Sketch on 2-staves. 
23rd July 1889. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with SelectiOns frOm the Great ComPosers- 
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FANTASIA ON A ClIORALE (Melody from the Scotch Psaltcr 1615 - I)undcc) 
Organ. 
March 1893. 
London, Augencr [Cecilia - Book xIvi (5846)] 
For an earlier MS version of this piece see Fantasia on a Chorale (13th August 1874). 
The Fantasia has been substantially Te-wTitten for publication. 
ANDANTE IN C 
Organ. 
March 1893. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1vi (5846)] 
ALLEGRO FESTIVO IN Eb 
Organ. 
April 1894. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book 1 (5850)] 
ALLEGRETTO IN Bb 
Organ. 
April 1894. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book 1 (5850)] 
CONCERT FUGUE ON A TRUMPET FANFARE 
Organ. 
May 1894. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book 1 (5850)] 
This was originally a 2-part Fugue [Allegro con briol for keyboard only, No. 24 in Best's 
First Organ Book (Boosey, [18831). Best sometimes added introductory music to this 
Fugue, as on some recital programmes it is listed as Introduction and Fugue on a Trumpet 
Fanfare. 
Manuscript and Published Organ Music for which there is no conclusive date 
ADAGIO IN F# 
Organ. 
No date. 
1, ondon, Augener [Cecilia - Book x (8710)] 
ADAGIO IN Ab 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - organ Afusic with Selections from the Great composers. 
This is an incomplete sketch for Rverie Religieuse on Themes of Adolphe Adam. See also 
Rtvcrie Religieuse on Popular Themes (Schott), Dcvant LTglise - Meditation Religicuse pour 
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L! Orguc par Adolphe Adam (MS) and Reverie Rcligicuse on Themes of Adolphe 
Adam (NIS) 
under ADAM, Adolphe Charles (1803-1956) in Part 3. 
ALLA MARCIA IN C 
Organ. 
No date. 
Wndon, Ricordi INO. 954391 
(a) ALLA MARCIA 
Organ. 
NIS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library 
(b) ALLA MARCIA 
Organ. 
NfS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library 
Dq 1649 - Organ Music CCAMIX)Sed and Arranged 
by Best. 
Dq 1649 - Organ Music Cornlx)sed and Arranged 
by Best. 
AUA MARCIA - Prfcis of Themes 
Organ. 
Nis, 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by &-st. 
ANDANTE CON VARIA230ME 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Music. 
(b) ANDANTE CON VARIAZIONE - THEMA 
Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Music- 
These are preparatory sketches for Andante with variations 11850. Schott - later published 
by Augener as Cecilia Book xxviii (8728)]. The sketch represents a first jotting down of 
ideas, written mainly on 2-staves. The overall outline of the composition (with the 
exception of the Finale) is there, with the figuration for each variation sketched out. No 
registration is indicated, but general dynamics are. The Thema is in 2-parts with the 
harmony indicated by figures. 
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C31RISTMAS FANTASIA ON POPULAR ENGLISH MELODIES 
1. The Waits (1673) 
2. Begone, dull care (1798) 
3. Old King Cole (1730) 
4. Care, thou canker of our joys (1750) 
S. The Roast Beef of old England (Finale Fugato 
Organ. 
No date. 
London. Augener [Cecilia Wok lv (5855)] 
CURISTMAS FANTASIA ON ANCIENT ENGLISH CAROLS FOR CHRISTMASTIDE 
1. God rest you. merry gentlemen 
2. A Virgin most pure 
3. The Babc of Bethlehem 
4. A rare song in praise of Christmas [A. D. 16601 
S. Christ was born in Bethlehem 
6. Ye Chimes 
7. The Boar's Head Carol 
Organ. 
No date 
London, Augener (8756) 
CURISTMAS PASTORALE 
Organ. 
No date. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxvii (5837)) 
CIVIC MARCII 
Organ. 
No date. 
London, AuSener [Cecilia - Book x1ii (5842)] 
(a) CONCERT FANTASIA ON OLD ENGLISH AIRS 
1. There was a jolly Miller (1685) 
2. Come unto these yellow sands (Purcell, 1680) 
3. Since I first saw your face (Ford, 1607) 
4. Hark! The lark at heaven's gate sings (Cooke, 1770) 
5. Down among the dead men (composer unknown, c. 1705) 
6. Come if you dare (War Song) (Purcell, 1680) 
Organ. 
No date. 
London. Augener [Cecilia Book xxxix (5839)] 
(b) CONCERT FANTASIA ON OI. D ENGIISII AIRS 
I. There was a jolly miller 
2. Come unto these yaller [sic) sands 
3. Since I first saw your face 
4. IlarkI the Lark 
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S. Down arnong the dead men 
6. Come. if you dare (War Song) 
Organ. 
NIS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1474 - Organ Music frtvn the Great CarnIxisers [Volume 21 
(c) FANTASIA ON ENGLISH NATIONAL MELODIES 
1. The Waits 
2. Come if you dare 
3. Here's a health unto his majesty 
4. Since I first saw your face 
5. HarkI the Lark 
6. Cme unto these yellow sands 
7. Down among the dead men 
8. God save the Queen 
Organ. 
NIS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Orpn Afusic with Selections frm the Great Comixners. 
See also Danish and English National Airs INIS. 10th March 18631 
(a) FANTASIA ON A MORALE (To God. our never failing strength AD 1620) 
Organ. 
NIS. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composer 
(b) FANTASIA AND FUGUE IN E MINOR (Based on an English Psalm Melody AD 1588) 
Organ. 
(1881) 
London, Augener [Cecilia Book v (8705)] 
There are differences between the MS and published versions of this work. The hIS 
version omits the Introduction, beginning in Bar 28 of the published version. Thereafter, 
the outline is the same, but there are numerous differences of detail. The NIS version 
interpolates an allWo assai of 12 bars length before the Fugue. There are also differences 
of detail in the Fugue and final allegra 
FESTIVAL OVERTURE IN Bb 
Organ. 
No date. 
lzndon, Augener [Cecilia - Book liv (5854)] 
This is a transcription of the Festival Overture in C for orchestra [Mansfield 1918: 237). 
It was performed at the 1875 Norfolk and Norwich Triennial Festival, on 23rd September, 
in St. Andrew's Hall, Norwich, conducted by Sir Julius Benedict. 
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PASTORALE 
Organ. 
No date. 
London. Augener [Crcilij - Wok xix (8719)] 
This is a re-working of the Allegretto Pastorale Op. 18 for pianoforte [0850, 
London, 
Addison and Hollier]. The organ version is transposed to D from the E major of the 
original. There are minor differences - mainly extra repetitions in the piano version. 
The 
Cbdi (from Bar 142 of the organ version) is different. 
S(31ER70 IN A MINOR 
Organ. 
No date. 
lzndon, Augener [Crcilia - Wok ix (8709)] 
SONATA IN D MINOR [No. 21 
Organ. 
No date. 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Wok xxix (8729)] 
SIX ADAGIOS 
No. I in C major 
No. 2inA major 
No. 3 in C minor 
No. 4 in G major 
No. 5 in F major 
No. 6 in E major 
Organ. 
No date. 
London, Cocks. 
TWELVE SHORT PRELUDES ON OLD ENGLISH PSALM TUNES 
1. lord, hear the voice of my complaint [Henry Purcell, 16901 
2. Through all the charWing scenes of life 116201 
3. All people that on earth do dwell [155010 
4. Give car, thou judge of all the earth 115621 
5. Afv soul, praise the Lord IW. Croft, 17201 
6. Thou turnest man, 0 Lord, to dust [15621 
7. Hill! Sacred Feast IS. Webbe, 18101 
8. All praise to Thee, Afy God, this night IT. Tallis, 15621 
9. Afy soul for help on God relies [H. Carey, 17401 
10. ThY mercies, Lord, shall be my song IW. Knapp, 17501 
I,. Bow down Thy gracious car [15621 
12.0 praise the Lord with one consent 1W. Croft, 17201 
Organ. 
No date. 
London, Augener [Cecilia Wok xv (8715)] 
*See also The Old Hundredth Psalm in the section on Church Music. 
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TOOCATA IN A MAJOR 
Organ. 
No date. 
London, Ricordi [No. 951611 
FRAGMENT 19 bars) 
Organ[? ) 
No date. 
Liverjxiol City Library Dq 1292 - Organ Afusic with Selections frm the Greit Composers. 
"PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN E MAJOR 
Organ. 
No date. 
"ANDANTE, PASTORALE AND FUGUE IN E MAJOR 
Organ. 
No date. 
"MARCH IN A MINOR 
Organ. 
No date. 
[Possibly the Solemn Afirch (in A minor) from Part 2 of Best's The Art of Organ 
Pljying 11867/18691 No. 2061 
**PREUJDE [Diapason Stops] 
Organ. 
No date. 
**2nd ORGAN CONCERTO - Finale 
Organ. 
No date. 
This comes from Best's programme for a recital at the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, in 
March 1886. As far as I am aware, Best wrote no concertos for organ, and this is the 
sole reference to such a work. It is likely that this was a misprint, and referred to 
Best's arrangement of Handel's 2nd Organ Concerto [Op. 4, No. 2, in Bbl. 
ALLEGRETro 114 Campanella] and FINALE FUGATO, 
Organ. 
No date. 
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2. MUSIC FOR PIANOFORTE 
30 
GRAND MOUVEMENT DE DANSE Op. 4 
Pianoforte. 
1847. 
London, Addison and Hodson [Manchester, Hime Beale/Livcrpool, Hime] 
TARANTELLA [Morceau de Omcertl Op. 10 
Pianoforte. 
1847 
London, Schott. 
SCHOTTWI OpAl 
Pianoforte. 
1847 
London, Schott. 
ROMAKESCA Op. 16 
Pianoforte. 
1851. 
London, Schott. 
ALLDGRETTO PASTORALE Op. 111 
Pianoforte. 
1857 
London, Addison and Hollier. 
This was later re-worked as Pastorale [AuSener - Cecilia - Book xix (8719)] see entry in 
Music for Organ. 
VALSE DI BRAVURA Op. 20 
Pianoforte. 
[18541 
London, Schott. 
MARCHE TRIOMPHALE Op. 21 
Pianoforte Duct. 
1851. 
London, Schott. 
Probably the same piece as the Marche Triomphalc for organ and the Triumphal March for 
orchestra. See the relevant entries in the Music for Organ and Music for Orchestra 
sections. 
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NOTTURNO Op. 27 
Pianoforte. 
I&ST 
London. Schott. 
'LA GARDE PASSE* - MARC31E MILITAIRE Op. 29 
Pianoforte. 
11857) 
London. Chappell. 
This was also arranged by the composer for organ [Schott. Orsin Uiscellany (i) No. 431 - 
see relevant entry in Music for Orpn section. 
THREE CHARACrERLSTIC PIECES Op. 35 
1. Une Nuit dans Seville [Serenade] 
2. La Solitude jUveriel 
3. Unquietude (Caprice de Concert] 
Pianoforte. 
1859. 
L, ondon, Hammond. 
'CARE. THOU CANKER OF OUR JOYS* lArranged by KuhIstroml 
Pianoforte. 
18?? 
London, Augener 117991 
The sole reference to this is in the BBC Music Library Piano and Organ Catalogue - 
Volume I (Qxnposers A- K) [BBC, 1965: 851. The BBC copy is missing from their stock, 
and the publishers [now Stainer & Bell] do not possess a copy. 
rare, thou canker of our joys'(1750) forms No. 4 of Best's Christmas Fantasia on Popular 
English Afelodies for organ (Augener - Cecilia Book lv) 
W. T. Best made the following transcriptions for the pianoforte. For 
further details see the entries under the relevant composer in Part 3. 
Organ CDncerto in G minor Op. 4. No. 1 
Organ Cbncerto in F major Op. 4, N(A 
Minuet from the overture to Berenice 
Overture to the Occasional Orajorio 
Symphony Ho. 39 in Eb (KS43) - Minuet 
Don Giovanni (K527) - 'Dch vicni alla rincstra, 
Fall of Babylon (Oratorio) - Overture 
HANDEL [Novellol 
HANDEL [Novellol 
HANDEL [Schott] 
HANDEL [Novellol 
MOZART [MS, Sketch] 
MOZART [Schott] 
SPOHR [Novellol 
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3. MUSIC FOR ORCHESTRA 
33 
As far as can be ascertained, W. T. Best wrote two pieces of orchestral 
music. It would seem that neither work was published in its original form, and to 
date no trace has been found of the full score or orchestral parts for either. 
However, both works survive in transcription. 
TRIUMPHAL MARCH [Op. 211 
Orchestra. 
108511 
[Unpublished? ] 
This was performed by Sir Charles Hallt on 19th December 18S5. After the rehearsal on 
12th December he wrote in his diary: 
......... Rehearsal at the Concert Hall 
in the evening. Haydn's B major 
Symphony, Overture, Ossian Gade, the second movement of Berlioz's 
Symphony, Hirold in Italy (Afarche des Pelerins), and a triumphal march 
by Best .......... (Hallt, 
Dlariesý Ed. Kennedy, 1972: 150&151) 
Halle was unimpressed by the composition, and recorded in his diary, after the concert: 
......... Mr. Best 
had come from Liverpool to hear his march, and he 
introduced himself to me after the concert, but it was impossible to find 
anything agreeable to say about his composition .......... (op. cit. ) 
Best himself conducted a Triumphal March (presumably the same work) at concerts of the 
Liverpool Philharmonic Society on 14th and 28th April 1863 (Archives of the Royal 
Liverpool Philharmonic Society) and corresponded on the subject with A. J. Kurtz. the 
Secretary of the Society in a letter prior to the concert on 26th March 1863 (BI-Add. 
33965, f. 11). It is likely that the Marche Triomphale for piano duet is a transcription of 
the orchestral work - it dates from the same early period of Best's professional career, it 
was the only duet that he produced, the texture suggesting an orchestral short score rather 
than an idiomatic pianoforte piece. The organ Marche Triornphalc is, in all liklihood, an 
organ transcription of either the orchestral or pianoforte version. 
FESTIVAL OVERTURE IN C MAJOR 
Orchestra. 
1875. 
[Unpublished? ] 
The first reference of this overture is in a letter, dated 8th June 1875, to Stanley Lucas, 
the Secretary of the Philharmnic Society (131. Loan 48/13/4, ff 2900): 
Dear sir. 
I have just completed a 'Festival Overture' for orchestra, and should be 
obliged if you will ask the Directors if its performance at the 
Philharmonic Concert of 21st., or July Sth, is possible, should they accept 
the work for a hearing. 
Separate orch[estrall parts are now ready. - 
Yours faithfully. W. T. BEST 
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As there is no mention of a Festival Overture by Best in the listings of first performances 
liven at Philharmonic Society Concerts in either Elkin's Royal Philharmonic (London, 19461 
or Foster's llisý of the Philharmonic Sadety of 1xvulan : 1813-1912 [London, 19121 it 
must be assumed that it was not performed by the Philharmonic Society. However, the 
Festival Overture was performed at the 'Grand Miscellaneous Concert'. held in St. Andrew's 
Hall. Norwich. on the evening of Thursday 23rd September 1875, as part of the Norfolk 
and Norwich Triennial Festival. It was conducted by Sir Julius Benedict. The overture 
was transcribed by Best for organ - becoming the Festival Overture in Bb [Augener - 
Crcilij Ikink livi. That the two compositions are one and the same is confirmed by Peace 
(1901: 49&50): 
FESTIVAL OVERTURE, B flat major W T. Bes t 
The overture bearing the above title was composed for the Norwich 
Festival of 1875 .......... The overture was originally written in the key of 
C. but in the present transcription (by the composer himself), it is 
presented in the key of B flat. 
and Mansfield (1918: 237). 
W. T. Best made the following editions and arrangements for orchestra. 
For further details see the entries under the relevant composer in Part 3. 
Minuet from the overture to Benmice HANDEL [Schott] 
- arranged for string orchestra 
Organ Cbncerto in G minor. OpA, No. 1 HANDEL [Augenerl 
- edited. arranged and supplemented with a cadenza 
Orpn CbncerW in F major. OpA. No. 4 IMNDEL [Augenerl 
- edited, arranged and supplemented with a cadenza 
Organ Cbncerto in Bb major. Op. 7. No. 1 HANDEL [Augener) 
- edited. arranged and supplemented with a cadenza 
Organ Cmxxrto in A major. Op. 7. M). 2 IUNDEL [Augenerl 
- edited, arranged and supplemented with a cadenza 
Organ Cmicerto in Bb major. Op. 7, No. 3 HANDEL [Augenerl 
- edited. arranged and supplemented with a cadenza 
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4. CHURCH MUSIC 
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W. T. Best's compositions for the church are listed under the following 
headings: 
Ilymn Tunes 
Chants 
Anthems 
Service Settings 
The contents of the various hymn and chant books that Best edited are included in 
Part 3 [Editions and Transcriptions] under BEST, William Thomas (1826-1897). 
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HYMN TUNES 
EVENING HYMN (L. M. ) - Tallis 
DUNDEE (C. M. ) 
Fbety Psalm and Ilymn Tunes arranged for Four Voices with Organ Accompaniment 
S. A. T. B/Organ. 
NIS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverptiol City Library Dq 1476 - Organ. Vocal and Choral Music. 
These are the only two tunes from the projected collection. 
See Part 3 under REST, William Thomas (1826-1897) 
Sr. CATIIERINE (P. M. -6 lines - 8.7.4. ) [No. 321 
Sr. DUNSTAN (P. M. -6 lines - 8.7.4. ) [No. 501 
LEICESTER (P. M. - It lines - 7.6. ) [No. 4810 
ST. AUGUSTINE (P. M. -8 lines - 7s. ) [No. 201 
Eighty Clxwalc. Psalm and llýrmn Tunes, newly harmanised in Four Parts with Organ 
Accompaniment by W T. Best 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
February 1848. 
Liverpool, Ilime. 
In the Preface to this collection Best writes: 
.......... The Tunes, St. Augustine, No. 20; St. Catherine, 
No. 32; Leicester. 
No. 49; and St. Dunstan, No. 50 are by the Editor; they have been written 
in order to render some Hymns available to music appropriate with the 
style adhered to in this book ............ 
0sce also The Art of Organ Playing - Part R where this tune is set to Jerusalem the 
Golden [No. 1171 
See Part 3 under BEST. William Thomas (1826-1897) 
(A) SIX MORALES 
(1) Ff minor [for one clavier] 
(2) C major [for two daviers - melody in the tenor] 
(3) Eb major [for two clavier3 - melody in the soprano] 
(4) E major if" three daviers] 
(5) G major [for am clavier - melody in the bass] 
(6) 0 Cod m_y heart is ruld. lis bent (Psalm 57) JEb major - for congregation and Organ] 
(B) MORAL HYMN - Glory to Thee my, God this night (2 cWirs with Organ 
Accompaniment) 
S. A. T. B. /S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
1953. 
Part 3 of Best's Modern School for the Organ. 
London. Cocks. 
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TWO HYMNS ON THE PASSION 
(1) At the Crvss her station lerping (1860) 
(2) W? wn I survey the wondrxxn Orss (1849) 
S. A. T. B. /Organ 
118941 
[A)ndon. Augener. 
LIMPOOL (6.6.6.4. ) 1 No. 157 0 Death. thou art no nwd 
CARIJSI (CM.. Arr. W. T. BEST) [No. 193 Wherefore so heavy. 0 my SOU4 
The CbnSrcSwianAI Itymn and Tune Book [Edited by R. R. Chope) 
S. A. T. B. 
118621 
London. William Mackenzie. 
See Part 3 under CHOPE. Richard Robert 
ANDE %Wit MA FAST FALIS 771E EVEMUDE (Ilymn for the Evening)* 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
118651 
London. Novelki? ] 
*See also The Art of Organ Playing - Part If - No. 110 
JR9B C71RJST JS RISFN TODAY. ALLELMAI (Ilymn) 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
11866 etc. ] 
London. Novello - Novello's Pirish Choir Rx)k - No. 393. 
(31ORALE IN Bb (No. 108) 
ABIDE VVMf MP (No. I 10) 
LD1 IIE COMES - Hymn f" Advent (No. 115) 
JERL&4LEW 771E GOLDEN [Leicester]" (No. 117) 
Organ. 
1867. 
Part 2 of Best's The Art of Organ Playing. 
London, Novello. 
* see Abide with me [18651 
00 see Eighty Chorale and flymn Tunes 118481 - No. 48. 
(A) THE OLD HUNDREDTH PSALM (All people that on earth do dwell) 
S. A. T. B. /Organ 
hIS Sketch. 
30th November 1977. 
Liverpml City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers. 
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(B) THE OLD HUNDREDTH PSALM (All peopIc that on ciarih do dwc]4 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
118951 
London. AuSener. 
The MS sketch has 5 verses, whereas the published version has four. 
Both versions use Best's Prelude: All people that on earth do dwell INo. 3 from Twelve 
Short Preludes on Old English Psalm Tuncs] as an organ introduction - see Music for 
Organ. 
TWO HYMN TUMES - The Last Cbmpositions of W. T. Bcst 
. k! sus livest No 
IoWr now 
A kw awm yemN sMI mll 
S. A. T. B. 
119031 
London. Vincent. 
40 
(b) CHANTS 
SINGLE CHANT IN G MINOR [No. 271 
SINGLE CHANT IN G MAJOR [No. 281 [also No. 474 in Joules allectionfl 
SINGLE CHANT IN Eb MAJOR tNo. 311 [also No. 151 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter and 
the Jubilate from the Morning and Evening Service] 
SINGLE CHANT IN C MINOR [No. 321 
DOUBLE CHANT IN G MAJOR [No. 481 [also No. 438 in Joule's Collection and No. 188 in 
Chants Adapted to the Psalter transposed to F major] 
DOUBLE CHANT IN F# MINOR [No-551 [also No. 4 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter - 
transposed to E minor] 
DOUBLE CHANT IN E MAJOR INo. 611 
DOUBLE CHANT IN F MAJOR [No. 771 
DOUBLE CHANT IN C MAJOR (No. 831 [also No. 153 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter in C 
and No. 436 in Joule's Collection in B major] 
CHANTS FOR FOUR VOICES 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
118521 
London, J. A. Novello, Sacred Music Warehouse. 
See also Part 3 under BEST, William Thomas (1826-1897) 
DOUBLE CHANT IN D MINOR [No. 2301 [also No. 100 in Chants Adapted to the Psaltel 
DOUBLE CHANT IN B MAJOR [No. 4361 [also No. 153 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter and 
No. 83 in Chants for Four Voices in C major] 
DOUBLE CHANT IN F MAJOR [No. 4381 [also No. 48 in Chants for Four Voices in G major 
and No. 188 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter in F major] 
SINGLE CHANT IN G MAJOR [No. 4741 [also No. 28 in Chants for Four Voices] 
SINGLE CHANT IN A MINOR [No. 5181 [also No. 18 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter and 
the Te Deum of the Morning and Evening Service] 
A COLLECTION OF CHANTS FOR THE PROPER PSALMS [by Benjamin St. John Joule] 
S. A. T. B. 
8th November 1877 [from the Preface] 
1894 [Title page of published Collection] 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
See also Part 3 under JOULE, Benjamin St. John Baptist (b. 1817) 
DOUBLE CHANT IN E MINOR [No. 41 [also No. 55 in Chants for Four Voices in Ft minor] 
SINGLE CHANT IN A MINOR [No. 181 [also No. 518 in Joule's Collection and the Te Deum 
from the Morning and Evening Servicd 
DOUBLE CHANT IN D MINOR [No. 1001 [also No. 230 in Joule's Collection] 
DOUBLE CHANT IN D MAJOR [No. 1011 
SINGLE CHANT IN Eb MAJOR [No. 1511 [also No. 31 in Chants for Four Voices and the 
Jubilate in the Morning and Evening Servicei 
DOUBLE CHANT IN C MAJOR [No. 1531 [also No. 436 of Joule's Collection in B major and 
No. 83 in Chants for Four Voices in C major] 
DOUBLE CHANT IN F MAJOR [No. 1881 [also No. 438 in Joule's Collection and No. 48 in 
Chants for Four Voices in G major] 
CHANTS ADAPTED TO THE PSALTER 
S. A. T. B. 
1879. 
London, Novello[? ] 
See also Part 3 under BEST, William Thomas (1826-1897) 
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See Part 3 under BEST, William Thomas (1826-1897) for the following 
editions and collections: 
GREGORIAN SERVICES TO THE CANTICLES [MS, 18501 
CHANTS FOR FOUR VOICES [1852, Novellol 
THE PSALTER ADAPTED TO THE ANCIENT ECCLESIASTICAL PLAINCHANT [1868, Novello] 
ClIANTS ADAPTED TO THE PSALTER [1879, Novello[? ]] 
CHORAL SERVICE MANUAL [1890, Augener] 
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ANTHEMS 
ALMFGHTY GOD, GIVE M GRACE (Collect for the first Sunday in Advent) 
Motet for 8-voices 
S. A. T. B. /S. A. T. B. /Organ 
Ms. 
September 30th - October 4th 1848. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1472 - Sacred Music ArrazWed for the Orýpn. 
See also Almighty God, give us grace (Joule). 
MOTET FOR FOUR CHOIRS 
MS Sketch for 0 Praise the Lord (see below) 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Music. 
0 PRABE WE LORD - MOTET FOR THREE CHOM Op. 20 
S. A. T. B. /S. A. T. B. /S. A. T. B. (unaccompanied) 
Ms. 
November[? ] 23rd 1850. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1472 - Sacred Music Arranged for the Organ. 
ANTHEM: 0 PRAISE THE LORD, CALL VP01V HIS NAME 
Soprano & Tenor Solo/S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
April 1860. 
London, Novello. 
ANTHEM FOR CHRISTMAS: BEffOLD I BRING YOU GLAD 77DINGS 
5-part choir/organ 
1868. 
London, Novello. 
FULL ANTHEM: THE LORD 5 GRF-4T IN DON 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
[1876, etc. ] 
London, Novello [Novello's Collection of Anthem-% Vol. ii, No. 441 
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ANTHEM FOR CHRISTMAS DAY: W711LE SHEPIIERDS WATCHED 7MR FLOCKS 
Bass solo/S. A. T. B. /Organ 
1879. 
London, Novello [The Musical Times - Ist December 18791 
ANTHEM: 0 PRAZE THE LORD, ALL YE HEATHEN 
18?? 
Manchester[? ], Joule. 
Sole reference in Anthems and Anthem Composers, by Myles B. Foster, 1901, London, 
Novello: 165 
ANTHEM: I %7U AfAGNIFY THEE, 0 GOD 
18?? 
Manchester[? ], Joule. 
Sole reference in Anthems and Anthem Composers by Myles B. Foster, 1901, London, 
Novello: 165 
ANTHEM: AURGWY GOD GIVE LS GRACE 
187? 
Manchester[? ], Joule. 
Sole reference in Anthems and Anthem Composersby Myles B. Foster, 1901, London, 
Novello: 165 
See Also Almighty God Give us Grace - Motet for 8-voices [MS, 18481 
ANTHEM: 0 PRALSE OUR GOD by F. BOHLER 
Organ accompaniment by W. T. Best. 
[1876, etc. ] 
London. Novello [Novello's Collection of Anthems, No. 782] 
See also Part 3 under B1GHLER, F.. 
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(d) SERVICE SETTINGS, etc. 
A MORNING AND EVENING CATHEDRAL SERVICE Op. 7 
1. Te Deum Laudamus 
2. Jubilate Deo 
3. Sanctus 
4. Kyrie Eleison 
S. Magnificat 
6. Nunc Dimittis 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
118481 
London, Novello. 
COMMUNION SERVICE IN D MAJOR 
1. Kyrie Elelson 
2. Gloria Tibi 
3. Nicene Creed 
4. Sanctus 
S. A. T. B. /Organ[? ] 
1856. 
[London, Cocks? ] 
Written for Carlisle Cathedral. 
The present writer came across this setting in April 1986. The part-copies (S. A. and 
T. B. ) are handwritten, and form part of the Choir Library of the Priory Church of St. 
Mary and St. Bega, St. Bees, Cumbria. As there are only voice-parts in this Library, 
there is no indication as to whether the organ-part fit is difficult to conceive of a setting 
by W. T. Best without one] was independent, or merely doubled the voices. Even though 
the parts are handwritten, it is likely that this Service was published - the same Library 
also has handwritten parts for another Communion Service by Best [in GI which was 
published. It may be that this is the whole, or part of the service listed by F. J. 
Livesey [Afusical Opinion, Ist May 1894: 500] as: 
Cathedral Service, composed for Carlisle Cathedral (Cocks) 
which may also be the Service Op. 25 listed below. 
At the time that he wrote the above article F. J. Livesey was Organist at the Priory 
Church of St. Mary and St. Bega, St. Bees. 
A MORNING AND EVENING SERVICE Op. 25 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
[18561 
London, 7 
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AN EVENING SERVICE CONSISTING OF THE MAGAUTCAT AND A7MC DIAHMS - ADAPTED 
TO THE ANCIENT GREGORIAN PLAIN CHANT 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
December 1860. 
London, Novello. 
MORNING AND EVENING SERVICE IN F Op. 40 
Composed for the Parish Church, Leeds. 
1. Te Deum Laudamus 
2. Benedictus 
3. Sanctus 
4. Kyrie Eleison 
5. Nicene Creed 
6. Offertory 
7. Cantate Domino 
8. Deus Miscreatur 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
[1865] 
London, Novello. 
TE DEUM LAUDAWS - SET TO MUSIC IN THE KEY OF C 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
January 1866. 
London, Novello [Novello's Parish Choir Book, No. 18] 
THE MORNING AND EVENING SERVICE, TOGETHER VMII THE OMCE FOR THE HOLY 
COMMUNION - SET TO MUSIC IN SIMPLE CHANT FORM 
1. Te Deum Laudamus [the sixth chant used appears as No. 518 in Joule's C401lecilon of 
Chants and No. 18 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter] 
2. Jubilate Deo [the second chant used appears as No. 31 in Chants for Four Voices and 
as No. 151 in Chants Adapted to the Psalter] 
3. Kyrie Elcison [No. 15 in Responses to the Commandments, edited by G. Martin, 
Novello. 
4. Gloria Tibi 
S. Nicene Creed 
6. Sanctus 
7. Gloria in Excelsis 
8. Magnificat 
9. Nunc Dimittis 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
[19211 
London, Novello [Novello's Parish Choir Book, Nos. 1032-1035] 
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A COMMUNION SERVICE IN G 
1. Kyrie Efelson [No. 20 in Responses to the Commandments, edited by G. Martin, 
Novello. ] 
2. Gloria Tibi 
3. Credo 
4. Sanctus 
S. Sursum Corda 
6. Gloria in Excelsis 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
118621 
London, Novello. 
Also uniform with the above: 
A MORNING AND EVENING CATHEDRAL SERVICE 
1. Te Deum 
2. Jubilate 
3. Sanctus 
4. Kyrie Pelson 
S. Magnificat 
6. Nunc Dimittis 
GLORIA 
S. A. T. B. 
Incomplete NIS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers. 
DIES IRAE, DIES ILLA (Day of wraLhl 0 Day of Mounuhg) 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
December 1860. 
London, Novello. 
BENEDICITE. OMNIA OPERA - RESPONSIVB CHORUS, WITH A FREE ORGAN PART 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
[18641 
London, Novello. 
THE, ATHANASIAN CREED - SET TO A NEW CHANT 
T. A. T. B/Organ. 
[18661 
London, Novello. 
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RESPONSES TO THE COMMANDMENTS 
No. 15 in F [also used in the Morning and Evening Service set to music in simple chant 
form [Novelloll 
No. 16 in C minor 
No. 17 in A major 
No. 18 in D minor 
No. 19 in Bb major [also used in the Morning and Evening Service Op. 40 [Novello]] 
No. 20 in G major [also used in the Communion Service in G [Novelloll 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
[18611 
London, Novello [Novello's Collection of Responses to the Commandments - Edited by George 
C. Martin] 
RESPONSES TO THE COMMANDMENTS 
No. 1 in C minor [No. 16 in the above Collection] 
No. 2 in A major [No. 17 in the above Collection] 
No. 3 in D minor [No. 18 in the above Collection] 
S. A. T. B. /Organ. 
1861. 
Musical Times, Vol. x, No. 219. Ist May 1861 - Supplement 
ORGAN MUSIC TO BE PLAYED BETWEEN THE OFFERTORY SENTENCES 
For Dom Pedro Luis Gareito, Isle of Womans. 
Ms. 
August 1872. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great 
Composers. 
See also under Music for Organ. 
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5. SECULAR CHORAL AND VOCAL MUSIC 
49 
SECULAR CHORAL MUSIC 
HARVEST SONG - QUARTETT FOR 4 VOICES 
S. A. T. B. (unaccompanied) 
Ms. 
20th April 1850 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Music. 
CHORUS: SIMLL ETR MY HEART FIND PEACE ON EARTH 
S. A. T. B. [? ] 
C. 1850 
Unpublished[? ] 
Source - Programme for the Liverpool Philharmonic Society's Concert on Tuesday 9th April 
1850. 
771E NA770MAL ANTIIEM AND PARTANT POUR LA SYRIE 
Soprano solo/Chorus /Organ 
MS Sketch. 
No date, but probably c. 1855. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers. 
AUTUMN THOUGHTS - W71AT MOURNFUL TBOUGMS COME OTR THE JWND (CHORAL 
SONG FOR FIVE VOICES) 
S. S. A. T. B. (unaccompanied. 
1859. 
London, Novello. 
PART SONG: THE DREW 
S. A. T. B. (unaccompanied) 
No date. 
MS Sketch. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1476 - Organ, Choral and Vocal Music. 
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(b) SECULAR VOCAL MUSIC 
SERENADE: LOOK OUT UPOIV ME STARS 
Voice and Pianoforte. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Music. 
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6. TUTORS 
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PRACTICAL COMPOSITION 
PART I- COUNTERPOINT 
Ms. 
April 1851. 
Liverpool City Library Dq 1475 
SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT 
SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT IN TWO PARTS 
Ist SPECIES 
1. C major 
2. F# minor 
2nd SPECIES 
1. F major 
2. C minor 
3rd SPECIES 
1. G major 
2. B major 
4th SPECIES 
1. D minor 
2. B minor 
Sth SPECIES 
1. Db major 
2. A minor 
SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT IN THREE PARTS 
Ist SPECIES 
1. Bb major 
2. E minor 
3. D major 
2nd SPECIES 
1. G minor 
2. C major 
3. E major 
3rd SPECIES 
1. A minor 
2. A major 
3. B minor 
4th SPECIES 
1. F major 
2. A minor 
3. A major 
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5th SPECIES [intermixed with the others] 
1. G major [2nd species] 
2. Bb major [3rd species] 
3. F minor [4th species] 
4. G minor [5th species] 
SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT IN FOUR PARTS 
Ist SPECIES 
1. F minor 
2. C major 
3. G minor 
4. Db major 
2nd SPECIES 
1. Ab major 
2. E minor 
3. B major 
4. D minor 
3rd SPECIES 
1. G major 
2. A major 
3. A minor 
4. E major 
4th SPECIES 
1. C major 
2. C minor 
3. F major 
4. F# minor 
Sth SPECIES [Florid Counterpoint] 
1. G major [2nd species] 
2. D minor [3rd species] 
3. C major [4th species] 
4. E minor [florid in all parts] 
COUNTERPOINT IN FIVE PARTS [Florid] 
1. C major 
2. G minor 
COUNTERPOINT in SIX PARTS [Florid] 
1. F major 
2. B minor 
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COUNTERPOINT IN SEVEN PARTS [Florid] 
1. C major 
2. G major 
COUNTERPOINT IN EIGHT PARTS 
1. A minor 
2. D major 
IMITATION 
IN TWO PARTS IN THE 8ve 
1. A minor 
IN THREE PARTS IN THE 8ve 
2. F major 
IN TWO PARTS IN THE 8ve 
3. G major 
IN TWO PARTS IN ALL INTERVALS 
No examples are given 
I page of sketches unconnected with what has gone before. 
CANON 4 in 2 IN THE 8ve 
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MODERN SCHOOL FOR THE ORGAN [4 PARTS] 
1853. 
London, Cocks. 
PART I 
ELEMENTARY INSTRUC71ONS IN THE ART OF ORGAN PLAYING 
SCALE EXERCISES IN ALL THE MAJOR AND MINOR KEYS 
[Format - Manuals in octaves, tenths, sixths, followed by the Pedals] 
C major 
A minor 
G major 
E minor 
D major 
B minor 
This and many other scales, where three short keys succeed each other, it is necessary in 
playing the pedal part to pass the point of the foot over two notes; - this must be 
accomplished as smoothly as possible by gliding from one short key to the other with the 
point of the foot only. 
A major 
Ft major 
E major 
C# minor 
B major 
G# minor 
Gb major 
Eb minor 
Db major 
Bb minor 
Ab major 
F minor 
Eb major 
C minor 
Bb major 
G minor 
F major 
D minor 
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PART 2 
PEDAL EXERCISES FOR THE ORGAN Op. 26 
FOR THE PRACTICE OF SMALL INTERVALS 
The notes must be played with the point of the foot only 
1. Moderato [C major] 
ON SMALL INTERVALS 
To be played very smoothly 
2. Adagio [E minor] 
FOR THE PRACTICE OF EXTENDED INTERVAIS 
3. Allegretto [F major] 
PRINCIPALLY ON SMALLER INTERVALS 
4. Andantino [A minor] 
FOUNDED UPON SYMMETRICAL PASSAGES 
Principally at the distance of a third 
S. Allegretto [E major] 
ON THE INTERVAL OF THE FIFTH 
6. Andante [C minor] 
ON THE INTERVAL OF THE SIXTH 
7. Allegretto (C major] 
ON THE OCTAVE 
8. Andante [G minor] 
ON CROSSING THE FEET OVER AND UNDER EACH OTHER 
Founded on scale passages 
In the ascending passages, the Left foot crosses under the Right; - descending, the Right 
crosses over the Left. 
9. Moderato IC major] 
ON CHANGING THE FEET UPON THE SAME NOTE WITHOUT REPEATING IT 
10. Andantino [D minor] 
ON CHANGING THE FEET UPON THE SAME NOTE AND REPEATING IT 
It. Allegretto [A major] 
A GENERAL EXERCISE 
All the notes are played as before, with the point of each Foot only. 
12. Moderato [F major] 
SIX EXERCISES FOR THE ALTERNATE USE OF THE POINT AND HEEL OF EACH FOOT 
When the heel is to be employed the letter h is used to signify it: - all the other notes 
are to be played with the point of the Foot. - 
1. Andante [D major] 
2. Allegretto [Eb major] 
3. Andante con moto, [E major] 
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4. Allegretto [F major] 
S. Allegretto [F minor] 
6. Allegro moderato fG major] 
THE MAJOR AND MINOR SCALES 
The practice of the Major and Minor Scales is highly important. As the manner of playing 
them involves the "mixed" method of employing the Pedal, it has been considered best to 
place them in the present advanced part of the work, in order that the Student may first 
become thoroughly acquainted with the peculiarities of both systems before combining them, 
as in the present and following Exercises. 
C major A minor 
G major E minor 
D major B minor 
A major Ft minor 
E major C# minor* 
B major G# minor 
Gb major Eb minor 
Db major Bb minor 
Ab major F minor 
Eb major C minor 
Bb major G minor 
F major D minor 
The Chromatic Scale 
*Where three short keys succeed each other, as in this and some other scales, the point of 
the foot must be passed quickly over two notes in succession. 
SIX EXERCISES 
These concluding Studies are for the practice of passages of special difficulty, and serve to 
illustrate the *mixed" system of using the Pedal, which, (as has formerly been observed) 
is the most perfect. - The manuals also are more freely employed in order to give 
independence of finger when playing a separate Pedal Part. 
ON THE LEGATO AND STACCATO 
1. Andante con moto, [Bb major] 
ON THE APPOGIATURA 
2. Andante [A minor] 
ON THE SHAKE 
3. Andante con moto [D minor] 
ON OCrAVES 
As the point and heel of the Right and Left foot are simultaneously used throughout this 
Exercise, the marks above the Pedal staff apply equally to the upper and lower notes of 
the octave. 
4. Allegretto [G major] 
ON THE DOUBLE PEDAL 
As there are two distinct parts for the Pedal, it has been thought best to employ an extra 
staff for the greater convenience of practice. - It may be necessary to remark that no 16 
ft. Pedal stops must be used in playing the present Exercise. 
S. Andante con moto [A minor] 
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A GENERAL EXERCISE 
The part for the Pedal is phrased throughout, and will be found to contain all that has 
been previously taught in the work. - In taking leave of the Student, it may not be amiss 
to impress the necessity of avoiding all violent and eccentric motion of the body, 
particularly when playing passages where the Pedal is freely employed. 
6. Andante - Allegro moderato [A major] 
PART 3 
EIGHT TRIOS FOR TWO MANUALS AND PEDAL 
1. Andante [C major] 
2. Allegro moderato [Bb major] 
3. Allegretto [B minor] 
4. Andante [A minor] 
5. Andantino [D major] 
6. Andantino [G major] 
7. Andante [1) minor] 
8. Moderato [E major] 
SIX CHORALES 
The examples from I to 5 shew the different forms in which the Tune may be announced 
to the Congregation. 
FOR ONE CLAVIER 
1. F# minor 
FOR TWO CLAVIERS 
2. Melody in the Tenor C major 
FOR TWO CLAVIERS 
3. Melody in the Soprano Eb major 
FOR THREE CLAVIERS 
4. E major 
FOR ONE CLAVIER 
5. Melody in the Bass G major 
FOR THE CONGREGATION AND ORGAN (0 God my heart is fixV [Psalm 57 - last four 
verses] 
S. A. T. B. /Organ 
6. Eb major 
CHORAL HYMN FOR TWO CHOIRS, WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT 
Glory to Thee my God this night 
S. A. T. B. /S. A. T. B. /Organ 
Andantino F# minor/major 
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PART 4 
TWENTY FOUR STUDIES FOR THE ORGAN 
The following 24 Studies have for their principal object the alternate and combined use of 
the different Claviers or key-boards, by means of which most of the effects peculiar to the 
organ are obtained - 
Registering has been carefully marked to each Study; - it may be necessary however in 
some cases to vary it in order to suit the resources of different instruments - 
The first 15 Studies are intended for an organ having Two Manuals and a separate Pedal 
Organ - 
The fingering has been added to the leading passages throughout the work and where any 
difficulty occurs in the Pedal part, corresponding signs are introduced 
1. Moderato [C major] 
2. Andante [E minor] 
3. Allegro moderato [Bb major] 
4. Allegretto [B minor] 
5. Andante con moto [E major] 
6. Allegro moderato [C minor] 
7. Andantino [F major] 
8. Andante con moto, [A minor] 
9. Allegro moderato [A major] 
10. Allegretto [D minor] 
ON THE SFORZANDO 
The sforzando, or sudden emphasis upon a note is produced by means of the Swell Pedal, 
- it is necessary to raise it immediately in order to produce the p upon the succeeding 
notes of the passage. 
11. Andante con moto [Bb major] 
ON THE CRESCENDO AND DIMINUENDO 
The Crescendo and Diminuendo are also produced by the Swell Pedal. It is requisite to 
connect the Swell manual to the Great Organ in the present Exercise. 
12. Allegro moderato [G major] 
The following Three Studies are for the accompaniment of a principal Melody in the 
different parts of the Scale. 
(i) Melody in the Soprano 
13. Andante con moto [Bb major] 
(ii) Melody in the Tenore 
14. Andantino [B minor] 
(iii) Melody in the Bass 
Is. Adagio ma non troppo [A major] 
The second division of the work consists of Six Studies for an Organ with Three Manuals 
and a separate Pedal organ, and THREE TRIOS, for two Claviers and Pedal. 
16. Moderato [D major] 
17. Allegretto con moto [D minor/major] 
18. Allegro maestoso [C minor] 
19. Andante [G major] 
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20. Andantino [G minor/major] 
21. Andante con moto e maestoso [C major] 
TRIO No. 1 
22. Andantino [E major] 
TRIO No. 2 
23. Allegro con brio [C minor] 
TRIO No. 3 
24. Allegro moderato e maestoso [F# minor] 
FUGA 
Andante - pifi moto, [F major] 
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN WITH VARIATIONS AND FINALE FOR THE ORGAN Op. 29 
Introduction Largo e maestoso 
Tema Andante con Moto 
Variation I 
Variation 2 [Two Claviers] 
Variation 3 
Variation 4 
Finale Pifi Moto 
Fuga Andante con Moto 
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30 PROGRESSIVE SIUDIES FOR THE, ORGAN - COMPOSED FOR THE USE OF YOUNG 
STUDENTS Op. 33 
[18591 
London, Novello. 
In playing the first twenty Studies, soft toned registers of 8 and 4 feet, on any Manual, 
may be used; such as the Open and Closed Diapasons; Dulciana; Claribella; Viol di Gamba; 
and the Flutes of 8 and 4 feet. In the Pedal, soft registers of 16 and 8 feet. The 
remaining ten Studies have special registering added, to which it is necessary to adhere, in 
order to obtain the desired effect. 
I. Alta Breve [C major] 
2. Alta Breve [A minor] 
3. Moderato, [F major] 
4. Moderato [C major] 
5. Moderato [G major] 
6. Andante [A minor] 
7. Andante [D minor] 
8. Moderato, [D major] 
9. Andante (Fughetta)(Full Organ) [E minor] 
10. Allegro moderato [Bb major] 
11. Andante [G major] 
12. Moderato [B minor] 
13. Andante [Eb major] 
14. Allegro ID minor] 
15. Moderato [F# minor] 
16. Andantino [Ab major] 
17. Andante [E major] 
18. Allegretto [G minor] 
19. Largo [Eb major] 
20. Alta Breve [B minor] 
21. Largo (Chorale + Interlude) [Bb major] 
22. Andante con moto [E major] 
23. Andante [Db major] 
24. Allegretto [A major] 
25. Alla Breve [C minor] 
26. Andante con moto (+ Chorale) [G major] 
27. Andante [E major] 
28. Pedal Study (Andante) [C major] 
29. Pedal Study (Andantino) [F minor] 
30. Fughetta (Andante con moto) [A major] 
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THE ART OF ORGAN PLAYING - Practically Illustrate from the first rudiments to the 
highest difficulties of the instrument; both in its use as an Accompaniment to the different 
styles of Church Music, as well as in the various purposes of the Employment of the 
Organ as a Solo Instrument. 
2 Parts 
1867/1868. 
London, Novello. 
PART I- RUDIMENTARY MANUAL EXERCISES 
SIX EASY EXERCISES IN TWO PARTS, TREBLE AND BASS 
In playing the Organ, the greatest care must be taken to retain each note its exact length, 
- never allowing the fingers to linger for an instant on notes previously played, as the 
sound of an Organ continues with equal force so long as the keys are held down. 
NOTE AGAINST NOTE 
1. Alla Breve [C major] 
NNIMS AND SEMIBREVES 
2. Allegro [G major] 
PASSAGES OF SYNCOPATION 
3. Allegro [Bb major] 
IMITATIVE PASSAGES BETWEEN TREBLE AND BASS 
4. Allegretto [C major] 
ON THE LEGATO AND STACCATO 
5. Allegretto [D minor] 
FOR THE ACQUIREMENT OF CLEARNESS OF EXECUTION IN THE PERFORMANCE OF 
RAPID PASSAGES 
6. Allegro [Bb major] 
FOUR EXERCISES, HAVING A FEW SUSTAINED NOTES INTRODUCED NEAR THE CLOSE 
7. Allegro moderato [C major] 
8. Allegretto [A minor] 
(A sforzando is obtained by suddenly depressing the Swell Pedal, and allowing it to rise 
immediately) 
9. Allegro [G major] 
10. Prelude on a Chorale from the Scotch Psalter (A. D. 1615) [F major] 
(Theme in the Soprano) 
SIX EXERCISES, TO ILLUSTRATE PECULIARITIES OF THE ORGAN TOUCH, AS WELL AS 
THE MODE OF FINGERING IN CERTAIN PASSAGES, IN ORDER TO SUSTAIN THE SOUND 
DULY 
TO CHANGE THE FINGER ON A NOTE, WITHOUT REPEATING IT 
11. Andante [F minor] 
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ON THE CHANGE OF FINGER REQUIRED IN THE PERFORMANCE OF OCTAVES 
12. Andantino [D minor] 
THIRDS, PLAYED SLOWLY, REQUIRING A FREQUENT CHANGE OF FINGER 
13. Adagio [E major] 
THIRDS, RAPIDLY PLAYED 
14. Allegro moderato [C major] 
SIXTHS, PLAYED SLOWLY, REQUIRING A FREQUENT CHANGE OF FINGER 
15. Andante [C major] 
SIXTHS, RAPIDLY PLAYED 
16. Allegretto [A minor] 
FDUR EXERCISES IN THREE PARTS 
TWO PARTS PLAYED BY THE RIGHT HAND 
All notes having the Fingering marked above them, are played by the Right Hand. - The 
Left plays all with the fingering marked below 
17. Allegro [C major] 
TWO PARTS PLAYED BY THE LEF7 HAND 
18. Andantino [E major] 
THE THREE PARTS DMDED BETWEEN THE HANDS 
19. Andante [Eb major] 
A SIMILAR EXERCISE, BUT OF GREATER DIFFICULTY 
20. Allegro moderato [D major] 
EASY EXERCISE IN FOUR PARTS 
21. Alla Breve [C major] 
EXAMPLE WITH FULLER CHORDS 
22. Alla Breve IC major] 
SUCCESSION OF CHORDS IN EACH HAND, TO BE PLAYED SMOOTHLY UPON THE FULL 
ORGAN 
23. Larghetto [Bb major] 
FOR THE ACQUIREMENT OF A SUSTAINED LEGATO IN EACH PART 
24. Andante con moto [A major] 
ON DETACHED CHORDS, TO BE PLAYED WITH GREAT PRECISION 
25. Andante con moto [F# minor] 
IMITATIVE PASSAGES WITH DETACHED CHORDS 
26. Allegro [C major] 
RAPID PASSAGES WITH A SUSTAINED ACCOMPANIMENT 
27. Allegro moderato [E minor] 
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ON THE ART OF PHRASING, COMBINED WITH CLEARNESS OF EXECUTION IN THE 
PERFORMANCE OF PASSAGES DERIVED FROM THE SCALES 
28. Allegro con brio [D major] 
RAPID PASSAGES, DIVIDED BETWEEN THE HANDS, AS IN THE ORGAN MUSIC OF BACH, 
AND OTHER COMPOSERS 
29. Allegro moderato [A minor] 
PRELUDE ON A CHORALE BY TH. TALLIS, FROM ARCHBISHOP PARKERS PSALTER (A. D. 
1561) THEME IN THE TENOR 
30. Andante con moto [D major] 
THE EIGHT TONES FOR THE PSALMS, WITH THEIR VARIOUS ENDINGS 
Fl RST TONE 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
SECOND TONE 
37. 
THIRD TONE 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
FOURTH TONE 
42. 
43. 
44. 
FIFTH TONE 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
SIXTH TONE 
49. 
SEVENTH TONE 
so. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
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EIGHTH TONE 
55. 
56. 
57. 
EIGHTH TONE. IRREGULAR 
58. [Tonus Peregrinus] 
SIX CHORALES 
59. Dr. BLOW 116901 [D minor] 
60. From the SCOTCH PSALTER [16151 [A minor] 
61. Geo. GREENE [17901 [D major] 
62. Th. RAVENSCROFT [16201 [F major] 
63. Dr. HOWARD [17801 [A minor] 
64. Dr. CROFT [17001 [D major] 
THIS PIECE, WHICH CONCLUDES PART 1, HAS A SEPARATE PEDAL PART. - THE 
PASSAGES ASSIGNED TO THE FEET ARE VERY EASY OF EXECUTION, AND MERELY 
REQUIRE THE ALTERNATE USE OF THE POINT OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT, AS 
INDICATED ABOVE THE NOTES. 
65. Allegretto Pastorale [C major] 
PART 2- STUDIES FOR THE PEDAL 
FIVE EASY EXERCISES, FOR THE ALTERNATIVE USE OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT 
ASCENDING OR DESCENDING A DEGREE 
ON TWO NOTES, COMMENCING WITH THE LEFr FOOT 
66. Moderato [C major] 
A SIMILAR EXERCISE, COMMENCING WITH THE RIGHT FOOT 
67. Andante [F major] 
A SHORT AND LONG KEY ALTERNATED 
68. Andante [A minor] 
PASSAGES DESCENDING A DEGREE 
69. Allegretto [G major] 
A SIMILAR EXERCISE, BUT MORE EXTENDED 
70. Allegro moderato [F major] 
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TWELVE EXERCISES, IN ALL THE KEYS, ON ASCENDING AND DESCENDING SCALE 
PASSAGES FROM A GIVEN SOUND, IN ORDER TO ACQUIRE CERTAINTY IN PLAYING THE 
VARIOUS INTERVALS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE RANGE OF THE PEDAL-BOARD 
71. Allegro moderato [C major] 
72. Allegro moderato [G major] 
73. Andante [D major] 
74. Andante (A major] 
75. Andante [E major] 
76. Andante [B major] 
77. Andante [Gb major] 
78. Allegro [Db major] 
79. Allegro [Ab major] 
80. Andante [Eb major] 
81. Allegro [Bb major] 
82. Allegro [F major] 
83. Andante maestoso [A major] 
84. Andantino ID minor] 
85. Allegretto [B minor] 
THREE EXERCISES ON THE INTERVAL OF A THIRD, INCLUDING AN EXAMPLE FROM THE 
WORKS OF J. S. BACH 
86. Allegro moderato [Bb major] 
87. Andante con moto [E minor] 
88. FUGUE on the first phrase of the CHORALE We all believe in one Gcd [ Wir glauben 
all' an cinen Gott] J. S. BACH 
EXERCISE ON MORE EXTENDED INTERVAIS 
89. Allegro [G major] 
EXAMPLE OF DESCENDING SEVENTHS, BY J. S. BACH 
90. Prelude on the Chorale, By Adam's Fall Debased [Durch Adams Fall is ganz verderbil 
CROSSING THE FEET 
SIX EXERCISES IN VARIOUS KEYS. IN CROSSING THE FEET, THE LEFT ALWAYS PASSES 
BEHIND THE RIGHT, BOTH ASCENDING AND DESCENDING 
91. Andante [C major] 
92. Andante [C minor] 
93. Allegretto [F major] 
94. Andante [D minor] 
95. Andante [C major] 
96. Andante con moto [F major] 
EXERCISE ON CHANGING THE FEET ON A NOTE, WITHOUT REPEATING THE SOUND 
97. Andante [A minor] 
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THREE EXERCISES FOR THE USE OF THE POINT AND HEEL OF EACH FOOT 
98. Andantino [G major] 
99. Andante [A major] 
100. Allegretto IC minor] 
EXERCISE ON OC`rAVES 
In playing Octaves, the Heel and Point of each foot are simultaneously used 
101. Andante [F major] 
EXERCISE FOR THE ACQUIREMENT OF THE SHAKE 
102. Allegro [G major] 
SIXTEEN CHORALES, ARRANGED FOR ORGAN 
103. T Ravenscroft, A. D. 1620 [F major] 
104. R. Courteville, 1680 [Bb major] 
105. T. Ravenscroft, 1620 [Eb major] 
106. S. Webbe [Eb major] 
107. J. West, 179S [Eb major] 
108. W. T. Best [Bb major] 
109. From the Scotch Psafter, 1615 [F major] 
110. Abide with me - Hymn for the Evening [F major] - W. T. Best 
111. Dr. Croft, 1700 [C major] 
112. G. Farnaby, 1592 [C major] 
113. Dr. Croft, 1700 [G major] 
114. Dr. Croft, 1700 [D major] 
115. Lo! He comes - Hymn for Advent [A major] - W. T. Best 
116. M. Peirson, 1600 [F# minor] 
117. Jerusalem, the Golden [A major] - W. T. Best 
118. Come, all ye faithful Christians - Hymn for Christmas [A major] J. Reading 
DETACHED EXAMPLES - from the Works of Bach and other Organ Composers, shewing how 
passages of special difficulty are to be played. 
FIRST SECTION 
On the use of the POINT and HEEL of each Foot 
119 - 122. Fugue in D minor [4 examples] 
123. Fugue in B minor 
124. Fugue in C major 
125. Prelude in F minor 
126. Fugue in G minor 
127. Fugue in C minor 
128. Prelude in E major 
129. Six Sonatas [No. 1 - last movt. ] 
130. [from the same] 
131. Three Preludes & Fugues No. l] 
132. Grand Solemn March 
133. Fantasia with Chorale [end] 
J. S. BACH 
J. S. BACH 
J. S. BACH 
J. S. BACH 
J. S. BACH 
J. S. BACH 
J. S. BACH 
MENDELSSOHN 
MENDELSSOHN 
H. SMART 
H. SMART 
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134. Six Organ Pieces [No. 61 J. L. HATTON 
[Adagio maestoso from Hatton's Organ Book] 
135. Six Concert Pieces [No. 21 W. T. BEST 
[Allegro con briol 
136 [from the sarnel 
SECOND SEMON 
Scale Passages 
137. Prelude in C major J. S. BACH 
138. Toccata in D minor [Dorian Mode JJ. S. BACH 
139. [from the same] 
140. Fugue in E minor I S. BACH 
141. Prelude in D major J. S. BACH 
142. Six Organ Cc)ncertos [No. 11 HANDEL 
[Last movement] 
143. Six Organ Concertos [No. 41 HANDEL 
[First movement] 
144. Six Sonatas [No. 51 MENDELSSOHN 
[First movement] 
145. Six Sonatas [No. 41 MENDELSSOHN 
[Last movement] 
146. Six Sonatas [No. 31 MENDELSSOHN 
[First movement] 
147. Variations on an Original Theme Ad. HESSE 
[A major - Variation 31 
Chromatic passage 
148. Six Sonatas [No. 11 MENDELSSOHN 
[First movement] 
Chromatic octave passage 
149. Variations on God save the King Ad. HESSE 
[Variation 51 
150. Collection of Organ Pieces for 
Church Use [No. 12 - Fantasia] W. T. BEST 
151. Sonata in G major W. T. BEST 
[End of first movement] 
THIRD SECTION 
Crossing the Feet 
152. Fugue in G minor ["The Great"] J. S. BACH 
153. [from the same] 
154. Fugue in G minor [*The Little"] J. S. BACH 
155. Fugue in E minor J. S. BACH 
156. Six Sonatas [No. 21 MENDELSSORN 
[Second movement] 
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157. Collection of Organ Pieces for Church 
Use [No. 4 - Allegro con brio] W. T. BEST 
FOURTH SECTION 
On changing the Feet on the swne Note 
158. Fugue in A minor J. S. BACH 
159. Fantasia in C minor J. S. BACH 
160 [from the same] 
161. Fugue in E major J. S. BACH 
162. Prelude in F minor J. S. BACH 
163 Six Sonatas [No. 31 MENDELSSOHN 
FIFrH SECHON 
Thirds, played by the Point and Heel of the same Foot 
164. Fugue in G minor ["The Great"] J. S. BACH 
165. [from the same] 
166. Prelude in C major I S. BACH 
167. Fugue in C minor I S. BACH 
168. Fugue in C minor J. S. BACH 
169. Six Organ Concertos [No. 61 HANDEL 
[First movement] 
170. [from the same - First movement] 
171 [from the same - End] 
172. Six Organ Concertos [No. 2] HANDEL 
[First movement - Cadenza by W. T. Best] 
173 Three Preludes and Fugues MENDELSSOHN 
[No. I- Fugal 
174. Six Sonatas [No. 51 MENDELSSOHN 
[Last movement] 
175. Six Concert Pieces W. T. BEST 
[No-I - Allegro con brio - End] 
SIXTH SECTION 
Extended Intervals 
176. Fugue in E minor J. S. BACH 
177. Prelude in E minor J. S. BACH 
178. First Sonata in Eb major J. S. BACH 
[Last movement] 
179. Six Organ Concertos [No. 1] HANDEL 
[First movement - Cadenza by W. T. Best] 
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SEVENTH SECTION 
On the Double Pedal 
180. Prelude on the Chorale 'We all believe in 
one God" 
[ Wir glauben all' an einen Gott] J. S. BACH 
181. Passacaglia in C minor J. S. BACH 
[End of the Fugue] 
182. Variations on God Save the King RINCK 
[Finale] 
183. Collection of Organ Pieces For Church 
Use [No. 16 - Andantinol W. T. BEST 
184. Six Concert Pieces W. T. BEST 
[No. 5 - Andante con motol 
185. Sonata in G major W. T. BEST 
[Allegro con briol 
EIGHTH SECTION 
On the Shake, Beat, and Appogiatura 
186. Fugue in D minor [Dorian Mode] J. S. BACH 
187. Toccata in C major I S. BACH 
[Pedal solo] 
188. Variations on God Save the King RINCK 
[Finale] 
189. Prelude in C minor J. S. BACH 
[Pedal solo] 
190. Prelude in C major I S. BACH 
191. ColIection of Organ Pieces for Ch urch 
Use [No. 8- Fuga] W. T. BEST 
192. Variations on an Original Theme Ad. HESSE 
[A major - Variation 11 
193. Six Concert Pieces [No. 5] W. T. BEST 
[Andante con moto, - End] 
NINTH SECTION 
On Phrasing, and the Staccato touch 
194. Passacaglia in C minor J. S. BACH 
[Fugue] 
195. Six Sonatas [No. 61 MENDELSSOHN 
[Chorale with variations] 
196. Six Organ Pieces [No-51 J. L. HATTON 
[Air with variations - Variation 7, from 
Hatton's Organ Book] 
197. Six Concert Pieces [No-41 W. T. BEST 
[Air with variations - Variation 31 
198. Six Organ Pieces [No. 1] H. SMART 
[Andante con moto] 
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199. Sonata in G major W. T. BEST 
[intermezzo] 
200. Collection of Organ Pieces for Church 
Use [No. 10 - March] 
201 Short Prelude and Fugue in 
F major J. S. BACH 
202. Chorale: 'Blessed Jesus, we are 
here" J. S. BACH 
[Licbster Jesu, wir sind hieri 
203. Chorale: "Our Father, which art in 
Heaven" J. S. BACH 
[Vater unser in Himmelreich] 
204. Fugue on the Chorale: "By Adam's 
Fall debased" J. S. BACH 
[Durch Adams Fall ist ganz verderbt] 
205 Fugue in G minor W. Friedemann BACH 
206 Solemn March W. T. BEST 
207. Fugue in E major W. T. BEST 
208. Finale to the Second Sonata for Two 
Claviers and Pedal J. S. BACH 
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FIRST ORGAN BOOK - AN ELEMENTARY AND PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR STUDENTS 
(18831 
London, Boosey [Boosey's Musical Instructors] 
PRELIMINARY NOTE 
DESCRIPTION OF AN ORGAN 
DISPOSITION OF AN ORGAN WITH TWO CLAVIERS AND PEDAL, UPON WHICH ALL THE 
WORKS OF THE CLASSICAL COMPOSERS FOR THE INSTRUMENT CAN BE PERFORMED 
THE ART OF REGISTERING 
TWELVE PREPARATORY EXERCISES IN TWO PARTS, WITHIN A COMPASS OF FIVE NOTES 
[All the music composed by W. T. BEST unless otherwise stated] 
1. Alla Breve [C major] 
2. Moderato (G major] 
3. Allegretto [C major] 
4. Andante (F major] 
S. Risoluto [A minor] 
6. Andante [A major] 
7. Allegro molto [D minor] 
8. Allegretto [Bb major] 
9. Allegro maestoso [D major] 
10. Andantino [Ft minor] 
11. Allegro marziale [Db major] 
12. Allegro con brio [Ab major] 
13. Episode [Allegro Moderato in A minor] J. L. HATTON 
EXERCISE, WITH A HOLDING NOTE IN EACH HAND 
14. Moderato [D major] 
PRELUDE ON A MELODY FROM THE SCOTCH PSALTER - MARTYR'S TUNE A. D. 1615 
15. Andante con moto [A minor] 
EXERCISE IN THE ORGAN STYLE, WITH A FEW SUSTAINED CHORDS 
16. Allegro moderato [C major] 
CHANGING THE FINGER ON A NOTE WITHOUT SOUNDING IT 
17. Adagio [E minor] 
CHANGE OF HANDS ON THE SAME CHORD WITHOUT SOUNDING IT 
18. Andante [G major] 
19. Two-part Fugue in C minor J. S. BACH 
[Allegro moderato] 
20. Episode [Allegretto in Bb major] J. L. HATTON 
21. Easy Three-part Fugue [Allegro in D major] HANDEL 
22. Prelude [Allegro in G major] HANDEL 
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EXERCISE, WITH SUSTAINED NOTES NEAR THE CLOSE 
23. Allegro moderato [C minor] 
TWO-PART FUGUE IN G MAJOR 
24. Allegro con brio 
[Later re-worked as Concert Fugue on a Trumpet Fanfýrcj 
25. Solemn March of Priests [Lento, Eb major] J. L. HATTON 
26. 'Introibo ad altare' [Adagio Religioso, C minor] 
PEDAL STUDIES 
EASY EXERCISES FOR THE RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT ALTERNATELY 
27. Andante [C major] 
28. Andante IF major] 
29. Allegro moderato [C major] 
30. Andantino IF major] 
31. Andante con moto [C minor] 
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PART 3 
EDITIONS AND TRANSCRIPTIONS 
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Composers are listed alphabetically. Compositions are listed according to 
the original instrumentation etc., in the following order: 
Orchestral 
Choral 
Operatic 
Vocal 
Chamber 
Instrumental 
The date of each edition or transcription is given if known. Dates in square 
brackets ([j) arc those given in the Cataloguc of Printcd Music in the British 
Library to 1980 (Volume 5 BELTA-BIENB, London, 1981: 308-311. ) 
Transcriptions marked by (**) are those which appear in Best's recital 
programmes but for which there is no manuscript or printed source known to the 
writer. It is likely that such transcriptions were written out originally: 
.......... He [Best] would never bring a piano copy and "make up" an 
organ arrangement as he went along. He always wrote out a proper 
arrangement of the item and rehearsed it .......... (Harrison, no date: 
16, Liverpool City Library Hq 920 BES) 
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ADAM, Adolphe Charles (1803-1856) 
MARCHE RE11GIELISE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 73] 
"OVERTURE: Sr JITAIS ROI 
Arranged for Organ. 
**OVERTUR& LA REINE DVM JOUR 
Arranged for Organ. 
REVERIE RELIGIEUSE ON POPUIAR THEMES 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 301 
DEVANT LWLLSE - MEDITATION RE11GIEUSE POUR VORGUE PAR ADOLPHE ADAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
6th October 1879. 
Liverpool City Library jDq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
REMIE RELIGIEUSE ON THEMES OF ADOLPHE ADAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Fair copy. 
No date, 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
ADAGIO IN Ab MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
Incomplete MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
AGUILAR, Emanucl (b. 1824) 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN G MAJOR [ORGAN] 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1ii (5842)] 
ALBRECIMBERGER, Johann George (1736-1809) 
FUGUE IN E MAJOR [ORGAN] 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxi (8731)) 
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FUGUE IN Eb MAJOR [ORGAN] 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xii (871201 
FUGUE in B MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Soores of the Great Masters No. 781 
ALKAN, Charles licnri Valentin (1813-1888) 
ANDANTE (ORGAN] 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiv (8734)] 
ANDREE, Elfrida 
SYMPHONY FOR ORGAN 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [CeciH3 - Book x1iii (5843)] 
ARCADELT, Jacob (c1504-c1567) 
**AIR AND CIIORUS: AVE MARM 
Arranged for Organ. 
ASCHER, Joseph (1831-1869) 
"FANFARE MILITAIRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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AUBER, Danicl Franýois Espfit (1782-1871) 
"OVERTURE IN E MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ 
MOTET: 0 SALUTARE HOSTIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello (ArraiWements train the Scores of the Great Masters No. 36] 
"OVERTURE: MASANIEUO 
Arranged for Organ. 
"REMINISCENCES OF THE OPERA AL4SANIELLO 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LE DOA47NO NOIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LE DUC MORLONNE 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: ZANE7TA 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: FRA DIAVOLO 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LE C71EVAL DE BRONZE 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LE LAC DES AB 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LE PIULTRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LES DIAMAMS DE LA COURONNE 
Arranged for Organ 
AIR WITH VARIATIONS IN D 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
BACIT, August Wilhclm (1796-1869) 
ANDANTE [A MINOR] 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Pieces, Ancient and Modern - Book 16 (Vol. 11)] 
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TOOCATA CON FUGA [C MINOR] 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 13 (Vol-11)] 
BACH, Carl Philipp Emanucl (1714-1778) 
IA XEIVOPHONE ET LA SYBILLE' 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
Undon, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 171 
BACH, Johann Christian (1735-1782) 
FUGA 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Orpn Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 10 (Vol. 1)] 
BACH, Johann Sebastian (1685-1750) 
BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 1 IN F MAJOR (BVtrV 1046) 
- MINUET. 2 TRIOS and POLONAISE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 481 
SUrIS No. 3 IN D MAJOR 
- AIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London. Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 39) 
- GAVOTTA 
Arranged for Organ 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-351 
CHRtSTMAS ORATORIO 
- PASTORAL SYMPHONY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 501 
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- CHORUS: BOW DOWN IWTH TIIANKS, DOW DOWW WTM PRAJSE 
[Fallf mit Danken. fallf mit Lobenj 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 401 
MAGNIFICAT IN D MAJOR 
- ClIORAL FUGUF- SICVT LOCVTES EST 
Arranged for Organ. 
11864-18741 
London. Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters No-421 
MASS IN B MINOR 
- CHORAL FUGUE: DONA NOBIS PACEW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1864-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 411 
MASS IN G MAJOR 
- CHORAL FUGUE: KYRIE ELEWN 
Arranged for organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 411 
CANTATA No.? MUSTER G07T. WANN WTRD'ICII STERBEW 
- CHORAL& IIERRSC71ER UBER TOD UND LEBEIV 
Arranged for Organ. 
187? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student] 
CANTATA No. 30 FREUE DICII, ERLOSTE SC11AR [Festival of St. John the Baptist] 
- OPENING CHORUS: FREUE DICU, ERLOSTE SCMAAR [He Joyful, yc redeemcol 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 501 
CANTATA No.? [9th Sunday after Trinity] 
- CHORUS: ENTER NOT IN70 JLVGFJWENT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18841 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 251 
CANTATA No.? [Christmas Day] 
- CHORUS: LOOK DOWN, 0 LORD MOST MGM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 211 
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MOTET 
- CHORUS: MEIN JESU 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [ The Organ Student] 
MOTEr 
- CHORUS: MMM WAS DEIN IST VND GFJIH IHJV 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 81 
CHORUS: GOD IS MY UNG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 911 
CHORUS: GLORIA IN F-XCFIM 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 211 
CANTATA No.? 14Lh Sunday after Trinity] 
- CIIORUS: 0 GOD, THOU HOLY LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 55] 
CANTATA No. 18 2 HIAVVELKONIG, SEf W7LLKOMWEiV [Palm Sunday or the Annunciation] 
- SCI"SSCIIOR: SO LASSET LfM GEHFW [CHORUS: SO LET W GO IN PEACE AND JOIJ 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 601 
SONATA No. 2 FOR VIOUN AND CLAVIER 
- FWALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
LDndon, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 431 
SONATA No. 3 FUR VIOLIN AND CLAVIER 
- ALLEGRO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [ArraQgcments from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 431 
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SONATA No.? IN G MINOR FOR VIOLIN AND CLAVIER 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters No. 501 
SONATA No. 2 FOR FLUTE AND CLAVIER 
- SICILIANO 
Arranged for Organ. 
(1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 391 
COMPLETE WORKS FOR ORGAN 121 VOLUMES] 
Edited. 
[1892-19061 
London, Augener. 
[After Best's death, Volumes 18 - 21 were edited by Dr. E. H. Turpinj 
Volume I- SIX PRELUDES AND FUGUES (9801) 
1. Prelude and Fugue in C major (9821) 
2. Prelude and Fugue in G minor (9822) 
3. Prelude and Fugue in D major (9823) 
4. Prelude and Fugue in E minor (9824) 
S. Prelude and Fugue in F minor (9825) 
6. Prelude and Fugue in G major (9826) 
Volume 2- SIX PRELUDE AND FUGUES (9802) 
7. Prelude and Fugue in C major (9827) 
8. Prelude and Fugue in A minor (9828) 
9. Prelude and Fugue in D minor (9829) 
10. Prelude and Fugue in G major (9830) 
11. Prelude and Fugue in C minor (9831) 
12. Prelude and Fugue in Eb major [St. Ann] (9832) 
Volume 3- SIX PRELUDES AND FUGUES (9803) 
13. Prelude and Fugue in C major (9833) 
14. Prelude and Fugue in C minor (9834) 
15. Prelude and Fugue in A major (9835) 
16. Prelude and Fugue in B minor (9836) 
17. Prelude and Fugue in C minor (9837) 
18. Prelude and Fugue in E minor (9838) 
Volume 4- FANTASIA, TOCCATAS AND FUGUES (9804) 
19. Fantasia and Fugue In G minor (9839) 
20. Toccata and Fugue in D minor (9840) 
21. Toccata and Fugue in E major (9841) 
22. Toccata and Fugue in C major (9842) 
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Volume 5- TOCCATAS, FUGUM and PASSACAGUA (9805) 
23. Toccata and Fugue in F major (9843) 
24. Toccata and Fugue in D minor (9844) 
25. Passacaglia in C minor (9845) 
Volume 6- FUGUES, ALIA BREVE, CANZONA AND FANTASIAS (9806) 
26. Fugue in G minor (9846) 
27. Fugue in C minor (9847) 
28. Fugue in B minor (9848) 
29. Fugue in C minor (9849) 
30. Alla Breve in D major (9850) 
31. Canzona in D minor (9851) 
32. Fantasia in C minor (9852) 
33. Fantasia in G major (9853) 
Volume 7- EIGHT SHORT PRELUDES AND FUGUES (9807) 
Prelude and Fugue in C major (9854) 
Prelude and Fugue in D minor 
Prelude and Fugue in E minor 
Prelude and Fugue in F major 
Prelude and Fugue in G major (9855) 
Prelude and Fugue in G minor 
Prelude and Fugue in A minor 
Prelude and Fugue in Bb major 
Volume 8- SIX SONATAS FOR TWO CLAVIERS AND PEDAL (9808) 
Sonata No. I in Eb major (9856) 
Sonata No. 2 in C minor (9857) 
Sonata No. 3 in D minor (9858) 
Sonata No. 4 in E minor (9859) 
Sonata No. 5 in C major (9860) 
Sonata No. 6 in G major (9861) 
Volume 9- PRELUDES, FUGUES, FANTASIAS etc. (9809) 
1. Prelude and Fugue in A minor (9862) 
2. Fugue in G (9863) 
3. Prelude in A minor (9864) 
4. Fantasia in G major (9865) 
5. Fantasia and Fugue in A minor (9866) 
6. Fantasia with Imitation in B minor (9867) 
7. Fantasia in C major 
8. Prelude in G major (9868) 
9. Fugue in G major 
10. Pastorale in F major (9869) 
11. Prelude in C major (9870) 
12. Trio in D minor 
Volume 10 - FIOUR CONCERTOS (9810) 
Concerto No. I in G major 
Concerto No. 2 in A minor 
Concerto No. 3 in C major 
Concerto No. 4 in C major 
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Volume 11 - THE GREAT CHORALE PRELUDES (9811) 
1. Komm, heiliger Geist 
2.0 Lamm Gottes unschuldig 
3. Christ, unser Herr. zum Jordam kam 
4. Nun danket alle Gott 
5. Schmücke dich, 0 liebe Seele 
6. Allein Gott in der Höh' sei Ehr' 
Volume 12 - TRE GREAT CHORALF. PREUJDES (9812) 
7. Wir glauben all' an einen Gott, Schöpfer [the 'Giant' Fuguel 
8. Komm, heiliger Geist 
9. Nun komm' der Heiden Heiland 
10. Komm Gott, Schöpfer 
11. Wir glauben all' an einen Gott, Vater 
12. Allein Gott in der Höh' sei Ehr' 
Volume 13 - THE GRFLAT CHORALE PRELUDES (9813) 
13. Von Gott will ich nich lassen 
14. Wenn wir in höchsten Nöthen sind 
15. Herr Jesu Christ, dich zu uns wend 
16. Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland 
17. Valet will ich dir geben 
18. Dies sind die heil ken zehn Gebot 
Volumc 14 - THE GREAT CHORAIE PREUJDES (9814) 
19. An WasserflOssen Babylon 
20. Valet will ich dir geben 
21. Aus tiefer Noth schrei' ich zu dir 
22. Allein Gott in der Höh' sei Ehr' 
23. Jesus Christus, unser Heiland 
24. Vater unser im Himmelreich 
Volumc 15 - THE GREAT CHORALE PRELUDES (9815) 
25. Allein Gott in der Häh sei Ehr' 
26. Jesus Christus, unser Heiland 
27. Christ lag in Todesbanden 
28. Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern 
29. Wo soll ich fliehen hin 
30. An Wasserflüssen Babylon 
Volume 16 - THE GREAT CHORALE PRELUDES (9816) 
31. Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott 
32. Wo soll ich 17ichen hin 
33. Nun komm' der Heiden Heiland 
34. Kommst Du nun, Jesu vom Himmel herunter 
35. We nur den lieben Gott lässt walten 
36. Gott der Vater, wohn' uns bei 
37. Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit 
38. Christe aller Welt Trost 
39. Kyrie, Gott, Heiliger Geist 
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Volume 17 - FlFrY SHORT CHORALE PRELUDES (9817) 
[Volumes 18 - 21 edited by Dr. E. H. Turpin (1835-1907)] 
Volume 18 - CHORALE PREUJDES &c. FOR MANUAIS ONLY (9818) 
Volume 19 - CHORALE PRELUDES, PRELUDES AND FUGUES (9819) 
Trio in C minor BV; V 585 (9818a) 
Aria in F major BWV 587 
Volume 20 - PARTITE. VARIATIONS, FUGA, etc. (9820) 
Volume 21 - FUGUES, CHORALES AND VARIATIONS (9821) 
ALIA BREVE (BWV 589) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 20 (Vol. 11)] 
CDUNTERPOINT ON THE CHORALE: AIS TIEFER NOTH (Andante Maestoso) 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 5 (Vol. 1)] 
DIE KUNST DER FUGE (BWV 1080) 
- CONTRAPUNCrUS IX A4 ALLA DUODECIMA 
Edited and arranged for Organ. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxvii (5837)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE ON THE NAME IIACH' 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArratWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 1001 
ENGLISH SUITE No. 2 IN A WNOR (BWV 807) 
-SARABANDE 
- BOURRtE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 771 
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ENGUSH SUITE No. 3 IN G MINOR (BWV 808) 
- GAVOTTE I (altemativarnente) 
- GAVOTTE H (ou la Musette) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 771 
ENGLISH SUITE No. 4 IN F MAJOR (BWV 809) 
- SARABANDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 771 
ENGUSH SUITE No. 6 IN D MINOR (BW 811) 
- GAVOTTE I 
- GAVOTTE 11 (Musette) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 771 
FRENCH SUITE No. 5 IN G MAJOR (BWV 816) 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 771 
FRENCR SUITE No. 6 IN E hWOR (BWV 817) 
-SARABANDE 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 771 
PARTITA IN B WNOR (OVERTURE IN THE FRENCH STYLE) (BWV 831) 
- ECHO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 971 
CHROMATIC FANTASIA AND FUGUE (BWV 903) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 481 
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DAS WOHLTEMPERIRTE CLAVIER 
- Complete 
Edited and collated with all former editions of the work. 
1857. 
London, Novello. 
- FUGUE IN Ct MINOR (Book 1) 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, CDcks [The Organ Student - No. 41 
- FUGUE IN Bb MINOR (Book 1) 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
LDndon, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 6] 
- FUGUE IN B MAJOR (Book H) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 241 
- PREUJDE AND FUGUE IN G WNOR (Book 11) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 891 
- FUGUES IN Eb. E and D (Book 11) - see SIX FUGUES bclow. 
- FUGUE IN ? (Book 7) 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, CDcks [The Orýpn Student - No. 141 
- FUGUE IN ? (Book ?) 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, CDcks [The Organ Student - No. 151 
SIX FUGUES (From the works for davier - [Eb. E, D (48ij), Ebm, Em, Am] 
Arranged for the Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 38] 
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FUGUE IN A hHNOR (cDn moto continuo) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 981 
TOCCATA IN G MINOR FOR CLAVIER (BViV 915) 
- FUGA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 761 
TOCCATA CON FUGA IN C MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 551 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN A (MINOR & MAJOR) 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
FANTASIA AND FUGUE IN A MINOR (BWV 904) 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Ashdown. 
GIGUE IN A MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schoot [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 441 
SUrM No. 3 IN C MAJOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLONCELLO (BWV 1009) 
- BOURRfE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 92] 
SUITE No. 4 IN Eb MAJOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLONCELID (BWV 1010) 
-SARABANDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 31 
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SUrrE No. 6 IN D MAJOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLONCELLO (BVVV 1012) 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrarWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 921 
PARTITA No. 1 IN B MINOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLIN (BWV 1002 
- BOURREE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 521 
- SARABANDE AND DOUBLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 51] 
PARTITA No. 2 IN D MINOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLIN (BWV 1004) 
- CHACONNE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 26] 
PARTITA No. 3 IN E MAJOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLIN (BWV 1006) 
- GAVOTTE EN RONDEAU 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 62] 
SONATA No. 2 IN A MINOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLIN (BWV 1003) 
- FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 101 
SONATA No. 3 IN C MAJOR FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOUN (BWV 1005) 
- ADAGIO AND GRAND FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 581 
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BACH, Wilhclm Friedemann (1710-1784) 
FUGA IN F 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 19 (Vol. 11)] 
BACHE, Francis Edward (1833-1858) 
ANDANTE AND ALLEGRO 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 23 (Vol. 11)] 
BALFE, Michael William (1808-1870) 
"REMINISCENCES OF TUE BOHEWAN GIRL 
Arranged for Organ. 
"QUARTET: LO, THE EARLY BEAM OF MORNING 
Arranged for Organ. 
BARBIERI, Giovanni (1823-1894) 
ALLEGRETM IN C 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
118861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 21 
ANDANTE IN G 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 11 
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BARGIEL, Woldcmar (1828-1897) 
MARCIA Op. 4 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cccks [The Organ Student - No. 201 
"MARCIA FANTASTICA 
Arranged for Organ. 
BARNETT, John (1802-1890) 
**TRIO: THIS MAGIC WOVE SC4RF 
Arranged for Organ. 
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig van (1770-1827) 
"SYMPHONY No. 1 IN C MAJOR Op. 21 
- ANDANTE CANTABILE CON MOTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
SYMPHONY No. 2 in D MAJOR Op. 36 
- LARGHETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 51 
SYMPHONY No. 4 in Bb MAJOR Op. 60 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 561 
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SYMPHONY No. 5 IN C MINOR Op. 67 
- ANDANTE CON MOTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello, [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-3] 
- ANDANTE CON MOTO 
Arranged for Organ 
MS 
9th October 1848. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 21 
SYMPHONY No. 7 in A MAJOR Op. 92 
- ALLEGREITO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 591 
- SCHERZO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No, 941 
SYMPHONY No. 8 IN F MAJOR Op. 93 
- ALUEGRETTO SCHERZANW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 56] 
PIANO CONCERTO No. 4 IN G MAJOR Op. 58 
- ANDANTE CON MOTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 71 
EGMONT 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 191 
"OVERTURE: CORIOLANIS 
Arranged for Organ. 
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"OVERTURE. F7DEUO 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: KING STEPHFJV 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: PROMETHEW 
Arranged for Organ. 
TARPEJA (Coenposed for Kuffner's Tragedy) 
- TRRJMPRAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 531 
ROMANCE FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA Op. 50 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 991 
THE MOUNT OF 0LnfZ (ENGED4 
- CHORUS: IL4LLELUJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
Undon, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 15] 
RON4ANZA IN G Op. 40 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-39] 
GRATULATIONS MENUET 
- ALLEGRETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 1001 
MUITARY MARCH (Posthumus Work) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 531 
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SERENADE FOR VIOLIN. VIOLA AND VIOLONCELLO Op-8 
- TEMA CON VARIA23ONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 751 
TRIO FOR TWO OBOES AND ENGLISH HORN 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 41 
TRIO FOR VIOLIN. VIOLA AND VIOLONCELLO Op. 3 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 721 
STRING QUARTET No. 4 
- ANDANTE SCIJERZOSO QUASI ALLEGRETID 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
[organist's Manual - Edited by G. Cooper] 
STRING QUARTET IN C. Op. 59. No. 3 
- ANDANTE CON MOTO [Quasi Allegretto] 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 321 
SEXTET IN Eb MAJOR FOR TWO VIOLINS, VIOLA, VIOLONCELLO AND TWO HORNS 
(1794/95) Op. 81b 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 61 
SEPTET FOR CLARINET, BASSOON, HORN, VIOLIN, VIOLA, VIOLONCELLO AND BASS 
Op. 20 
- TEMA CON VARIA23ONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-221 
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SERENADE FOR FLUTE, VIOLIN AND VIOLA Op. 25 
- TEMPO ORDINARIO DUN MINUETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 111 
- ANDANTE CON VARIA23ONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArratWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 681 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18? 7 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No-31 
SONATA IN A MAJOR FOR VIOLIN AND PIANOF'ORTE Op. 12, No. 2 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 951 
PIANO SONATA IN C. Op. 2, No. 3 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
Izndon, Novello [arrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 25] 
PIANO SONATA IN A MAJOR Op. 2, No. 2 
- LARGO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 741 
PIANO SONATA IN Ab Op. 26 
- MARCIA FUNEBRE SULLA MORTE DUN EROE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 831 
PIANO SONATA QUASI UNA FANTASIA IN Ct hGNOR Op. 27. No. 2 (VOONUGHT7 
- ADAGIO SOSTENUTO (Ist movement) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 521 
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PIANO SONATA IN A MAJOR OP. 101 
- ALLA MARCIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 271 
ANDANTE CANTABILE Op. 12 FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 131 
MNUET (From the Piano Works) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 54] 
BAGATELI FOR PIANOFORTE (2nd set) Op. 119, No. 4 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874] 
London, Novello [ArratWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 371 
BAGATELLE Op. 33, No. 4 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London. Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 981 
THREE GRAND MARCHES FOR THE PIANOFORTE Op. 45 
- No. 3 IN D MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 641 
STUDIES IN THOROUGH BASS, COUNTERPOINT AND COMPOSITION 
- CHORAL FUGUE: DONA NOBIS 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 24] 
- FUGA, A DUE VIOLINI E VIOLONCELLO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 241 
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BELLINT, Vincenzo (1801-1835) 
I PURITANI 
- PREGHIERA: IL SOL. LA LUNA, E LE STELLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 181 
*'-OUARTET: A TE 0 CARA 
Arranged for Organ. 
**-REMINMMCES OF THE OPERA I PURITAN 
Arranged for Organ. 
**-SELECrIONS FROM I PURITANI 
Arranged for Organ 
LA SONAMBULA 
**-REMINISCENCES OF THE OPERA LA SONAM3ULA 
Arranged for Organ. 
NORMA 
**-ARIA: CASTA DIVA 
Arranged for Organ. 
**-REMINLSCENCES OF TRE OPERA NORMA 
Arranged for Organ. 
IL PIRA TO 
**-MARCII 
Arranged for Organ. 
**-ROMANZA: AH NO CREDA 
Arranged for Organ. 
BENEDICr, Julius (1804-1885) 
MARCUE DES TEMPUERS Op. 56 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 51 
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LINDINE 
**-MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
BENNETT, William Stemdalc (1816-1875) 
"PIANO CONCERTO No. 4 
-BARCAROUX 
Arranged for Organ. 
BENOIST, Frangois (1811-1878) 
MARCHE RE11GIEUSE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxiii (8713)] 
MARCHE RELIGIEUSE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxi (8731)] 
ANDANTE (COMMUNION) (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Bool xxxi (8731)] 
PREUJDE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collwction of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 23 (Vol. 11)1 
ANDANTE (PRItRE) IN Eb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x (87100)] 
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BERENS, Hermann (1826-1880) 
FANTASIA IN C MINOR Op. 25 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxii (8722)] 
BERLIOZ, (Louis) Ifector (1803-1869) 
LENFANCE DU CHRIST 
**-TRIO FOR FIMES AND HARP 
Arranged for Organ. 
**-THE SHEPRERDS FAREWELL TO THE HOLY FAMILY 
Arranged for Organ. 
00-NOrfURNO 
Arranged for Organ. 
BEST, William Thomas (1826-1897) [Editor] 
FORTY PSAUA AND HYMN TUNES ARRANGED FOR FOUR VOICES WITH ORGAN 
ACCOMPANIMENT 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Musici 
1. Evening Hymn (L. M. ) - Tallis 
2. Dundee (C. M. ) 
EIGHTY CHORALES. PSALMS AND HYMN TUNES, NEWLY HARMON121D IN FOUR PARTS 
WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT 
February 1848. 
Liverpool, Hime. 
C. M. 
Abridge (Isaac Smith) No. 65 
Bedford (Wm. Wheall Mus. Bac. ) 16 
Burford (Henry Purcell) 66 
Gr6ningen (A Lutheran Chorale 1690)- 23 
Lincoln 53 
London (Dr. Croft) 
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Manchester (Dr. Wainright) 8 
Mansfield (Dr. Croft) 26 
Northampton (Dr. Croft) 44 
St. Anne (Dr. Croft) 31 
St. David 6 
St. George 4 
St. Giles 38 
St. Helen (T. Ravenscroft, Mus. Bac. ) 62 
St. James (Raphael Courteville) 36 
St. Magnus (Jer. Clark 1695) 25 
St. Michael 79 
St. Stephen (Revd. William Jones) 55 
St. Thomas (G. Farnaby Mus. Bac. 1592) 47 
Turin (A Lutheran Chorale) 46 
Wakefield 68 
L. M. 
Berlin (George Neumark, Weimar 1650) 11 
Bremen (Martin Luther) is 
Coventry 41 
Dantzic (A Lutheran Chorale 1680) 67 
Dresden (Michael PrAtorius, Dresden 1621) 72 
Frankfort (M. G. Erythraus 1608) 70 
Halifax 77 
Hamburg (Johann Hermann Schein, Leipsic 1620) 1 
Nuremberg (A Lutheran Chorale) 58 
Oxford (Tsaac: Smith) 18 
Potsdam (A Lutheran Chorale) 57 
Savoy (Claude Goudimel) 35 
Shrewsbury (Jer. Clark) 71 
St. Andrew (Stanley) 29 
St. Mark 76 
St. Pancras (Jonathan Battishill) 54 
Stuttgard (A Lutheran Chorale 1630) 21 
Warsaw (A Lutheran Chorale 1650) 61 
S. M. 
Amsterdam (A Lutheran Chorale) 45 
Darmstadt (A Lutheran Chorale) 28 
Exeter 73 
Leeds 3 
Rochester (M. Peirson Mus. Bac. 1620) 14 
St. Asaph 19 
St. Benedict 22 
St. Bride (Dr. Howard) 33 
St. Peter 40 
St. Simon 37 
P. M. 
148th M. 
Itipsic (Johann KrUger, Berlin 1650) 7 
Litchfield (Levesque) 74 
Salisbury (Dr. Croft) 27 
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122nd M. 
St. Hilary (A. D. 1560) 42 
112th M. 
Augsburg (Joh. Schop., Hamburg 1640) 75 
Breslau (A Lutheran Chorale) 49 
113th M. 
Berne (Joh. Schop, Hamburg 1646) 17 
104th M. 
Hanover (Handel) to 
6 lines 8.7.4. 
St. Catherine (W. T. Best) 32 
St. Dunstan (W. T. Best) 50 
6 lines 8.7. -7.7. 
Dusseldorf (A Lutheran Chorale) 51 
6 lines 8.8-6. 
CDblentz (Heinrich Scheidermann, Hamburg 1604) 56 
8 lines 7.6. 
Lticester (W. T. Best) 48 
8 lines 7s. 
Cassel (A Lutheran Chorale) 59 
St. Augustine (W. T. Best) 20 
4 lines 7s. 
Antwerp (A Lutheran Chorale) 24 
Cologne (A Lutheran Chorale) 63 
Haarlem (A Lutheran Chorale) 60 
Lepden (A Lutheran Chorale) 5 
Lilbeck (Urban Langhaus, Glaucha 1554) 80 
Manheim (A Lutheran Chorale 1670) 34 
6 lines 7s. 
Preston (Webbe Senr. ) 2 
Ratisbon (Joh. Schop, Hamburg 1640) 69 
Ravenna (A Lutheran Chorale) 64 
St. Philip (Webbe Senr. ) 43 
Weimar (Johann Rosenmoller, Leipsic 1650) 39 
8 lines 8.7. 
Mantua (Gluck) 12 
4 lines 8.7. 
Eisenach (Joh. Christ. Bach 1680) 52 
Milan 30 
Munich (Heinrich Albert, K6nigsberg 1640) 9 
6 lines 8.6. -8.8. 
Strasbourg (A Lutheran Chorale) 78 
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GREGORIAN SERVICES TO TRIE CANTICLES 
Ms. 
August 26th 1850. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1476 - Organ, Vocal and Choral Musiý 
ClIANTS FOR FOUR VOICES, BOTH SINGLE AND DOUBLE. By THE CHURCH COMPOSERS 
OF THE 17th, 18th AND 19th CENTURIES WTTH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT BY W. T. 
BEST 
[CI8501 
London, J. A. Novello, Sacred Music Warehouse 
SINGLE CHANTS 
1. Dr. Dupuis (D major) 
2. Lee (E major) 
3. Hindle (Bb major) 
4. Dr. Croft (B minor) 
S. Dr. C. Gibbons (G major) 
6. Rev. W. Felton (F major) 
7. Battishill (Bb, major) 
8. Farrant (F major) 
9. Langdon (F major) 
10. Thomas Purcell (A major) 
11. Fussell (Bb major) 
12. Goodson (C major) 
13. Dr. W. Turner (G major) 
14. Dr. Dupuis (B minor) 
15. Lee (F major) 
16. Dr. Cooke (F major) 
17. Humphreys (G, major) 
18. Savage (D major) 
19. Thomas Purcell (A minor) 
20. Dr. Dupuis (D minor) 
21. Dr. Woodward (Bb major) 
22. Russell (G major) 
23 Dr. Blow (E major) 
24. Dr. Blow (E minor) 
25. Dr. W. Turner (A major) 
26. Tallis (G minor) 
27. Best (G minor) 
28. Best (G major) 
29. Dr. P. Hayes (F major) 
30. Hine (Eb major) 
31. Best (Eb major) 
32. Best (C minor) 
33. Dr. P. Hayes (F major) 
34. Henry Purcell (G major) 
35. Dr. W. Hayes (A minor) 
36. Russell (Bb, major) 
37. Dr. Aldrich (E minor) 
38. Gregorian (G, major) 
39. Gregorian (E major) 
40. Bellamy (G major) 
41. Gregorian (F major) 
42. Gregorian (G major) 
43. Gregorian (A major) 
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44. Soaper (Eb major) 
45. Dr. Aldrich (F major) 
46. Hawes (E major) 
47. Lord Mornington (Eb major) 
48. Best (G major) 
49. Rev. Mr. Fitzherbert 
Dr. P. Heyes (F major) 
50. Flintoft (F# minor) 
51. Turle (F major) 
52. Samuel Wesley (E major) 
53. Tireman (G minor) 
54. Dr. Randall (E major) 
55. Best (Ft minor) 
56. Dr. Crotch (F major) 
57. Dr. W. Hayes (G major) 
58. Raper (F# minor) 
59. Maybrick (F major) 
60. Higgins (F major) 
61. Best (E major) 
62. Rosingrave (E minor) 
63. Rev. W. H. Havergal (E major) 
64. Robinson (Eb major) 
65. Norris (A major) 
66. Bennett (F major) 
67. Corfe (Bb major) 
68. Dr. Crotch (G major) 
69. Rev. P. Henley (E major) 
70. Russell (A major) 
71. Dr. Nares (G minor) 
72. Dr. Boyce (D major) 
73. Russell (F major) 
74. Banks (G minor) 
75. Banks (G major) 
76. Archer (E major) 
77. Best (F major) 
78. Clark (A minor) 
79. Cooke (G major) 
80. Clough (E major) 
81. Marshall (F major) 
82. Bellamy (Eb major) 
83. Best (C major) 
84. Langdon (G major) 
85. Morley (D minor) 
THE PSALTER, POINTED AND ADAPTED TO THE ANCIENT FA)CLESIASTICAL CRANT; WITH 
THE CANTICLES, PROPER PSALMS, AND CREED OF ST. ATHANASIUS BY W. T. BEST 
1868. 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
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CHANTS ADAPTED TO THE PSALTER 
1879. 
London, [? Novellol 
First Day 
1. Venite A major 
2. Psalms I&4 D major 
3. Psalms 2&3 G major 
Psalm 5- to Venite chant 
Evening 
4. Psalms 6&7 W. T. Best E minor 
5. Psalm 8 Jones C major 
Second Day 
6. Venite S. S. Wesley Bb major 
7. Psalm 9 Turle D major 
8. Psalm 10 Turle D minor 
Psalm II- to Venite chant 
Evening 
9. Psalms 12 & 13 Dupuis A minor 
10. Psalm 14 
Third Day 
11. Venite Humphreys C major 
12. Psalms 15 & 16 G major 
13. Psalm 17 Rev. H. Parr C minor 
Evening 
14. Psalm 18 (vv. 1 30) D major 
15. Psalm 18 (vv. 31 end) G major 
Fourth Day 
16. Venite Russell C major 
17. Psalm 19 S. Wesley F major 
[Verses 14 and 15 should be sung as one verse] 
18. Psalm 20 W. T. Best A minor 
Psalm 21 - to Venite chant 
Evening 
19. Psalm 22 (vv. 1 22) G minor 
20. Psalm 22 (vv23 end) G major 
21. Psalm 23 C major 
Fifth Day 
22. Venite Kelway D major 
23. Psalm 24 & 26 G major 
[Psalm 26 in vocal unison] 
24. Psalm 25 Langdon G minor 
Evening 
25. Psalms 27 & 29 Aldrich G major 
[Psalm 26 in vocal unison] 
26. Psalm 28 Aldrich E minor 
Sixth Day 
27. Venite Lee F major 
28. Psalm 30 Turner C major 
29. Psalm 31 (vv. 1 20) Blow E minor 
30. Psalm 31 (vv. 21 end) Blow E major 
[In vocal unison] 
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Evening 
63. Psalms 65 & 66 Davy D major 
64. Psalm 67 Lee G major 
Thirteenth Day 
65. Venite E major 
66. Psalm 68 (vv. 1 - 18) Turle A major 
Psalm 68 (vv. 19 - end) - return to Venite chant 
Evening 
67. Psalm 69 (vv-I - 29) Hayes E minor 
Psalm 69 (vv. 30 - end) + 
68. Psalm 70 Hayes E major 
Fourteenth Day 
69. Venite Savage C major 
70. Psalm 71 F major 
Psalm 72 - to Venite chant 
Evening 
71. Psalm 73 Brownsmith F major 
72. Psalm 74 Brownsmith F minor 
Fifteenth Day 
73. Venite Dupuis D major 
74. Psalms 75 & 76 R. Cooke G major 
75. Psalm 77 Soaper D major 
Evening 
76. Psalm 78 (vv. 1 - 30) Goodenough G major 
(Also v. 66 - end in vocal unison) 
77. Psalm 78 (vv. 31 - 65) Weldon E minor 
Sixteenth Day 
78. Venite Goss A major 
79. Psalm 79 F major 
80. Psalm 80 Goss A minor 
Psalm 81 - to Venite chant 
Evening 
81. Psalms 82 & 83 Eb major 
82. Psalm 84 Hine Bb major 
83. Psalm 85 Travers Eb major 
Seventeenth Day 
84. Venite D major 
85. Psalm 86 F# minor 
Psalm 87 - to Venite chant in vocal unison 
86. Psalm 88 Rosingrave D minor 
Evening 
87. Psalm 89 (vv. I- 36) M. Camidge E major 
88. Psalm 89 (vv. 37 - end) M. Camidge E minor 
Eighteenth Day 
89. Venite 
90. Psalm 90 
91. Psalms 91 & 92 
Evening 
92. Psalm 93 
(Also at Y. 14 of Psalm 94) 
93. Psalm 94 (vv. 1 - 13) 
Dr. P. Hayes G major 
E minor 
E major 
T. Purcell G major 
T. Purcell G minor 
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Nineteenth Day 
94. Psalm 95 
95. Psalm 96 
96. Psalm 97 
Evening 
97. Psalms 98 & 100 
(Psalm 98 in vocal unison) 
98. Psalms 99 & 101 
Twentieth Day 
99. Venite 
100. Psalm 102 
101. Psalm 103 
[Evening? ] 
102. Psalm 104 (vv. 1 - 22) 
103. Psalm 104 (vv. 23 - end) 
Twentyfirst Day 
Dr. B. Cooke F major 
Dr. R. WoodwardC major 
Aldrich 
Dr. Smith A major 
Burrowes E major 
Dr. Child A major 
W. T. Best D minor 
W. T. Best D major 
Dr. Pring G major [Musa Pastoralis] 
Dr. C. Gibbons G major 
104. Venite Hindle Bb major 
105. Psalm 105 (vv. 1 22) Russell F major 
106. Psalm 105 (vv. 23 end) A. Bennett F major 
Evening 
107. Psalm 106 (vv. 1 12 & Lawes C major 
vv. 43 - end) 
108. Psalm 106 (vv. 13 - 42) R. Cooke C minor 
Twentysecond Day 
109. Venite W. Felton F major 
110. Psalm 107 G. J. Elvey Bb major 
(Except vv. 8 & 9.15 & 16,21 & 22 and 31 & 32, which are sung to: ) 
Ill. K. J. Pyne Eb major 
Evening 
112. Psalm 108 Battishill G major 
113. Psalm 109 Turle D major 
Twentythird Day 
114. Venite 
115. Psalm 110 
116. Psalms 111,112 & 113 
Evening 
117. Psalms 114 & 115 
Twentyfourth Day 
118. Venite 
119. Psalms 116 & 117 
120 Psalm 118 
Evening 
121. Psalm 119 (vv. 1 - 24) 
122. Psalm 119 (vv. 25 - 32) 
Dr. W. Turner A major 
Hooper D major 
S. Wesley G major 
Holden A major 
T. Purcell G major 
Turle C major 
Crotch F major 
G major 
G minor 
Twentyfifth Day 
123. Venite J. Hindle 
124. Psalm 119 (vv. 33 56) Dr. B. Cooke 
125. Psalm 119 (vv57 72 J. Robinson 
Even ing 
126. Psalm 119 (vv. 73 104) Attwood 
F major 
Bb major 
Eb major 
major 
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Twentysixth Day 
127. Venite Tucker A major 
128. Psalm 119 (vv. 105 128) Dr. R. WoodwardD major 
Psalm 119 (vv. 129 144) - to Venite chant 
Evening 
129. Psalm 119 (vv. 145 168) Higgins F major 
130. Psalm 119 (vv. 169 end) Farrant F major 
In vocal unison 
Twentyseventh Day 
131. Venite Dr. W. Hayes C major 
132. Psalms, 120. 121,122 & 
123 Turle F major 
Psalms 124 & 125 - to Venite chant 
Evening 
133. Psalms 126, 127 & 128 W. Chard Eb major 
(Psalm 127 i n vocal unison) 
134. Psalms 129, 130,131 W. Chard C minor 
(Psalms 130, 131 in vocal unison) 
Twentyeighth Day 
135. Venite and Psalms 133,134Battishill A major 
136. Psalms 132 & 135 E major 
(Psalm 135 in vocal unison) 
Evening 
137. Psalm 136 F major 
138. Psalm 137 D minor 
139. Psalm 138 D major 
Twentyninth Day 
140. Venite A major 
141. Psalm 139 Flintoft F# minor 
142. Psalm 140 Jones D major 
Psalm 141 - to Venite chant 
Evening 
143. Psalms 142 & 143 Travers G major 
(Psalm 143 in vocal unison) 
Thirtieth Day 
144. Venite Russell G major 
145. Psalms 144 & 146 Dr. Clarke- 
Whitfield D major 
146. Psalm 145 Bishop Turton G major 
(In vocal unison) 
Evening 
147. Psalm 147 Attwood E major 
148. Psalm 148 Aldrich A major 
(in vocal unison) 
149. Psalms 149 & 150 D major 
Thirtyfirst Day 
150. Venite Tallis Bb major 
(In vocal unison) 
151. Psalms 144 & 146 W. T. Best Eb major 
152. Psalm 145 J. Aylward Bb major 
(In vocal unison) 
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Vvrhit-Sunday 
186. Venite 
187. Psalm 48 
188. Psalm 68 (vv. 1 18) 
189. Psalm 68 (vv. 19 end) 
Evening 
190. Psalm 104 (vv. 1 22) 
191. Psalm 104 (vv. 23 end) 
192. Psalm 145 
F major 
Dr. W. Turner Bb major 
W. T. Best F major 
Bb major 
Dr. Pring G major [Musa Pastoralis] 
Dr. C. Gibbons G major 
Kelway D major 
NOTE. There is no reference to this collection in The Catalogue of Printed Music in the 
British Library to 198a The source used for this Catalogue is that in the Livesey 
Collection housed at the Priory Church of St. Mary and St. Bega, St. Bees, Cumbria. Chants 
Adapted to the Psalter is bound into a volume containing ten other pieces of Church Music 
by Best. There is no title-page, index or indication of the publisher. At the end of the 
collection is printed - (W. T. B. 1879). None of the chants is attributed to a composer - 
the composers in the above entry have been added to the copy by hand - possibly by F. 
J. Livesey. 
CHORAL SERVICE MANUAL, CONTAINING THE ORDER FOR CHANTING THE VERSICLES 
AND RESPONSES AT DAILY PRAYER, LITANY, HOLY COMMUNION, AND OTHER OFFICES 
OF THE CHURCH, DULY POINTED THROUGHOUT; TO WHICH IS ADDED A NEW LITANY 
AND OTHER RESPONSORIA 
[1890] 
London, Augener. 
BIIIARI, Jdnos (1764-1827) 
RAK6CZY MARCH (Based on old Hunga ian Airs c1809) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany (i) No. 181 
BISHOP, Henry Rowley (1786-1855) 
"UINTEr: BLOW GENTLE GALES 
Arranged for Organ. 
"QUINTET: NOW BY DAYS RETIRIM LAMP 
Arranged for Organ. 
ill 
**CHORUS: THE TIGER CROMM 
Arranged for Organ. 
**TRIO AND CHORUS: THE CHOUGH AND CROW 
Arranged for Organ. 
"SERENADE: SLEF. P. GFJV7T. E LADY 
Arranged for Organ. 
"QUARTET: BREATTI W HARP 
Arranged for Organ. 
**CHORUS: THE HALT OF THE CARAVAN 
Arranged for Organ. 
**CHORUS: ALLBGIAAfCE WE SWEAR 
Arranged for Organ. 
.......... He [Best] used to play beautiful transcriptions of Bishop's songs. [William] Faulkes 
said that on one occasion he [Best] played one of these arrangements and introduced a most 
beautiful Cadenza which seemed to be a resum6 of the whole arrangement .......... [Harrison, 
no date: 16, Liverpool City Library Hq 920 BES] 
BIZET, Georges (1838-1875) 
"RONDE TURQUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
**L*ARL&IENNE (completc? ) 
Arranged for Organ. 
**L'ARL&IFJVNE 
-FARANDOIE 
Arrangecd for Organ. 
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BOELY, Alcxandrc Pierrc Frangois (1785-1858) 
FUGUE IN C MINOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxii (8732)] 
FUGUE IN FS MINOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxii (8732)] 
TOCCATA IN B MINOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book vii (8707)] 
INTERLUDE IN E MAJOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener (Cecilia - Book vii (8707)] 
SCHERZO IN B MAJOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xii (8712)] 
ADVENT HYMN IN F (Organ) - LE VERMEM DU SOLEIL [Denizot A. D. 15521 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xii (8712)] 
CHRISTMAS CAROL IN G (Organ) - V0bS QUI DWREZ SAAIS FIN [Air de Noel] 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xii (8712)] 
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PRELUDE IN C MAJOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiv (8724)] 
FANTASIA (Organ) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 20 (Vol. 11)] 
ANDANTE IN G MINOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book ii (8702)] 
PAVANE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ MiscellanY - (i) No. 6] 
BOIELDIEU, Frangois Adfien (1775-1834) 
"OVERTURE: THE CALJPH OF BAGDAD 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LA DAME BLANCHE 
Arranged for Organ. 
BOSSI, Marco Enrico (1861-1925) 
MARCIA DI PROCESSIONE (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
IA)ndon, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1 (5840)] 
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INNO TRIONFALE (Triumphal Hymn - Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxx (8730)] 
BRAGA, Gactano (1829-1907) 
LA SEREIVATA - LEGENDE VALAQUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 311 
BRAUER, Ferenc (1799-1871) 
FUGATO (Allegro nw)derato) IN C MAJOR 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 4 (Vol. 1)] 
BROSIG, Maufice (1815-1887) 
FANTASIA IN Ab (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxv (8725)] 
FANTASIA Op. 10 (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1862] 
London, CDcks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 3 (Vol-I)] 
ANDANTE Op. 14 (Organ) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compasitions, Ancient and Modern - Book 7 (Vol-I)] 
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BRUIINS, Nicolaus (1665-1697) 
TOCCATA IN G MAJOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1862] 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Cappositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 12 (Vol. 1)) 
BIGHLER, Franz Gregor 
ANTHEM: 0 PRAISE OUR GOD 
Organ accompaniment by W. T. Best. 
[1876, etc. ] 
London, Novello [Novello's Wledlon of Anthems, etc., No. 7821 
MOTET: JESU DULCIS AIDWORIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 331 
BUXTEHUDE, Dictrich (cl637-1707) 
FANTASIA AND FUGUE IN F MAJOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 12 (Vol. 1)] 
CHAUVET, Charles Alexis (1837-1871) 
OFFERTOIRE IN A MAJOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xvii (8717)] 
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OFFERTOIRE IN Bb (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxv (8725)] 
FUNERAL PRELUDE (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xviii (8718)] 
MARCHE RELIGIEUSE IN A MAJOR - POUR 1A PROCESSION DU SAINT SACREMENT 
(Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book viii (8708)] 
CIIERUBINI, Maria Luigi Carlo Zenobia. Salvatore (1760-1842) 
MOTET FOR CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA: PATER KOSTER 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 511 
MASS No. 4 
- CREDO: Amen 
Arranged for Organ. 
187? 
London, Cocks [The Oryan Student - No. 81 
FANTASIA (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Ivi (5856)] 
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CHIPP, Edmund Thomas (1823-1886) 
FOUR PIECES FOR ORGAN 
1.0 Sanaissima - Sicilian Melody with Two Variations and Finale. 
2. Andante con moto for Three Claviers and Pedal. 
3. Intermezzo for Two Claviers and Pedal. 
4. Fugue in A minor. 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xiv (8714)] 
CHOPE, Richard Robert [Editor] 
THE CONGREGATIONAL HYMN AND TUNE BOOK, CONTAINING THREE HUNDRED 
DIFFERENT FOUR-PART TUNES, WITH THEIR HYMNS, ANCIENT AND MODERN. 
BY THE REV. R. R. CHOPE, B. A.. ASSISTED BY REV. J. B. DYKES ... W. T. 
BEST... 
G. COOPER ... REV. R. F. SMITH ... L J. HOPKINS ... DR. MONK ... J. TURLE AND 
OTHERS. 
No. 157 (Sundays after Trinity) - Liverpool (6.6.6.4. ) by W. T. Best (G minor) 
No. 193 (Sundays after Trinity) - Carlisle (C. M. ) arranged by W. T. Best (F major) 
Enlarged Edition. 
[18621 
London, William Mackenzie. 
CHOPIN, Fryderyk Franciszek (1810-1849) 
PRELWES FOR PIANOFORTE Op. 28 
- PRUME IN Db MAJOR [No. 151 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 541 
- PRLUJDE IN C MNOR [No. 201 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 731 
PL4, NO SONATA Op. 35 
-FUNERAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arraqgements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 471 
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POLONAISE IN A MAJOR FOR PIANOFORTE Op. 40, No. 1 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 91 
"IMPROMPTU IN Gb MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[Source: Harrison, no date: 15&16, Liverpool City Library Hq 920 BES] 
COLLIN, Charles 
ADAGIO (ELAVATION) FOR ORGAN 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
LA)ndon, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiii (8723)] 
THE CRURCH ORGANIST. A COLLECTION OF ORGAN PIECES FOR USE DURING DIVINE 
SERVICE [8 Books] 
The adaption to English Organs by W. T. Best. 
[1869-18851 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
CORELLI, Arcangelo (1653-1713) 
CONCERTO GROSSO Op. 6, No. 8 - Fatto per ]a noffe di naLaIc 
- CHRISTMAS PASTORALE 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[18851 
Milan, Ricordi. 
SONATAS FOR VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO 
- ADAGIO AND FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
IA)ndon, CDcks [The Organ Student - No-51 
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COSTA, Michael Andrew Agnus (1808-1884) 
00ORATORIO: NAAMAN 
- TRIUMPHAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
COUPERIN, Franýois (1668-1733) 
PMCES DE CLAVECIN - PREMIER LIVRE [Paris, 1716-17171 
- TROISMME ORDRE 
- LA FAVORITE - RONDEAU (Chaconne A deux tems) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London. Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 911 
PIECES DE CIAVECIN - DEUXIINME LIVRE [Paris, 1716-17171 
- HUITItM ORDRE 
- PASSACAILLE (RONDEAU) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 971 
CRAMER, Henri (b. 1818) 
ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, CDcks [The Organ Student - No. 11 
CROFT, William (1678-1727) 
ANTHEM: WT 07U REJOICE 
- CHORUS: SOME PVT 77LUR TRLST 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arraqgements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 21 
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DAUSSOIGNE- MFIIUL, Louis Joseph (1790-1875) 
- see under entry for MEW 
DIANA, Antonio 
ANDANTE IN F MINOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
118861 
Milan. Ricordi [Organ Afusic by Italian Carnposcrs - No. 41 
SONATA IN D MINOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
118861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Afusic by IW! an Composers - No. 31 
DONIZETTI. Gaetano (1797-1848) 
"REMINISCENCES OF THE OPERA LLUA DI LAAMEWOOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
"RENNISCENCES OF THE OPERA LUCREZIA BORGLA 
Arranged for Organ. 
"REMINISCENCES OF THE OPERA LA FAVORITA 
Arranged for Organ. 
**OVERTURF- BELLSARIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE ANNA BOLENA 
Arranged for Organ. 
"LINDA DE IUMMONIX 
-ROMANZA: CARI LUOGh7 
Arranged for Organ. 
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*OMAkLA DI ROHAM 
-AIR: CUPA FATALE M=A 
Arranged for Organ. 
OOROMANZA: SPIRTO GEN77L 
ArranScd for Organ. 
DRIFFIELD, Edward Townscnd 
AIR WITH VARIATIONS IN B MINOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iiii (5853)] 
DUBOIS, Clcmcnt Franýois Thcodore (1837-1924) 
ANDANTE IN Bb (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xi (8711)] 
DUCIS, Bcnedictus (? 1480-? 1545) 
DISCANT ON THE CHORALE: NLW FREW EMN LJEHEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably c. 1848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 11 
DLSCANT ON THE CHORALE: AVN FREW EUCff LJEHEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Swres of the Great Masters - No. 21 
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DUNCAN, Edmondstoune (b. 1866) 
SIX CHURCH PIECES FOR ORGAN 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1ix (5849)] 
DUPONT [August Pierre (1828-1890)71 
"REMIMSCENCE PASTORAM- LANGEUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
DUSSEK, Jan Ladislav (1760-1812) 
PIANOFORTE DUET IN C MAJOR Op. 32 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London. Novello (ArrarWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 121 
PIANOFORTE DUET IN C MAJOR Op. 48 
- LARGIIETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 161 
SONATA VNVOCATIOIV Op. 77 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 201 
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EBERLIN, Johann Emcst (1702-1762) 
FUGUE IN F MAJOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Ivi (5856)] 
FUGUE IN D MAJOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xviii (8718)] 
ENGEL, David Ilcrman 
INTRODUCnON AND FUGUE IN E MINOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 14 (Vol. 11)] 
FUGUE IN C MAJOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 6 (Vol. 1)] 
ENGELBRECIIT, Christianne 
FUGUE IN C MINOR 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, CDcks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 7 (Vol-11)] 
ESIAVA, Ililari6n (1807-1878) 
OFFERTORIO IN G MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
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FESCA, Ffiedfich Emst (1789-1826) 
PSALM 9 
- CHORAL FUGUE: LOBET SELNEV NAAMW 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 181 
EIN LIEDER ALBUM OHNE WORTE Op. 56 
- ROMANCE 
Arranged for Organ. 
(1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 381 
FLOTOW, Friedrich von (1812-1883) 
"OVERTURE: ALESSANDRO STRADELLA 
Arranged for Organ. 
MARTIM 
$*-OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
**-AIR: ArAPPARI TV7"r AMOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: L'OMBRA 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE SOLENNELLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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FREYER, August (1803-1883) 
OONCERT FANTASIA IN F MINOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxx (8730)] 
VARIATIONS ON A RUSSIAN CHURCH MELODY BY BORTNIANSKY (Eb MA. IOR) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 18 (Vol. 11)] 
FUMAGALLI, Polibio (1830-1893) 
C"RICCIO: LA CACKIA Op. 257 (Organ) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iiii (5853)] 
SONATA IN E MINOR (Orpn) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1iv (5844)] 
CAPRICCIO ALLA SONATA Op. 230 (organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxvi (8736)] 
ORGAN SONATA IN D MAJOR (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxiii)) 
ALLEGRETTO VILLERECCIO IN A MAJOR Op. 254 (Organ) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book vi (8706)] 
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GADE, Niels Wilhelm (1817-1890) 
THREE PIECES Op. 22 (Organ) 
1. Moderato in F major 
2. Allegretto in C major 
3. Allegro in A minor 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book iv (8704)] 
ALLEGRO IN A MINOR Op. 22 (Organ) 
(Same as No. 3 above) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 10 (Vol. 1)] 
ALLEGRETTO IN C MAJOR (Orpn) 
(Same as No. 2 above) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 5 (Vol. 1)] 
GAMBINT, Carlo Andrca (1819-1865) 
OVERTURE 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
11884] 
Milan, Ricordi. 
ALLEGRETI`0 IN A MINOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Gonýposers - No. 91 
ADAGIO IN F MINOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[1886] 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 81 
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CONCERTONE IN G MAJOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 71 
PASTORALE IN A MAJOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[1886] 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 6] 
ANDANTE IN D MAJOR 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[1886] 
Milan, Ricordi [Orýpn Music by Italian Composers - No. 51 
LIORGANO MODERNO Op. 106 - COLT ONE DI SONATE E VERSETrl DI VARIO GENERE 
CON APPOSITA REUSTRABONE 
1. Prelude 
2. Andante 
3. Allegretto Pastorale 
4. Andante 
5. Military March 
6. Pastorale 
7. Andante 
8. Adagio 
9. Andante 
10. Andante 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[18841 
Milan, Ricordi. 
GARIBOLDI, Giuseppe (1833-1905) 
PRMRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellan7 - (i) No. 29] 
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GASPA(? E)RINI, Francesco (1668-1737) 
SONATA No.? FOR VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
187? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 61 
SONATA No.? FOR VIOUN AND VIOLONCELLO 
- ADAGIO AND FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
1877 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 51 
GLUCK, Christoph Willibald Ritter von (1714-1787) 
ALCESTE 
- RUIGIOUS MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 40)] 
ELENA AND PARIDE 
- AIR AND CHORUS: NON SDEGNARE, 0 BELLA VENERE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 131 
IPIHGVME EN AUIME 
- MARCIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 201 
- CHORUS: PUW4NTE D&TE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 241 
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IPIHGWE EN TAURIDE 
- HYMN OF PRIESTESSES OF DIANA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 401 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 921 
ORFW 
- LARGIIETrO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 161 
- CIIORUS: TORNO 0 BELLA 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 211 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 921 
GODEFROID, L. 
"MARCHE ORIENTALE: LA CARAVANE 
Arranged for Organ. 
GORDIGIANT, Giovanni Battista (1795-1871) 
PASTORAIE Op. 9 (Organ) 
Edited. 
[18621 
Undon, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 3 (Vol. 1)] 
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GOUNOD, Charles Frangois (1818-1893) 
FUNERAL MARCH OF A MARIONETTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Weekes. 
BERCEUSE AND ROMANCE SANS PAROLES 
Arranged for Organ. 
18? 7 
London, Weekes. 
"OVERTURE: LE MtDBC7NE MALGRE LUI 
Arranged for Organ. 
SAPPHO 
"MARCHE NUPTIALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
JEAN DARC 
"SELECTION FROM THE OPERA JEAN DARC 
[(I) Pastorale Introduction (2) Chorus & Ballad: Beau Page (3) Ronde Militairel 
Arranged for Organ. 
aNQ-MARS 
**SARABANDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
LA REINE DE SABA 
"PROCESSION MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
FA W 
"SELECTION FROM THE OPERA FAL5T 
Arranged for Organ. 
"SERENADE: QUAND TU CHANTES 
Arranged for Organ. 
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**AIR: NAZARETH 
Arranged for Organ. 
**ROMANZA: QUAND A TE META 
Arranged for Organ. 
"MEDITATION ON BACHS FIRST PRELUDE (AVE AMRLA) 
Arranged for Organ. 
GRAUN, Karl Heinrich (1701-1759) 
DER TOD JESUS 
- CHORUS: FREUET EUM ALLE, HIR FROAPAW 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 91 
00-CHORAIE: WE RERRUCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
00-TRIA: DU HELD 
Arranged for Organ. 
CHORAL FUGUE IN D (from a Motet) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 21 
CHORAL FUGUE IN D (from a Motet) 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date, but probably c1848. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great amposers; (2 
volumes) - volume 11 
GRIEG, Edvard Hagerup (1843-1907) 
"FUNERAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
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MANDEL, George Frideric (1685-1759) 
CONCERTO GROSSO No. 3 in E NUNOR 
- FINALE - ALLEGRO MA NON TROPPO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 421 
- POLONAISE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album No. 1061 
CONCERTO GROSSO No. 5 IN D MAJOR 
- MINUETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 191 
- PRESTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album No. 571 
CONCERTO GROSSO No. 6 IN G MINOR 
- MUSET'I'll 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-311 
CONCERTO GROSSO No. 8 IN C K41NOR 
- SICILIANA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 671 
CONCERTO GROSSO No. 10 IN D MINOR 
- AIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 491 
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CONCERTO GROSSO No. 11 IN A MAJOR 
- INTRODUCrION AND CRACONNE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 781 
CONCERTO GROSSO No. 12 IN B WNOR 
- LARGtffi'M 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 44] 
CONCERTO No. 2 IN Bb MAJOR FOR OBOE AND ORCt1IWRA 
- FUGUE (also SIX FUGUES FOR ORGAN - No. 3) 
Arranged for Organ 
[1880-18941 
London. Augener [Handel Album - No. 24] 
- MINUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No-7] 
CONCERTO No. 3 FOR OBOE AND ORCHESTRA 
- INTRODUCTION AND ALLEGRO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1081 
CONCERTO No. 4 FOR OBOE AND ORCI[IESTRA 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 401 
- MNUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 821 
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CONCERTO IN F FOR STRINGS, HORNS AND OBOES 
1. Largo 
2. Siciliana 
3. Fuga 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 381 
171 MASQUE 
- MUSETTE IN G MAJOR FOR FIME AND STRINGED INSTRUMENTS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 561 
MUSIC FOR THE ROYAL FIREWORKS 
- BOURRLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 211 
- ALLIEGRO (LA MOUMANCE) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 22] 
- SICILIANA (LA PAIX) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 91] 
WATER MUSIC 
SUITE No. 1 IN F MAJOR 
- ALLEGRO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 27] 
- HORNPIPE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
Undon, Augener [Handel Album - No. 201 
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SUITE No. 2 IN D MAJOR 
- ALLEGRO (BOURRfE) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 841 
- ALLEGRO MAESTOSO (ALLA HORNPIPE) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1041 
- FWALE (CORO (MINUET)) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener (Handel Album - No. 481 
SUITE No. 3 IN G hGNOR 
- MINUETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 851 
- ALLEGRETI'O GIOCOSO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1071 
[Also published as SEVEN MOVEMENTS FROM THE WATER MUSIC, Augener, 1937, 
(Source: Cambridge University Library Catalogue M350. a. 90-67)] 
[In his recitals, Best used to play the following selection: 
1. Allegro Maestoso (with Trumpets and Drums) 
2. Minuetto 
3. Allegro 
4. Allegretto Giocoso 
5. Finale 
CONCERTO IN G NUNOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHESTRA Op. 4, No. 1 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Organ Solo with a Cadenza by W. T. Best. 
1858. 
London, Novello [Handel's Six Organ Concertos] 
Complete. 
- For Organ and Orchestra - Edited, Arranged and supplemented with a Cadenza by W. T. 
Best. 
[A corrected proof copy of this edition which is part of the Livesey Collection is signed by 
W. T. Best and dated 12th June 1883.1 
London, Augener [Organ Part 6761a, Orchestral Parts 6761b] 
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Complete. 
- Organ Part with a Cadenza by W. T. Best - as perfomed at the 1871 
Handel Festival. 
Ms. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 14661 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Pianoforte. 
1871. 
London, Novello [1871 Handel Festival selection Book - page 711 
CONCERTO IN Bb MAJOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHMRA Op. 4. No. 2 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Organ Solo with a Cadenza by W. T. Best. 
1858. 
London, Novello [Handel's Six Organ Concertos] 
Complete. 
- organ Part with a Cadenza by W. T. Best - as performed at the 
1877 Handel Festival. 
Ms. 
Livesey Collection. 
CONCERTO IN G MINOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHESTRA Op-4, No. 3 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Organ Solo with a Cadenza by W. T. Best. 
1858. 
London, Novello [Handel's Six Organ Concertos] 
CONCERTO IN F hWOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHESTRA Op. 4, No. 4 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Organ Solo with a Cadenza by W. T. Best. 
1858. 
London, Novello [Handel's Six Organ Concertos] 
CDmplete. 
- For Organ and Orchestra - Edited, Arranged and supplemented with a Cadenza by W. T. 
Best. 
18?? 
London. Augener [Organ Part 6764a, Orchestral Parts 6764b] 
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Complete. 
- Organ Part with a Cadenza by W. T. Best - as performed at the Handel Festival 1874. 
Ms. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 14661 
Complete 
- Arranged for Pianoforte. 
1874. 
London, Novello [1874 Handel Festival Selection Book - page 881 
CONCERTO IN F MAJOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHESTRA Op. 4, No. 5 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Organ Solo. 
1858. 
London, Novello [Handel's Six Oryan Concertos] 
CONCERTO IN Bb MAJOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHSTRA Op. 4, No. 6 
Complete. 
- Arranged for Organ Solo. 
1858. 
London, Novello [Handel's Six Organ Concertos] 
CONCERTO IN Bb FOR ORGAN AND ORCHESTRA Op. 7, No. 1 
Complete. 
- For Organ and Orchestra - Edited, Arranged and supplemented with a Cadenza by W. T. 
Best - as performed at the 1888 Handel Festival. 
1888(? ) 
London, Augener [Organ Part 6763a, Orchestral Parts 6763b] 
BOURaE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 431 
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CONCERTO IN A MAJOR FOR ORGAN AND ORCHWRA Op. 7, No. 2 
Complete. 
- Organ Solo - Edited, Arranged and supplemented with a Cadenza. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1viii (5848)] 
- RNALE (Allegro) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 681 
CONCERTO IN Bb FOR ORGAN AND ORMISTRA Op. 7, No. 3 
Complete. 
- For Organ and Orchestra - Edited and Arranged - as performed at the Handel Bi- 
Centenary Festival 1885. 
1885(? ) 
London, Augener [Organ Part 6762a, Orchestral Parts 6762b] 
- WNUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 581 
- ALLEGRO FUGATO (Spiritoso) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1091 
CDNCERTANTE IN C FOR 2 VIOLINS, VIOLONCELLO AND STRINGS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 361 
CONCERTO IN D MINOR FOR ORGAN VMHOUT ORCIIESTRA 
MS Sketch. 
18?? 
Livesey Collection. 
[The Ist movement of this sketch (in C minor) was used as the Ist movement of the 
Concerto in C minor (Six Concertos for the Organ Without Orchestra [1879], Boosey - No-3) 
and the 3rd movement as the Ist movement of the Concerto in D minor (Six Concertos for 
Organ Without Orchestra, [1879], Boosey - No. 1)] 
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CONCERTO No. 1 IN D MINOR (WITHOUT ORCHESTRA) 
1. Andante (Allemande from Concerto Grosso VITI/Suite de Pi&es No. 16) 
2. Air (Water Music) 
3. Adagio (intermezzo from Rinaldo) 
4. Fuga (5th Sonata or Trio/6 Fugues for Organ) 
Arranged and Edited. 
[18791 
London, Boosey [Six Concertos for Organ without Orchestra - No. 11 
Complete [without the Adagio] Allegro moderato - Adagio (Air) - Fuga, Allegro moderato 
Ms. 
Royal College of Organists. 
[The Ist movement of this Concerto forms the 3rd movement of the MS Sketch of a 
Concerto in D minor (without orchestra) in the Livesey Collection] 
CONCERTO No. 2 IN A MAJOR (WITHOUT ORCHESTRA) 
1. Largo (Largo from Concerto Grosso VII) 
2. Allegro (Allegro from Concerto Grosso XI) 
3. Minuetto (Menuet from Organ Concerto in G minor Op. 7, No. 5) 
4. Fuga (Six Petites Fugues - No. 5) 
Arranged and Edited. 
[18791 
London, Boosey [Six Concertos for Organ without Orchestra - No. 21 
Complete [+ Adagio before the Fugue] Largo - Allegro - Larghetto - Adagio - Fuga 
Ms. 
Royal College of Organists. 
CONCERTO No. 3 IN C MINOR (WITHOUT ORCHESTRA) 
1. Maestoso (Sonata from the Anthem In the Lord put I my trusil0boe Concerto No. 5) 
2. Allegro (Suite de Pi&es No. 3) 
3. Minuetto (Menuet from Organ Concerto in Bb major Op. 7, No. 3) 
4. Allegro (Allegro from Organ Concerto in D minor Op. 7, No. 4) 
Arranged and Edited. 
[1879] 
London, Boosey [Six Concertos for Organ without Orchestra - No. 31 
Complete. Andante maestoso - Allegro - Minuetto - Allegro con brio 
Ms. 
Royal College of Organists. 
[The lst movement of this Concerto (transposed) forms the Ist movement of the MS Sketch 
of a Concerto in D minor (without Orchestra) in the Livesey Collection. 
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CONCERTO No. 4 IN G MINOR (WITHOUT ORCWMRA) 
I. Allegro (Allegro from Organ Concerto in G minor Op. 7, No. 5) 
2. Variations on a Ground Bass (Andante larghetto e staccato from Organ Concerto in 
G minor Op. 7, No. 5) 
3. Fuga (Concerto Grosso XII) 
Arranged and Edited. 
[18791 
London, Boosey [Six Concertos for Organ without Orchestra - No. 41 
Complete. 
MS Sketch. 
Livesey Collection. 
[The Adagio which precedes the Fuga is different from that in the published Concerto] 
CONCERTO No. 5 in F MAJOR (WITHOUT ORCHESTRA) 
1. Adagio (Concerto Grosso I'PiazWeM ]a sorte mia' from Giulio Cesart5 
2. Allegro (Organ Concerto No-13 in F 'Cuckoo and Nightingale'/Concerto Grosso IX) 
3. Allegretto (Oboe Concerto No. 5) 
4. Fuga (Concerto Grosso IX/Overture to Hymen) 
Arranged and Edited. 
[18791 
London, Boosey [Six Concertos for Organ without Orchestra - No. 5] 
CDmplete. 
MS. Sketch. 
Livesey CD11ection. 
[The Adagio which precedes the Fuga, is different from that in the published Concerto] 
CONCERTO No. 6 IN D MAJOR (WITHOUT ORCHESTRA) 
I. Allegro (6th Oboe Concerto/CDncerto in Ottone) 
2. Andante (Organ CDncertD in Bb major Op. 7, No. 6 -a tempo ordinario) 
3. Fuga (Concerto Grosso 11) 
Arranged and Edited. 
[18791 
London, Boosey [Six Concertos for Organ without Orchestra - No. 6] 
Complete [in the key of Eb major + Grave before the Andante] 
Allegro - Grave - Andante - Fuga, Allegro con brio 
Ms. 
Royal College of Organists. 
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ORATORIO SONGS -A COLLWTION OF FIFTY-FIVE ARIAS SELECTED AND EDITED. WM 
A PIANOFORTE ACCOMPANIMENT ARRANGED, BY W. T. BEST 
Arias from Alexander Balus, Athalia, Belshazzar, Chandos Anthem, Deborah, Hercules, Israel 
in Egypt, Jcpiha, Joseph, Joshua, Judas Maccabaeus, L'Allegro ed H Pensieroso, Messiah, 
Occasional Oratorio, Ode for St. Cecilia's Day, Samson, Saul, Solomon, Susanna, and 
Theodora, H Trionfo del Tempo. 
[18811 
London, Boosey. 
[The individual arias from this Collection are catalogued under the entries for the different 
oratorios] 
ACIS AND GALATEA 
- RECIT AND AIR (Polyphemus): 0 RUDDIER THAN THE CFIERRY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Orpn Miscellany - (i) No. 531 
- CIIORUS: 01 THE PLEASMS OF TUE PLAMS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, CDcks [Handel's Choruses - No. 711 
- CIIORUS: WWETCHED LOVERS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 721 
- CHORUS WRETCHED LOVERS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 4] 
VALLEGRO ED IL PENSIEROSO 
- CHORUS: THY PLEASURES, A4EL4NC71OLy 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, CDcks [Handel's Choruses - No. 112] 
- CHORUS: THY PLEASURES, MODERATION 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1131 
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- SOPRANO RECITATIVE: W W71EN THE SM BBGLNS TO FUVG 
- SOPRANO ARIA: IffDE AM FROM DAYS GARL511 EYE 
Edited. 
11881] 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
ALEXANDER BALUS 
- SINFONIA (ACr 111) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 18] 
- CHORUS: 1IMNIK FAIR URANIA S SON 
Arranged for organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 931 
- CHORUS: TO TIlEX LET G)ZATEFM JUDAH SING 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, CDcks [Handel's Choruses - No. 351 
- CHORUS: SM, MOON AND STARS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 36) 
- CHORUS: YE SERVAN73 OF 7711TERNAL KING 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 371 
- SOPRANO RECITATIVE: CALM THOU MY SOUL 
- SOPRANO ARIA: CONVEY ME TO SOME PEACEFUL SHORE 
- SOPRANO ARIA: SUBTLE LOVE, WITH FANCY VIEWING 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
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ALEXANDER'S FEAST 
- CHORUS: HAPPY PAIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 121 
- CHORUS: AT LAST DIVINE CECILIA CAME 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 131 
- CHORUS: LET OLD TIMOTHEM YIELD THE PRLZE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 141 
ATHALIA 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Master-s - No. 18] 
- DUET AND CHORUS: JOYS, IN GEIVTLE TRAIN APPEARING 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener (Handel Album - No. 81] 
- CHORUS: CHEER HER, 0 BAAL 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 211 
- CHORUS: ILALLELMAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 221 
- CHORUS: THE TRAITOR IF YOU TILFRE DESCRY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-281 
- TENOR ARIA: GENTLE Ain AmLoDjoLS STRAIM 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
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BELSHAZZAR 
- CHORUS: ALL EMPIRES UPON GOD DEPEND 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 11 
- CHORUS: JEHOVA RATH REOEEMW JAMB 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, CA)cks [Handel's Choruses - No. 21 
- CHORUS: BY SLOW DEGREES THE VMTH OF GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, CDcks [ Handel's Choruses - No. 31 
- CHORUS: OF TIHNGS ON EARTH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 41 
- CHORUS: BEL DOWETH LOW, NA, 90 STOOPETH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 51 
- CONTRALTO RECITATIVE: REJOICEI MY COUNTRYMEN 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: THES SAITH THE LORD TO CYRUS 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
THE CHOICE OF HERCULES 
- CHORUS: ARLSE1 MOUNT THE STEEP ASCEW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 841 
DEBORAH 
- CHORUS: SEE THE PROUD CIHEF ADVANCES NOW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 751 
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- CHORUS: LORD OF ETERNITY PLFAD THY JLST C4LJSE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 761 
- CONTRALTO RECITATIVE: GREAT PROPHETESSI 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: IN THE BATTLE, FAAM PURSUING 
- BASS ARIA: TEAn SUM AS TENDER FATHERS SHED 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
ESTHER 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 571 
- CHORUS: SIMLL WE THE GOD OF ZRAEL 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 231 
HERCULES 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 201 
- CHORUS: LET NONE DESPAIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1031 
- CHORUS: LOVE AND HYMEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1041 
- CHORUS: CROWN THERERO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 21 
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- TENOR ARIA: FROM CEUSML SEMS DESCENDING 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
IL TRIONFO DEL TEMPO 
- SONATA (WITII ORGAN OBLIGATO) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 511 
- CIIORUS: STRENGTHEN ES, 0 TIME 
TIMM SHALL WE TEACFI THY WAYS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 91] 
- CHORUS: ERE TO Dt5T JS CfL4NGE0 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 921 
- CHORUS: ALLEWJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 931 
- SOPRANO ARIA: GUARDIAN ANGELS 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
ISRAEL IN EGYPT 
- DOUBLE CHORUS: WHO 5 LIKE UNW TREE? 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 1] 
- CHORUS: WWO S ME UN70 THEE? 
771E EARTH SWALLOWW THEM 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 621 
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- CHORUS: WWO B LIKE LWW THEE? 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date, but probably c. 1848 
Uverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 11 
- CIJORUS: THEY LOATHED TO DRINK 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 511 
- CUORUS: HE GAVE THEM HAILSTUNES 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 521 
- CHORUS: RE SMOTE THE FIRST-BORM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 531 
- CHORUS: BUT AS FOR HIS PBOPLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 541 
- CHORUS: BOYPT WAS GLAD WHEN THEY DEPARTED 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
Wndon, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 551 
- CHORUS: HE REBUKEO THE kEO SEA 
HE LED THEM THROUGH THE DEEP 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 561 
- CHORUS: BUT THE WATEJZS OVERW71ELMEO TBFJR ENEMIES 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 571 
- CHORUS: AND JSJZAEL SAW 771AT ME GREAT WORK AND BELIEVE0 THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 581 
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- CHORUS: I 417U SING UNM THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 591 
- DOUBLE CHORUS: I W7LL SING UNTO THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 61 
- CIJORUS: I WILL SING UNTO THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1472 - Sacred Music Arranged for the Organ] 
- CHORUS: HE 5 MY GOD AND I W7LL EXALT IIIM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
lzndon, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 601 
- CNORUS: HE 13 MY GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 7] 
- C11ORUS: THY RIGUT IL4ND, 0 LOM HAS BFCOAM GLORIOUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 611 
- CHORUS: TIIE PBOPLE SHAU HEAR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArratWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 241 
- ARIA: THOU SHALT BRING THEM IN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 241 
- TENOR ARIA: THE EMEMY SAID. *1 WILL PURSUE" 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: THOU SHALT BRhVG THEM hV 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
- ISRAEL IN EGYPT - MS SKETCHES 
1. Recit: Now there arose (Tenor) 
2. Chorus with Solo: And the Children of Israel sighed 
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3. Recit: Then sent He Moses (Tenor) 
4. Chorus: He spake the word and there came all manner of flies 
S. Chorus: He sent a thick darkness 
6. Chorus: Moses and the Children of Israel sang this song 
7. Chorus: And with the blast of thy nostrils 
Arranged for Organ for performance with Choir and Soloists. 
MS Sketches. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
JEPTIIA 
- CHORUS: CILEMOSH NO MORE W7U WT ADoRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
IA)ndon, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 6] 
- CHORUS: 0 GOD, BEFIOLD OUR S0jZE DISTjZESS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
I, ondon, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 71 
- MORUS: THEY NOW CONTRACT THEIR BOISTRobS PRIDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 81 
- CIIORUS: THEY ME ON MHRLW7NDS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 91 
- MORUS: DOUBTFUL FEAR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 101 
- CHORUS: THEME SIMME 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [ Handel's Choruses - No. II 
- SOPRANO RECITATIVE. YE SACRED PRI)MI 
- SOPRANO ARIA: FAREWTU, YE MWID SPRINGS 
- TENOR ARIA: MR EVER BMSED 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: UP THE DRE4DFVL STEEP 
- TENOR RECITATIVE: DEEPER, AND DEEPER STILL 
- TENOR ARIA: WAFT HER. ANGELS, THROUGH THE SKIES 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
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JOSEPH 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 61 
- CIIORUS: JOYF`UL SOUNDS 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1141 
- CHORUS: IMMORTAL PLEASURLS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1151 
- C310RUS: IMMORTAL PLEASURES 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 121 
- MORUS: BLEST BE THE MAN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1161 
- CIIORUS: BLEST BE THE MAN 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 13] 
- CHORUS: 0 GOD, WHO IN THY HE4VE)VLY IUND 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1171 
- CIIORUS: ETERNAL MONARCFI OP THE SXY 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1181 
- CHORUS: ETERNAL MONARal OF THE SKY 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 111 
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- CONTRALTO ARIA: THE PEASANT TASTES THE SWEETS OF LJFE 
- SOPRANO ARIA: WHATS SWEETER THAN A NEW-BLOWN ROSE? 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
JOSHUA 
- INTRODUCFION AND OPENING CHORUS: YE SONS OF JSRAEL, EVRY TRIBE ATTEND 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1001 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 241 
- CNORUS: TO LONG POSTERITY 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 15] 
- CHORUS: THE LORD COMAMNDS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 161 
- CHORUS: MAY ALL THE HOST OF HEAVEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
11857] 
London. CA)cks [Handel's Choruses - No. 171 
- CHORUS: THE GREAT JEHOVA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 181 
- CHORUS: SEE THE CONQU'RING ILERO CoAml 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 821 
[Composed for Joshua and also included in Judas Maccabaeus] 
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- CHORUS: HOW SOON OUR TOWRING HOPES 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 451 
- CHORUS: IL4IL A41GHTY JOSHUA 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 491 
- CHORUS: FATIIER OF MERCY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - no. 34] 
**- SOPRANO ARIA: 0 HAD I JUB4LS LYRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
**- SOPRANO ARIA: IL4RKI TIS THE LMNET 
Arranged for Organ. 
CONTRALTO ARIA: AWFVL, PLEAS[NG BEING, SAy 
SOPRANO ARIA: IMRKI WS THE L[NNET 
SOPRANO ARIA: 0 H4D I JUMLS LYRE 
BASS ARIA: SHALL I IN MAMRES FERTILE PLAIN 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
JUDAS MACCABAEUS 
- MARCII 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 141 
- CHORUS: 0 FATRER. WHOSE ALWGHTY POWER 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 241 
- CHORUS: LE4D ON, LEAD ON 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 251 
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- 0IORUS: FAUW 5 THE FOE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 261 
- CIIORUS: HAIL JUDEAt HAPPY LAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 271 
- CIIORUS: WE NEVER VVILL BOW DOWW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 281 
- CHORUS: SING UNTO GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
LDridon, Cocks [Handel's Charuses - No. 291 
- (310RUS: IULLEWJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 301 
- CHORUS: SEE THE CONQURING BERO COMES 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 821 
[Composed for Joshua and also inserted in Judas Maccabaeus] 
- ARIA: ARM, ARM, YE BRAVE 
- CIIORUS: WE COME IN BRIGHT ARRAY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 251 
- DUFr: SION NOW DER HF-4D SIL4LL RASE 
- CHORUS: MWE YOUR K4RFS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-701 
** - SOPRANO ARIA: FROM WGHTY KINGS HE TOOK THE SPOIL 
Arranged for Organ. 
$0 - ARIA: 0 LOVELY PEACE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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- BASS RECITATIVE: I FEEL THE DEITY W7TWM 
- BASS ARIA: ARIK ARM, YE BRAVEI 
SOPRANO RECITATIVE: Off LET ETERNAL BONOURS 
SOPRANO ARIA: FROM WGHTY KINGS 
SOPRANO ARIA: PlObS ORGIES 
-BASS ARIA: VMII PIOLS IIEARTS 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
MESSIAH 
- Qmplete - VOCAL SCORE, EDITED WITH PIANOFORTE ACCOMPANIMENT ARRANGED 
FROM THE COMPOSERS SCORE AND THE ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTATION OF MOZART 
BY W. T. BEST 
[18701 
London, Novello. 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 941 
- PASTORAL SYMPHONY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
lzndon, Augener [Handel Album - No. 391 
- CHORUS: THFIR SOUND JS GONE OUT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 501 
- CHORUS: BE TRISTED IN GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrapgements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 21 
- CIIORUS: HE TRISTEO IN GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
11857] 
London, CDcks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1221 
- CHORUS: BE TRLGTEO IN GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
1848(? ) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - 
volumes) - Volume 11 
Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
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- CHORUS: AND THE GLORY OF THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1191 
- CIIORUS: AND HE SHALL PEMIFY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1201 
- CHORUS: FOR UNTO LS A CIRLD JS BORM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [ Handel's Choruses - No. 12 11 
- CIIORUS: LIFT UP YOUR HEWS 
Arranged for Organ. 
11857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1231 
- CUORUS: LET AU THE ANGELS OF GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1241 
- CHORUS: THE LORD GAVE ME WORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1251 
- CHORUS: LET bS BREAK TILFJR BONDS 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Q)cks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1261 
- CHORUS: LET ALL THE ANGELS OF GOD WORSHIP IHM 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 101 
- CIIORUS: IL4UEWJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 127] 
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- CIIORUS: BLIT THANKS BE TO GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1281 
- CHORUS: WORTHY IS THE LAMB 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1291 
- CHORUS: AMEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1301 
00 - OIORUS: BEHOLD THE LAAM OF GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
- SACRED MUSIC ARRANGED FOR ORGAN 
- MESSIAII 
1. Chorus: Hallelujah! 
2. Chorus: Lift up your heads 
3. Chorus: He trusted in God 
4. Chorus: For unto us a child is born 
S. Chorus: But thanks be to God 
6. Chorus: Surely He hath borne our griefs 
7. Chorus: And with His stripes 
8. Chorus: All we like sheep 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
1848/1850(? ) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1472 - Sacred Music Arranged for Organ] 
00 - ARIA: HE WAS DESPSED 
Arranged for Organ. 
- TENOR RECITATIVE: COMFORT YE 
- TENOR ARIA: EVRY VALLEY 
- CONTRALTO RECITATIVE: TIEN SLULL THE EYES OF THE BUND 
- CONTRALTO/SOPRANO ARIA: HE SIIALL FEE0 HIS FLOCK 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: HE WAS DESPISED 
- BASS ARIA: WUY DO THE NATIm 
- SOPRANO ARIA: I KNOW nmr my PEDEFjwER uvmi 
Edited. 
[1881] 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
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ODE ON ST. CECILIAS DAY 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874) 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - NO-811 
- CHORUS: THE DEAD SHAU LJVE 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1001 
- SOPRANO ARIA: BUT OH! WHAT ART C4N TEACF1 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
OCCASIONAL ORATORIO 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 22] 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Pianoforte. 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
[This keyboard reduction was supplied with sets of orchestral parts by Novellol 
- CHORUS: OR BROUGHT FULL LOW WUH IRON SCEPTRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [HandcEg Choruses - No. 311 
- CHORUS: ALL HIS MERCIES SIIALL ENDURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, G)cks [Handel's Choruses - No. 321 
- CHORUS: HALLEWJAII 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 79] 
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- CHORUS: GOD FOUND THEM GWLTY 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
L, ondon, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 711 
- BASS RECITATIVE: BUMBLE0 WWII MR 
- BASS ARIA: DIS SCEPTRE JS 771E ROD OF RIGHTEOUSNES5 
- TENOR ARIA: JEl10VAH1 710 MY WORDS GIVE EAR 
- TENOR ARIA: - WFIEN WARLIKE EASIGAS WAVE ON MGH 
Edited. 
118811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
PASTOR FIDO 
- OVERTURE 
- ALLEGRETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 921 
- BOURRILE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 961 
LA RESURRE230ME 
- CIJORUS: IL NUME VhVaTOR TRIONH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 53] 
PASSION ACCORDING TO ST. JOHN 
- CHORUS: WE 11AVE NO KlJVG BUT CAESAR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 191 
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- CHORUS: IF THOU LET THIS MAN GO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 311 
- CHORUS: LET 15 NOT REND IT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 361 
SAMSON 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 201 
-FUNERAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 21] 
- CHORUS: 0 FTRST-CREATEO BEAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 941 
- CHORUS: TIMM SHALL THEY KNOW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 951 
- CHORUS: TIMM SIMU THEY KNOW 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student No. 71 
- CHORDS: THEN ROUND ABOUT THE STARRY THRONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 961 
- CHORUS: THEN ROUND ABOUT TRE STARRY THRONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 41 
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- CHORUS: 771EIV ROUND ABOUT THE STARRY THRONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
c. 1848(? ) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 21 
- CIIORUS: TO MAN, GODS UMVERS4L LAW 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 971 
- [DOUBLE] CHORUS: FWD IN IRS EVERLASTING SEAT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
IA)ndon, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 981 
- DOUBLE CHORUS: FlX7) IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 81 
- CHORUS: LET TFLFJR CELESTIAL OONCERIS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 991 
- CIIORUS: LET ThTIR CEUSHAL CONCER7S 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 51 
- ARIA: HONOUR AND ARMS 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 541 
** - ARIA: LET THE BRIGHT SERAPHIM 
Arranged for Organ. 
- BASS ARIA: HONOUR AND ARMS 
- BASS ARIA: HOW IMLING MY PATERNAL LOVE 
- SOPRANO ARIA: LET T71E BRIGHT SERAPMM 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: RETURN, 0 GOD OF HOS731 
- TENOR ARIA: THLIS WHEN THE SUM 
- TENOR RECITATIVE: 0 LOSS OF SIGHTI 
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- TENOR ARIA: TOTAL BCLIPSE 
- BASS ARIA: THY GLORMS DEEDS INSPIRP MY TONGUE 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
SAUL 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 291 
- DEAD MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novcllo [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 211 
- CHORUS (on a Ground Bass): ENVY, ELDEST BORN OF HELL 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 511 
- CHORUS: HOW EXCELLENT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 471 
- CHORUS: OUR FAINTING COURAGE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 481 
- CHORUS: HALLEWJAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 491 
- CHORUS: PRESERVE HIM FOR THE GLORY OF THY NAAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 501 
- ARIA: SIX NOT 0 UNG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 311 
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- SOPRANO ARIA: Ih'PTRMAL SPIRMI BY W710SE POWER 
- SOPRANO REWATIVE: HE COMES, HE COMES! 
- SOPRANO ARIA: 0, GOD-LJXE YOVTHI 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: 0 LOJM WVOSE MERC7ES NUMBERLESS 
- TENOR ARIA: ShV NOT, 0 KUVG1 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
SOLOMON 
- CHORUS: SWEU THE FUU alORIS 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 731 
- CHORUS: AIMIC, SPREAD THY VOICE AROUND 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 78] 
- MORUS: YOUR HARFS AND CYMBALS SOUND 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1051 
- CHORUS: TIU DETANT NATIO]a 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1061 
- CHORUS: THROUGHOUT TIJE LAND 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1071 
- CHORUS: MAY NO RASH LVTRUDER 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1081 
- CHORUS: FROM THE CFMER CURUNG RLSE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 109] 
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- CHORUS: THbS ROLLING SURGES 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cccks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1101 
- CHORUS: THE NAME OF THE MCKM 
Arranged for Organ. 
11857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1111 
*0 - CONTRALTO ARIA: WHAT THOUGH I TRACE EACff HERB AND FLOWER 
Arranged for Organ. 
- SOPRANO RECITATIVE: NO MORE SUALL ARMED BANDS 
- SOPRANO ARIA: BENEATH THE VINE 
- TENOR RECITATIVE: IMPERIAL SOLOMON 
- TENOR ARIA: SACRED RAPTURLS CHEER MY BREAST 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: WHAT TUOUGH I TRACE EACH HERB AND FLOWER 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
SUSANNA 
- CHORUS: TREMBLA GUILT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 411 
- CHORUS: LET jumcE RErGN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 42] 
- CHORUS: THY VIEDDEO TRUTH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 431 
- CHORUS: WUH THY OYAW ARDOURS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 441 
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- CHORUS: BLESSD BE THE DAY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 451 
- SOPRANO ARIA: ASK IF YON DAMASK ROSE BE SWEET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 13] 
- SOPRANO ARIA: ASK IF YON DAMASK ROSE BE SWEET' 
- SOPRANO ARIA: BENEATH THE CYFRES5' GLOOMY SHADE 
- SOPRANO ARIA: IF GWLTLESS BLOOD BE YOUR INTENT 
- TENOR RECITATIVE: TYRANNIC LOVE! 
- TENOR ARIA: YE VERDANT HILLS 
Edited. 
11881] 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
TIIEODORA 
- OVERTURE 
-SARABANDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 52] 
- CHORUS: ALL POWER IN HEAVEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 19] 
- CHORUS: 0 LOVE DIVINE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 201 
- CHORUS: QUEW OF SUA4MER, QUEEhf OF LOVE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 141 
** - SOPRANO ARIA: ANGELS EVER BRIGHT AND FAIR 
Arranged for Organ. z 
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- SOPRANO RECITATIVE: 011 WORSE THAN DEATH INDEED! 
- SOPRANO ARIA: ANGELS EVER BRIGHT AND FAIR 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: LORD, TO TILEE. EACF1 NIGHT AND DAY 
- Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handel's Oratorio Songs] 
JUBnATE - COMPOSED FOR THE PEACE OF UTRECHT IN THE YEAR 1713 
- Ccwnplete - IN VOCAL SCORE W]TH A SEPARATE ACCOMIPANIMENT FOR THE 
PIANOFORTE ARRANGED W. T. BEST 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
- CHORUS: SERVE THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1011 
CHORUS: AS IT WAS IN THE BEGINNING 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 1021 
CHORUS: GO YOUR WAY IN70 HIS GATES 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 951 
THE PASSION OF CHRIST (DER FUR DIE SUNDEN DER WELT GEMARTERTE UND 
STERBENDE JESUS - BROCKES, PASSION (1716)) 
- CHORUS OF DISCIPLES: WE ALL WOULD DIE FAR SOONER (No. 3 - Lord, though we die 
with Theo 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 181 
- CHORUS: TO THEE LET EVRY SOUL BE SUBJBCT (No. 36 - Let everyone bow down 
before Thee) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 271 
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- CHORUS: THOU SHALT MAKE ME HEAR OF JOY AND GLADNESS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 901 
PSALM: DLAIT DOMINUS 
- GLORIA PA TRI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 551 
CIIANDOS ANTREM: I VWLL WGAUFY THEE 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: RIGHTEOLNNESS AND B12UITY 
Edited. 
[18811 
London, Boosey [Handclýs Oratorio Songs] 
CORONATION ANTHEM: LET TRY HAND 
- CHORUS: LET THY HAND BE STRFJVGTIMVED 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 661 
- CHORUS: ALLEWJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 671 
CORONATION ANTICEM: MY HEART JS INDITING 
- CHORUS: KLIVGS SIL4, U BE 771Y NLIIZSIIVG FATBERS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, CDcks [Handel's Choruses - No. 701 
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CORONATION ANTHEM: THE KING S11ALL REJOICE 
- CHORUS: THE KhVG SHALL REJOICE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 681 
- CHORUS: HALLELUJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 691 
- MORAL FUGUE: THOU SHALT GIVE HIM EVERLASTING FEUCTTY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 871 
CORONATION ANTHEM: Z4DOK THE PRIEST 
- CHORUS: Z4DOK THE PRIEST 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 631 
- CHORUS: AND AU THE PBOPLE REJOICEO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 64] 
- CIIORUS: GOD SAVE THE KJNG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Ccw-ks [Handel's Choruses - No. 651 
DETMNGEN ANTHEM 
- CHORUS: THE KIMG SIMLL REJOICE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 771 
- CHORUS: HALLEWJAHI WT W7U REJOICE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [HandeEy Choruses - No. 781 
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FUNERAL ANTHEM 
- CHORUS: SHE PUT ON RIGHTBOUSNE5S 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Gxks [Handel's Choruses - No. 871 
- CHORUS: WWEIV THE EAR HEARD HER 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 881 
- CHOWS: TIIMR BODIES ARE BURIED IN PEACE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 891 
- CHORUS: THE PBOPLE %7LL TELL OF THEIR VMDOM 
AND THE CONGRBGATION IVILL SHOW FORTH THEIR PRALSE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 901 
ANTHEM: 0 COME LET IB SING 
- CHORUS: GLORY AND WORSIffP 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 851 
- CHORUS: THERE LS SPRUNG UP A LIGHT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 861 
- CHORUS: TELL IT OVT AMONG THE REATIEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 951 
ANTHEM: 0 PkAJSE THE LOkD WnH ONE COASENT 
- CHORUS: LET ALL INSPIkV VWH GODLY A41RTH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 38] 
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- CHORUS: YE BOUNDLESS RFAIAG OF JOY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 39] 
- CHORUS: YOUR VOICES kAJS& YE MERUBIN AND SERAPILW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 401 
ANT11EM: 0 PRAISE THE LORD, YE ANGELS OF HIS 
- PRELUDE (SONATA) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, AugeneT [Handel Album - No. 861 
- CUORUS: MY MOVTH SHAU SPEAK THE PRAISE OF THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, CDcks [Handel's Choruses - No. 46] 
ANTHEM: 0 SING UN710 THE LORD 
- CHORUS: DBCLARE HIS HONOUR 
Arranged for Organ. 
118571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 831 
ANTHEM: LET GOD ARISE 
- CHORUS: BLESSED BE GOD, IlALLELUjAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 731 
- CHORUS: AT THY REBUKE, 0 GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 74] 
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ANTHEM: MY SONG SHALL BE ALWAY 
- CHORUS: THOU ART THE GLORY 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No-821 
ANTHEM: THE LORD E MY UGHT 
- CHORUS: I VWLL OFFER IN HIS DVVEU. ING 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 331 
- CHORUS: I W7LL REMEMBER THY NAME 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 341 
ANTHEM: IN THE LORD PUT I MY TRL5T 
- CHORUS: BEHOLD THE WICKEO BEND THEIR DOW 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 931 
HANDEL'S OPERA SONGS -A COLLECTION OF FIFTY-TWO SONGS SELEUED FROM 
HANDEVS ITAUAN OPERAS WITH ITAUAN AND ENGUSH WORDS, THE IATTER BY M. 
X. HEYES. EDITED, WIT11 A PIANOFORTE ACCOMPANIMENT ARRANGED FROM THE 
SCORE. BY W. T. BEST 
Arias from Admeto, Agrippina, Alcina, Atalanta, Deidamia, Ezio, Flavio, Floridante, Giulio 
Cesare, Lotario, Orlando, Ottone, Partenope, Radamisto, Riccardo, Rinaldo, Rodelinda, 
Rodrigo, Serse, Siroe, Sosarme and Tamerlano. 
1880. 
London, Boosey. 
[The individual arias from this Collection are catalogued under the entries for the different 
operas] 
ADMUO 
- SINFONIA DA CACCIA (ACr 1) 
Arranged for Organ 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 41 
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- DANCE OF SPEURES (ACr 1) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 31 
- OVERTURE TO ACT 11 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 901 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: C4NGIO DASPE7M 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 271 
- SOPRANO ARIA: SPERA, S1 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: CANG10 DASPE7710 
- BASS ARIA: SIGNOR, LO CRED1 A AM 
- SOPRANO ARIA: QUANTO GODRA 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
AGRIPPINA 
- PRELUDE (ACr 11) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 71 
- ARtETTA (ACr 11) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 81 
- ARIETTA: VIEW, 0 CARAI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 441 
- BASS ARIA: 10 DI ROW IL GIOVE SONO 
- SOPRANO ARIA: OGNI VENTO 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [ Handel's Opera Songs] 
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ALCINA 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1021 
SINFONIA (ACr 111) 
- Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 5] 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 321 
CHORUS: QUESTV P IL aELO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
LA)ndon, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 851 
CHORUS: SIN PER LE WE DEL SOLE LWA GLORIMA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 33] 
TAMBURINO AND CHORUS: DOPPO TANTE AAMRE PEIVE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 341 
SOPRANO ARIA: AHI AHO CORI 
SOPRANO ARIA: M RESTANO LA LAGRMW 
CONTRALTO ARIA: VERDI PRATI 
Edited. 
London, Boosey [ Handel's Opera Songs] 
ALESSANDRO 
- SINFONIA (ACr H- preceding a series of recitatives) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 121 
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ALEXANDER SEVERUS 
- WNUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 921 
ALMIRA 
- SINFONIA (ACr M) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 261 
AMADIGI 
- OVERTURE 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 621 
- SINFONIA (with Trumpet solo) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 9] 
- OVERTURE (ACT 11) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 801 
CHORUS: GODETE Of[ CORLAAMAME, CBE NON Vt PI6r DOLOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 631 
ARIADNE 
- OVERTURE 
- AIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 971 
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ARIODANTE 
- OVERTURE 
- RIGAUDON 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 461 
ARMINIO 
- OVERTURE 
- MINUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 411 
ATALANTA 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 981 
- SOPRANO ARIA: RIPORTAI GLORIOSA PALMA 
- TENOR ARIA: Dff AD IRENE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's opera Songs] 
BERENICE 
- OVERTURE 
- hGNUET 
Arranged for String Orchestra. 
[19051 
London, Schott. 
- MINUEr 
Arranged for Pianoforte. 
18?? 
London, Schott. 
[Also published by Novello in the 1891 Handel Festival Selection Book - page 1371 
- NUNUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 481 
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- SINFONIA (ACr HT) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1011 
DEIDAMIA 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 601 
- SOPRANO ARIA: SE PFMI AMOR 7U SOLO 
- TENOR ARIA: DUE BELVALME 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
EZIO 
- AIR: PENSA A SERIYAMI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 721 
CONTRALTO ARIA: QUANTO MAI FELICE SIETE 
BASS ARIA: NASCE AL BOSM 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
FARAMONDO 
- OVERTURE 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1101 
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FLAVIO 
- CORO: 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 891 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: LARMELUN' VITA NON 
CURA 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
FLORIODANTE 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 771 
- BARITONE ARIA: FINC719 LO STRALE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
GHMO CESARE 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 731 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 21 
- CHORUS: VIVA IL NOSTRO ALCIDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 74] 
- SOPRANO ARIA: PIANGERO LA SORTE MA 
- SOPRANO ARIA: IrADORO, PUPILM SAETTE DAMORE 
- SOPRANO ARIA: DA TEWESTE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London. Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
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GIUSTtN0 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1111 
LOTARIO 
- OVERTURE 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 301 
- SINFONIA (ACr 111) 
Arranged for organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 231 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: PER SALVARTI IDOLO A50 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
ORLANDO 
- BASS ARIA: SORGE MFAWA 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: VAGHE PUPILLE, NO NON PIAAfGETE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
OTTONE 
- OVERTURE 
- GAVOTTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 16] 
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- BARITONE ARIA: DEE, MNACCIAR DEE, VENTO 
- SOPRANO ARIA: AFFANNI DEL PENSIER 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
PARTENOPE 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 101 
- SINFONIA (ACT 111) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 111 
- SOPRANO ARIA: QUAL FARFALLEM 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
PORO 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 591 
- SINFONIA (ACT 1) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 711 
RADAMISTO 
- SOPRANO ARIA: SOMMI DEU 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: QUANDO MAI SPIETATA 
- SOPRANO ARIA: QUAL NAVE SMARRITA 
- TENOR ARIA: CARA SPOSA 
- TENOR ARIA: OMBRA CARA 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
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RODELINDA 
- OVERTURE 
- MINUET 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No-881 
- SOPRANO ARIA: SPIETAT11 10 V7 GIURAI 
- SOPRANO ARIA: MORJW SI 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: DOVE SE17 
- TENOR ARIA: PRIGIOMERA HO VALMA IN PEIVA 
- BARITONE ARIA: DI CUPIDO IMP]BOO I VANNI 
- SOPRANO ARIA: AHO CARO BENE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
RODRIGO 
- ARIETTA (ACr 11) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 311 
- PASSACAILLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 471 
- TENOR ARIA: ALLOR CHE SORGE ASTRO, WCENTE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London. Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
RICCARDO 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 25] 
BASS ARIA: NU MONDO E NELL' AMW 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
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RINALDO 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No-11 
- ARIA: LASCU Cff7O PLANGA 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 171 
- ARIA: LASCM CH70 PIANGA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 341 
- BASS ARIA: IL TRICERBERO UA47LLATO 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: CARA SPOSA 
- SOPRANO ARIA: IL VOSTRO AIAGGIO 
- SOPRANO ARIA: VO FAR GUERRA 
- SOPRANO ARIA: LASCIA CH70 PIANGA 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
SCIPIONE 
- OVERTURE 
- COURANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18961 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 371 
- TRIUMPHAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 291 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 40] 
- SINFONIA (ACr HI) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 15] 
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- CHORUS: 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 103] 
SEMELE 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 94] 
- SINFIONIA (Music accompanying the descent of Apollo) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrapgements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 141 
- CHORUS: ATTEND THE PAIR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 79] 
- CHORUS: ENDLESS PLEASURES 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18571 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 801 
- CHORUS: BLES5 ME GLAD EARTH 
AND TO THAT PITC71 THITERNAL ACCEN73 RLSE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1857] 
London, Cocks [Handel's Choruses - No. 811 
SERSE 
- ARIA: OMBRA MAI FU 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 951 
- SOPRANO ARIA: QUELLA C71E TUTTA FS 
- BASS ARIA: DEL M10 CARO BACCO AMABILE 
- CONTRALTO ARIA: NON SO SE SM LA SpFjWE 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
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SILLA 
- CHORUS: CHI SI TROVA TRA PROCELLA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 611 
SIROE 
- SOPRANO ARIA: W LAGNERO TACENDO 
- SOPRANO ARIA: NON V1 PIACQUE 
- BARITONE ARIA: GEUDO, IN OGNI VENA 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
SOSARME 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 831 
- SOPRANO ARIA: REND' IL SEREIVO AL aGL10 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
TAMERLANO 
- FINAL CHORUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 791 
- TENOR ARIA: F7GLL4 MA 
Edited. 
1880. 
London, Boosey [Handel's Opera Songs] 
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TESEO 
- CHORUS: 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [11andel Album - No. 691 
TOLOMEO 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 661 
SONATA IN A hWOR FOR VIOLIN AND CLAVIER Op. 1, No. 3 
- ALLEG RETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 1001 
SONATA IN C MINOR FOR OBOE AND CLAVIER Op. 1, No. 8 
- BOURRf. E (ALLEGRO) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 751 
SONATA IN B MINOR FOR FUITE AND CLAVIER Op. 1, No. 9 
- ADAGIO AND FUGA (ALLA BREVE) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 28] 
SONATA NO. 2 FOR 2 VIOLINS AND VIOLONCELLO 
- MUSETTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 17] 
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SONATA NO. 3 FOR 2 VIOLINS AND VIOLONCELLO 
-SARABANDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 1051 
SONATA NO. 4 FOR 2 VIOLINS AND VIOLONCELLO 
- PASSACAIULE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 59] 
SEPT PIECES [CLAVIER] 
- NO. 4 - FANTASIA IN C MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
Izndon, Augener [Handel Album - No. 541 
- NO. 5 - CHACONNE IN F 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 821 
TROIS LEýONS [CLAVIER] 
- No. 1 - PRELUDE AND AIR WITH VARIATIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 781 
- No.. 3- CHACONNE IN G MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 991 
SUITE NO. 2 IN F MAJOR FOR RARPSICHORD (BOOK 1) 
- FUGUE 
Arranged for organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 781 
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SUITE NO. 4 IN E MINOR FOR HARPSICHORD (BOOK 1) 
- FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 451 
SUITE NO. S IN E hWOR FOR HARPSICHORD (BOOK 1) 
- AIR WTTII VARIATIONS (The Harmonious Blacksmith) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 741 
SUITE NO. 6 in F# MtNOR FOR HARPSICIIORD (BOOK 1) 
- INTRODUCTION AND FUGA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 961 
SUITE NO. 7 IN G MINOR FOR HARPSICHORD (BOOK 1) 
- PASSACAILLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 351 
SUITE NO. 8 IN F MINOR FOR HARPSICHORD (BOOK 1) 
- PRELUDE AND FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 541 
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SUITE NO. 9 IN G MINOR FOR HARPSICHORD (BOOK B) 
- GIGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 761 
SUITE NO. 14 IN G MAJOR FOR HARPSICHORD (BOOK 11) 
- COURANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 641 
SIX GRANDES FUGUES 
- FUGUE NO. 1 IN G MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 361 
- FUGUE NO. 4 IN B MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11880-18941 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 651 
SIX PETITES FUGUES 
- FUGUE NO. 4 IN D MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1880-1894] 
London, Augener [Handel Album - No. 131 
HASER, Augustus 
ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS 
No date (but probably C1848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music from the Great Composers (2 volumes) - 
Volume II 
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HASLINGER, Carl 
OVERTURE FOUNDED ON THE AUSTRIAN HYMN 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
HATTON, John Liptrot (1809-1886) 
TRRJMPIIAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18971 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 971 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN D h(INOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18741 
London 
[Reference: B. L. Catalogue Vol. 5 page 311 under HATTON (G. F. )(? )] 
**AIR WITH VARIATIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
HENRY Vill 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
0* - PRELUDE AND AIR VAR19 [same as Air with Variations? ] 
Arranged for Organ. 
A WMERS TALE 
** - ALLEGRO SCHERZANDO 
Arranged for Organ. 
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SARDANAPALUS 
** - MARCH [Same as Triumphal March? ] 
Arranged for Organ. 
OVERTURE: GUTENBERG 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with selections from the Great ComPosers] 
IIAYDN, Joseph Franz (1832-1809) 
SYMPHONY IN G MAJOR 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 93] 
SYMPHONY NO.? [SYMPHONY NO. 31 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 211 
SYMPHONY NO. 53 IN D MAJOR (c1775) - LTMMRIALE 
- AIR WITH VARIATIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 99] 
SYMPHONY NO. 8S - LA REINE IDE FRANCE] 
- ROMANZA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 161 
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SYMPHONY NO. 97 IN C MAJOR [SYMPHONY NO. 71 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 41] 
SYMPHONY NO. 99 IN Eb MAJOR [SYMPHONY NO. 41 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 431 
SYMPHONY NO. 100 IN G MAJOR (1794) - AHLITARY 
** - ALLEGRETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
SYMPHONY NO. 101 IN D MAJOR - THE CLOCK [SYMPHONY NO. 41 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of *the Great Masters - No. 651 
SYMPHONY NO. 103 IN Eb - DRUM ROLL [SYMPHONY NO. 21 
- ANDANTE PID TOSTO ALLEGRETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 451 
THE CREATION 
- INTRODUCrION TO PART 3 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 11 
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- INTRODUCFION TO PART 3 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS. 
No date (but probably c1848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 11 
- CHORUS: TIIE HEAVTJ6 ARE TELL[NG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 10] 
- AIR AND CHORUS: THU AMRVWLJS WORK 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 271 
00 - AIR: ON MIGHTY VWNGS 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - AIR: W7TH VERDUkE CLAD 
Arranged for Organ. 
THE SEASONS 
- CHORUS: COW GEIVTLE SPRING 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 311 
** - ARIA: A WTALTIIY LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
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MOTET: INSANAE ET VANAE CUkAE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 71 
MASS NO. 1 
** - QUARTET: ET INCARMATCJS EST 
Arranged for Organ. 
00- CANZONET: MY MOTHER BIDS ME BIND HER ILUR 
Arranged for Organ. 
STRING QUARTET IN F MAJOR Op. 77, No. 4 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 10] 
STRING QUARTET IN D MINOR Op. 76, No. 2 
- ALLEG RETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 861 
STRING QUARTET IN Eb MAJOR Op. 33, No. 2 
- LARGO [SOSTENUTO] 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 461 
STRING QUARTET IN D MAJOR Op. 76, No. 5 
- LARGO CANTABILE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 861 
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STRING QUARTET NO. 6 IN Eb MAJOR 
- ALLEGRETTO, WITH VARIATIONS AND FINALE FUGATO 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 851 
- FANTASIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 841 
IlEAP, Charles Swinnerton (1847-1900) 
FANTASIA IN A MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xx (8720)] 
HELLER, Stephen (1815-1888) 
SERENADE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London. Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 881 
HEROLD, Louis Joseph Ferdinand (1791-1833) 
"OVERTURE: Z4MPA 
Arranged for Organ. 
"OVERTURE: LE P" AU CLERKS 
Arranged for Organ. 
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HERZ, 
*OMARCUE DO BARDES 
Arranged for Organ. 
HESSE, Adolf Friedrich (1809-1863) 
ANDANTE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 2 (Vol. 1)] 
t=E (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 8 (Vol. 1)] 
FANTASIA IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxiv (8724)] 
FANTASIA IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iii (5852)] 
FANTASIA IN E MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xvii (8717)] 
VARIATIONS ON AN ORIGINAL THEME IN Ab MAJOR Op. 34 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxvi (8736)] 
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VARIATIONS ON AN ORIGINAL THEME IN A MAJOR Op. 47 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxvii (5837)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN D hUNOR Op. 66 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book ii (8702)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN B MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xiii (8713)] 
TOCCATA IN Ab MAJOR Op. 85 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book viii (8708)] 
TWELVE MELODIOUS AND EASY PIECES (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book 1i (5851)] 
HILLER, Ferdinand von (1811-1885) 
TWO MARCHES Op. 55 
No. 1 MARCIA GIOCOSA 
No. 2 MARCIA ELEGIACA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (H) No. 11 
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HOMAN, 
"NORWEGIAN NATIONAL HYMN 
Arranged for Organ. 
IIOMILIUS, Gottfried August (1714-1785) 
TRIO FOR TWO CLAVIERS AND PEDAL 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 14 (Vol. 11)] 
HOMER, C. G. 
ADAGIO IN G hUNOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
LDndon, CDcks [Collection of Orpn Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 3 (Vol. 1)) 
ADAGIO IN G (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiv (8724)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxviii (8728)] 
HORSLEY, Charles Edward (1822-1876) 
GIDEON 
00 - WAR MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
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HUMMEL, Johann Nepornuk (1778-1837) 
ADAGIO AND FUGA (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
Undon, Cc)cks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 16 (Vol. 11)] 
OFFERTORIUM: ALMA VIRGO (COMPOSED FOR SOPRANO SOLO, WITH CHORUS AND 
ORCHESTRA) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 191 
0* ANDANTE Op. 65 
Arranged for Organ. 
POLONAISE Op. 70, No. 5 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 151 
SONATA IN Ab MAJOR FOR PIANOFORTE DUET Op. 92 
- ANDANTINO 
Arranged for organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 35] 
JOULE, Bcnjamin St. John Baptist (b. 1817) 
A COLLECTION OF CHANTS FOR THE PROPER PSALMS: WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAINING 
CHANTS FOR THE HYMNS AND CANTICLES, MISCELLANEOUS CILANTS, AND 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE MISERERE AND GLORIA TIBI DOMINE BY BENJAMIN ST. JOIIN 
BAPTIST JOULE. 
Chants specially composed by W. T. Best: 
No. 230 D minor (double), No. 436 B major (double), No. 438 F major (double), No. 474 G 
major (single) and No. 518 A minor (single). 
1894 (The Preface is dated 8th November 1877) 
London, Novello. 
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KALKBRENNER, Friedrich Wilhelm Michael (1785-1849) 
00 BERCEUSE (CRADLE SONG) 
Arranged for Organ. 
KALLIWODA, Johan VAclav (1801-1866) 
** MARCIA CARALTERISTIQUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
KITTEL, Johann Christian (1732-1809) 
PRELIJDE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
(18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 6 (Vol. 1)] 
KOHLER, Emst (1799-1847) 
ANDANTE WITH VARIATIONS Op. 26 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Cb1fection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 11 (Vol-I)] 
KREBS, Johann Ludwig (1713-1780) 
CHORALE PRELUDE: WENN MEIN S7VNDLE[Ar VERIL4NDEIV LST 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iiii (5853)] 
CHORALE PRELUDE: 0 EWIGKErr, DU DONNERWORT 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 17 (Vol. 11)] 
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FUGUE IN G MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 22 (Vol. 11)] 
FUGUE IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 8 (Vol. 1)] 
FUGUE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxiv (8734)] 
FUGUE IN C MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxviii (5838)] 
FUGUE IN F MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1i (5841)] 
FUGUE IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxvii (8727)] 
DOUBLE FUGUE IN F MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London. Augener [Cecilia - Book x (8710)] 
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SHORT PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN C MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 751 
TRIO AND FUGUE IN F MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 2 (Vol. 1)] 
TRIO FOR TWO CLAVIERS AND PEDAL 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 19 (Vol. 11)] 
FOUR PIECES (ORGAN) 
1. Fantasia con Fuga in G minor 
2. Concert Fugue No. 2 in G major 
3. Prelude on the chorale: Was Gott thut, das ist woh1gethan 
4. Fugue in F minor 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
1, ondon, Augener [Cecilia - Bool x1vii (5847)] 
KULLAK, Theodore (1818-1882) 
FLEURS ANWEES Op. 57 
- No. 1 PASTORALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 61 
LACHNER, Franz (1803-1890) 
ANDANTE IN Db MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xx (8720)] 
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LEFIRBURE-WELY, Louis-Alfred-James (1817-1870) 
THE MODERN ORGANIST -A COLLECTION OF TWENTY-FOUR PIECES IN ALL STYLES 
THE ADAPTION TO ENGLISH ORGANS BY W. T. BEST 
[18691 
London. 
ADAGIO (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
118621 
tzndon, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 19 (Vol. 11)] 
ANDANTE IN Ab MAJOR (ORGAN) 
ANDANTE IN G MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxii (8732)] 
ANDANTE (PRIUE) IN Db (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xi (8711)] 
ANDANTINO (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xiii (8713)] 
EUGIE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxv (8735)] 
FANTASIA IN C MAJOR (Allegretto. Religioso, Allegro vivace, Andante) 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library jDq 12821 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great composers] 
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OFFERTOIRE IN C MAJOR Op. 35, No. 3 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 17 (Vol. 11)] 
OFFERTOIRE IN Bb MAJOR 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 21 (Vol. 11)] 
OFFERTOIRE FROM LA SAINTE aJAPELLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 23] 
ROMANCE SANS PAROLIS Op. 92 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 461 
LEMMENS, Jaak Nikolaas (1823-1881) 
ORGAN SCIIOOL 
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION, FINGERING. AND THE ADAPTION TO ENGLISH ORGANS 
THROUGHOUT BY W. T. BEST. 
118841 
London, Schott. 
- PART I 
- Exercises to acquire the organ touch. 
- Short Preludes. 
- Exercises in modulation. 
- Ten Prayers. 
- Short Pieces for church use. 
[The whole chiefly without pedals] 
- PART 2 
- Exercises for the pedals. 
- Six short and easy Trios for two claviers and pedals. 
- Canon in the octave No. I 
- Canon in the octave No. 2 
- Trio 
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- Funeral Prelude 
- Communion (F major) 
- Communion (F major) 
- Hymn: Creator Alme Siderum 
- Magnificat anima mea Dominum 
- Prayer 
- Communion (B minor/major) 
- Quatuor 
- Prelude (F minor) 
- Postlude (G major) 
- Offertoire (A major) 
- Laudate Dominum, omnes gentes 
- Fugue in F minor 
- Lauda, Sion salvatorem 
- Introduction and Fugue in C minor 
- Prelude (Ab major) 
Ite Missa est 
Scherzo Symphonique Concertante - Postlude 
- Offertoire Hosannah - Cantabile (Offertoire da capo) 
- Triumphal March 
- Andante with variations 
- Prelude (5-parts) 
- Fanfare 
- Cantabile (B minor/major) 
- Finale 
ORGAN SCHOOL - COLLECTION OF PIECES IN VARIOUS STYLES FOR CHURCH AND 
CONCERT PURPOSES 
I. Short and easy Trios 
2. Three Communions 
3. Prayer 
4. Quatuor, Prelude and Postlude 
5. Offertoire 
6. Laudate Dominum 
7. Fugue in F minor 
8. Lauda Sion 
9. Introduction and Fugue in C minor 
10. Ile Afissa est 
11. Scherzo Symphonique 
12. Offertoire: Hosannah 
13. Triumphal March 
14. Andante with variations 
15. Prelude (in 3-parts) 
16. Fanfare 
17. Cantabile 
18. Finale, Grand Chorus 
19. Offertoire in D major (Postlude) 
20. Communion in Ab major 
21. Fugue in G minor 
22. Communion in Eb major 
23. Magnificat (Postlude) in E major 
New edition, adapted to English organs. 
[18841 
London, Schott. 
[There are slight differences between this collection and Part 2 of the Organ School listed 
above] 
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LINDPAINTER, Peter Josef von (1791-1856) 
DIE WITWE VON NAIN (THE WIDOW OF NALM 
2. Quartett: Without armour glist'ning 
3. Chorus: Hosanna, Son of David 
4. Marcia Funtbre and Chorus: To the grave 
9. Chorus: Praise the Lord 
13. Quartett: Save us 
14. Final Chorus: From on high 
Arranged for Organ. 
1854. 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
LIPAWSKY, Josef (1772-1810) 
FUGA IN A MINOR Op. 29 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 101 
LISZT, Franz (1811-1886) 
TRIUMPHAL MARCH: VOM FELS ZUM MEER (FROM CRAG TO SEA) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 911 
**HUNGARIAN MARCH: RAKOCZY 
Arranged for Organ. 
"LEGEND: ST. FRANCTS OF ASSISI PREACMNG TO THE BIRDS 
Arranged for Organ. 
"CHROMATIC GALLOP 
Arranged for Organ. 
[Source: Harrison, no date: 15&16 - Liverpool City Library Hq 920 BES] 
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[SCIRJBERT-LISZT] 
501R, 9E5 DE WEIVNE 
** - No. 6 IN A MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[See also under Schubert] 
LODER, Edward James (1813-1865) 
**OVERTURF- MAC13ETII 
Arranged for Organ. 
LOEWE, Johann Carl Gottffied (1796-1869) 
"OVERTURE TO A SACRED CANTATA 
Arranged for Organ. 
LOWE, A. L. 
FESTIVAL OVERTURE. GUTFNBERG Op. 55 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 281 
ANDANTE IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 8 (Vol. 1)] 
LULLY, Jean-Baptiste (1632-1687) 
RIGAUDON 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 81 
[This is probably the same work as the Ripudon de Louis XIV by Lully which featured 
in Best's recitals] 
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MAILLY, Jean Alphonse Ernest (1833-???? ) 
PRUME FUNEBRE (ORGAN) 
MARCHE SOLENNEUX (ORGAN) 
CANTIUNE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxi (8721)] 
MEDITATION (ORGAN) 
TOCCATA (ORGAN) 
PAQUES FLEURIES (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London. Augener [Cecilia - Book xvi (8716)] 
MAYER, Carl (1799-1862) 
ALLEGREITO ING MINOR Op. 142 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 851 
DAUSSOIGNE-MRIIUL, Louis Joseph (1790-1875) 
ANDANTE (ELEVATION) (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
LA)ndon, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiv (8724)] 
MP. HUL, Etienne Nicolas (1763-1817) 
**OVERIIJRE: STRATONICE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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MENDELSSOIIN-BARTIIOLDY, Jakob Ludwig Felix (1809-1847) 
SYMPHONY No. 1 IN C MINOR Op. 11 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 30] 
SYMPHONY No. 2 - LOBGESANG (HYMN OP PJULSL) Op. 52 
- ADAGIO RELIGIOSO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 55] 
** - ALLEGRETTO CANTABILE 
Arranged for Organ. 
SYMPHONY No. 3 
** - ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
SYMPHONY No. 4 IN A MAJOR - 771E ITALLAN Op. 90 
- ALLEGRETTO CON MOTO MODERATO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 681 
SYMPHONY No. 5 - REMRMATION Op. 107 
Arranged for Organ. 
[18691 
London, Novello, Ewer. 
"OVERTURE: RUY RLAS 
Arranged for Organ. 
**OVERTURF- DIE HOCHZEIT DES ODMAC710 
Arranged for Organ. 
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**OVERTURF- SON AND STRANGER 
Arranged for Organ. 
CONCERTO IN E MINOR FOR VIOUN AND ORCHESTRA Op. 64 
**- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
FUNERAL MARCH Op. 103 (COMPOSED FOR MIMARY BAND) 
Arranged for Organ 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
MARCII COMPOSED IN HONOUR OF THE PAINTER CORNELRJS Op. 108 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
IA)ndon, Novello. 
OVERTURE IN C MAJOR Op. 24 (COMPOSED FOR A MIIHARY BAND) 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 171 
INCIDENTAL MUSIC TO A AUDSUAWER NIGHTS DRE4M 
0* - OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
- WEDDING MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 111 
ATHALLA Op. 74 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Soores of the Great Masters - No. 611 
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- WAR MARal OF 771E PRIEVS 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
LDndon, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 691 
MOTET Op. 96 FOR ALTO SOLO. CUORUS AND ORCHESTRA 
- CHORAL FUGUE: LET bS SING HIS 11ALLOWD PRAISES 
Arranged for organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 55] 
EWAII 
- VOCAL SCORE - MARKED BY BEST FOR PERFORMANCE ON THE ORGAN WITHOUT 
ORCHESTRA 
Liverpool City Library jDq 11541 
[This copy is now missing from the Library] 
0* - SOPRANO ARIA: HEAR YE LSRAEL 
Arranged for Organ. 
*0 - (31ORUS: BE NOT AFRAID 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - CONTRALTO ARIA: 0 REST IN THE LORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - SELECTIONS FROM THE ORATORIO EUJAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
MOTMT: IWAR MY PRAYER 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 621 
ST. PA UL 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 421 
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- alOP. ALF- SLEEPERS WAKEf 
- ARIOSO: 171E LORD IS MINDFU 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
LDndm. Novello lArrAnSmwnts from the Scores of the Great Absters - No. 371 
- CHORUS: HOW LADVELY ARE WE MESSENGERS 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874) 
Laulan. Nowello jArrxUvments fnxn the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 321 
VOI KS' M: ES 5 B=A, (MT IN GOTTES RAT71 
Arranged for Organ. 
I V? 
London. Cocks [The Orgin Student - No-151 
TRIO IN C MINOR 
**- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
STRING QUARTET No. 1 Op. 12 
- CANZONETTA 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London. Novella [Arraq-tinents from the Scores of the Grew Misters - No. 61 
STRING QUARTET IN Eb Op. 44. No. 3 
- ADAGIO [NON TROPPOI 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
L, ondon. Novello [ArrwUgrawnts from the Scores of the Great Absters - No. 331 
SONATA IN Rb FOR PIANOFURTE AND VIOlONCELL0 Op. 45 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello (Arraqrments from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 211 
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SIX SONATAS FOR ORGAN OP-6s 
- Sonata No. I in F minor 
- Sonata N0.2 in C minor 
- Sonata No. 3 in A major 
- Sonata No. 4 in Bb major 
vonata No. 5 in D major 
Sonata N0.6 in D minor 
Edited. 
1871. 
London, Novello. 
[published with Threc Preludes and Figues Op. 37 - see below) 
THREE PREWDIS AND FUGUTS FOR ORGAN Op. 37 
- Prelude and Fugue NoA in C minor 
- Prelude and Fugue No. 2 in G m*r 
- Prelude and Fugue No, 3 in D minor 
Edited. 
1871. 
I. Dndon. Novello. 
[Published with Six Sonatas Op. 6S - see above] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN Bb MAJOR Op. 35. No. 6 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London. Schott (Orpn AliscrlWjv - (i) No. 141 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN E MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London. Novello lArrwLtyments from the Scores of the Great %fisters - No. 811 
SONGS W"ITIIOUT WORDS FOR PIANOFORTE Op. 62 
BOOK S- No. 3 - FUNERAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
[, ondon, Novello [Arrant-mnents from the Scores of the Great Alasters - No. 781 
"ANDANTE CON VARIA23ONE (Eb MAJOR) 
Arranged for Organ. 
"ANDANTE CON VARIAZIONE (Bb MAJOR) 
Arranged for Organ. 
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MERCADANTE, Giuseppe Savcrio Raffacle (1795-1870) 
** DOLCE ODNFVRTO 
Arranged for OrW. 
MERKEL. Gustav (1827-1885) 
ADAGIO IN E MAJOR Op. 3S (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
Londtm. Augener (0cilij - Riok vi (8706)] 
Mr-. YF-. RBE-r,. R, Giacomo (1791-1864) 
SC311LUER-MAR(31 - Composed for the Festival given at Paris in 1859. to celebrate the 
Centenary of the birth d Schiller. 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello, fArmytments from the Scores ckf the Great Masters - No. 14] 
** MAMIE CORME 
Arranged for Organ. 
THE NINETY-FIRST PSAILM. 
Arranged for Organ. 
lass. 
Londom 
[Source: hfusiýad World Vol. 33. No. 27.7th July 1855: 431 - review] 
Ls PROPHAITE 
- CORONATION MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874) 
Lmdon, Novello [Arranboewnts from the Scxwes of the Great Masters - No. 251 
*0 - MAMIE DU SACRE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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** - PASTORAL C3 IORUS. LA BRISE EST' MUEME 
ArranSed for Organ. 
M RUGUENOTS 
0* - REMINZSCENCIS OF LES HUGUENOTS 
Chorus: lkwheur de la table 
Chorale 
lluguenot*s Song: Pitt! PdP jxwr ks couvents clest fini 
Chorus: Abjurez. 11upwiwis 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - SEIXCnONS FROM LIS RUGUENOIS 
Arranged for Orgm. 
00 - ACT III OF US IMUMTS 
Arranged for Organ. 
LITVILE DU NORD 
119 - REMINUMNCES OF LVOILE DU NORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
ROBERT LE DlABLE 
00 - REMINUMNCES OF ROBERT LE DIABLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - SELECTIONS FROM ROBERT LE DIABLE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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DINORAH 
** - FANTASIA ON THEMES FROM THE OPERA DIMORAH 
Arranged for Organ. 
BAPTISMAL SONG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 991 
ROMANZA: THE FLSIIEJZMMDEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch 
27th May 1891. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections 
from the Great Composers] 
00 CHANT DE VIVANDIERS 
Arranged for Organ. 
MOLIQUE, Wilhelm Bemhard (1802-1868) 
ABRAHAM (ORATORIO) 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
*0 AIR: WHEN THE MooN IS BRIGHTLY SH7NNG 
Arranged for Organ. 
MORANDI, Giovanni (1777-1856) 
ORGAN C0MpOSrFlONS 
1. Andante in G major (Elevazione) 
2. Adagio in D major (Elevazione) 
3. Allegretto vivace in A minor (Post Communio) 
4. Marcia in F minor (Marcia di Processione) 
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S. Overture in F minor (Offertorid) 
6. Andante in Eb major (Elevazione) 
7. Allegro vivace in A minor (Post Communip) 
8. Andante in G major (Elevaziont) 
9. Overture in E minor (Offertorip) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18801 
Milan, Ricordi. 
ALLEGRO CON BRIO IN F MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[1886] 
Milan, Ricordi 10rgan Music by Italian Composers - No. 16] 
ALLEGRO VIVACE IN Bb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 151 
ANDANTE AND ALLEGRO IN G MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[1886] 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 131 
RONDO DEVAMPANELU (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18841 
Milan, Ricordi. 
CANTABILE AND ALLEGRO IN Eb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 141 
OFFERTORIO IN Eb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 121 
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OVERTURE IN C MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 11] 
OVERTURE IN D MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[1886] 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 10] 
PASTORALE IN Eb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Cbmposers - No. 19] 
PASTORALE IN E MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 18] 
PASTORAIE IN C MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 171 
MORICONT, Augusto 
CHRISTMAS PASTORALE 
Edited and arranged for English Organs. 
[18841 
Milan, Ricordi. 
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MOSCHELES, Ignaz (1794-1870) 
MARCHE TRIOMPHALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangemenis from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 841 
HOMMAGE A HANDEL FOR PIANOFORTE DUET Op. 92 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791) 
SYMPHONY No. 10 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 231 
SYMPHONY No. 11 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 141 
SYMPHONY No. 12 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 891 
SYMPHONY No. 25 IN G MAJOR/MINOR (1733) K183 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [ The Organ Student - No. I] 
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SYMPHONY No. 31 IN D MAJOR (1778) K297 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 11] 
SYMPHONY No. 39 in Eb MAJOR K543 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 401 
- MINUET 
Arranged for Pianoforte. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1649 - Organ Music composed and arranged by Besil 
SYMPHONY No. 41 IN C MAJOR - THE JUPITER K551 
- ANDANTE CANTABILE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 661 
ADAGIO AND GRAND FUGUE IN C MNOR FOR STRING ORCHESTRA K546 (K426) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - Noll 
GRAND INTRODUMON AND FUGUI 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably c1848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - 
volumes) - Volume 11 
K546 (K426) 
Organ Music arranged from the Great Composers (2 
MARCH (POSTHUMOUS WORK) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 39] 
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LITANY OF THE VENERABLE SACREMENT 
- CHORUS: VIATIAM IN DOMINO 
- CHORAL FUGUE: PIGNDS FV7VRAE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 13] 
GLORLA IN EXCEL. SIS 
Organ Part (without orchestra) 
Ms. 
No date. 
, gan 
Music with Selections from the Great Composers] Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Or 
** CHORUS: GLORIA IN EXCELSLS 
Arranged for Organ. 
FIRST MOTET: SPLENDENTE TE, DEbS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 34] 
TRIRD MOTET: DEUS TIBI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 111 
MOTET: AVE VERUM CORPUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
187? 
London, CDcks [The Organ Student - No. 31 
MOTET: MISERICORDLAS DOWNI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 441 
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REQUIEM MASS (1791) K626 
- COMPLETE - VOCAL SCORE - EDITED, AND THE PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT ARRANGED 
BY W. T. BEST 
[1876] 
London, Novello. 
- QUARTET: RBCORDARE JESU PIE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 46] 
0* - QUARTET: BENEDICZW 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - CHORUS: HOSANNA 
Arranged for Organ. 
FIRST MASS 
0* - ARIA: AGN[B DEr 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - CHORUS: DONA NOW PACEM 
Arranged for Organ. 
DON GIOVANNI (1787) K527 
- SERENADE 
Arranged for Pianoforte. 
18?? 
London, Schott. 
- SEXTET: MILLE TORBIDI PENSIERI 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 171 
0* - REMINISCENCES OF DOM GIOVANN 
Arranged for Organ. 
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LA CLEMENZA DI TITO (1791) K621 
** - DUET: AH PERDOMA 
Arranged for Organ. 
IWMENBO (1781) K366 
- MARCH IN C MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 23] 
- MARCH IN F MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrayWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 31] 
00 - MARCH OF THE PRn57S OF ELS 
Arranged for Organ. 
AIR AND CHORUS: PLACIDO P IL MAR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 301 
DIE ZAUBERFIbTE (1791) K620 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ as Best's Op. 3. 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 151 
- AIR AND CHORUS OF PRIESTS: 0 LSIS UND OSMS 
Arranged for Organ. 
187? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 81 
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** - REMIMSCENCES OF THE OPERA DIE ZAUBERFL6TE 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - SELECrION FROM THE OPERA IL FLAUTO AfAGIC0 
LE NOZZE DI FIGARO (1785) K492 
** - REMINISCENCES OF LE NOZZE DI FIGARO 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - ARIA: V01 CUE SAPETE 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - ARIA: QUI ADBGNO 
Arranged for Organ. 
STRING QUARTET No. 3 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 93] 
STRING QUARTEr No. 6 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 21 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably 6848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1464 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 11 
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STRING QUARTET No. 9 in Bb MAJOR 
- LARGHETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 151 
STRING QUARTET IN D MINOR 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-4] 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably cl. 848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 21 
STRING QUINTET No. 6 IN Eb MAJOR K614 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 571 
QUINTET FOR CLARINET. 2 VIOLINS, VIOLA AND VIOLONCELLO IN A MAJOR K581 
- LARGHETID 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 201 
QUINTET IN C MNOR 
** - ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
SERENADE No. 12 IN C MINOR K388 FOR HORNS, BASSOONS, CLARINETS AND OBOES 
- MINUET 
Arranged for organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 481 
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SERENADE IN Eb FOR 2 OBOES, 2 CLARINETS, 2 HORNS AND 2 BASSOONS 
- ALLEGRO MAESTOSO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great masters - No. 601 
ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arran, -ements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-98] 
FANTASIA IN F MINOR/MAJOR FOR A MECHANICAL ORGAN K594 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 761 
FANTASIA IN F MINOR FOR A MECHANICAL ORGAN K608 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862] 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 24 (Vol. 11)] 
FUGUE IN G MINOR 
Arranged for organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 841 
SONATA IN Bb MAJOR FOR PIANOFORTE (4 HANDS) 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 471 
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SONATA IN D MAJOR FOR PIANOFORTE (4 HANDS) 
1. ALLEGRO 
2. ANDANTE 
3. ALLEG RO VIVACE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London. novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 671 
SONATA IN C MAJOR FOR PIANOFORTE (4 HANDS) 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874] 
London. Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 641 
[Arranged BEST, William Thomas (1826-1897)] 
NATIONAL ANTHEM, THE - AS PERFORMED ON THE ORGAN AT ST. GEORGE'S HALL, 
LIVERPOOL, U., ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xI (5840)] 
NEUSTEDT, Charles 
00GAVOTTE DE MARIE TZIER&E 
Arranged for Organ. 
NIEDERMAYER, Louis (1802-1861) 
PRELUDE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxii (8732)] 
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ONSLOW, Andr6 George Louis (1784-1853) 
STRING QUARTET No. 3 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 121 
PACIIALY, F. J. 
ANDANTE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1862] 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 5 (Vol. 1)] 
PALADILIIE, Emile (1844-1926) 
ANDANTE CANTABILE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1833-1909] 
Undon, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxii (8722)] 
PARADIES, Pietro Domenico (1710-1792) 
12 SONATAS PER IL CEkMLO 
- SONATA No. 3 
- ARIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 7] 
PARKER, Horatio (1863-1919) 
00 SARABANDE: DOROTHEA 
Arranged for Organ. 
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00 MARCFI OF THE TROJAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
PERELLI, Edoardo (1842-1885) 
MARCIA RE11GIOSA IN C MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book vi (8706)] 
PERGOLESI, Giovanni Battista (1710-1736) 
STARAT WTER 
- CHORUS: AMEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks I The Organ Student - No. I 
PERTI, Jacopo Antonio (1661-1756) 
MOTET: 
- CHORAL FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 161 
PETRALI, Vincenzo Antonio (1832-1889) 
ALLA MARCIA (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiii (8723)] 
FANTASIA CONCERTANTE (ORGAN) 
OFFERTORIO (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxvi (8726)] 
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RAFF, Joseph Joachim (1822-1882) 
INTRODUCrION AND FUGUE IN E MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book ii (8702)] 
00 TAMBOURIN IN Bb MAJOR Op. 204 
Arranged for Organ. 
RAMEAU, Jean-Philippe (1683-1764) 
DARDANIB (1744) 
- -RIGAUDON 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 191 
RANDEGGER, Alberto (1832-1911) 
CANTATA: FRIDOUN 
- ORGAN PART 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composersl 
REA, William (1827-1903) 
ANDANTE CANTABILE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxx (8730)] 
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REISSIGER, Carl Gottlieb (1798-1859) 
SACRED CANTATA: DER HERR MACHT ALLES WOIIL 
- ClIORAL FUGUFL 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 81 
"OVERTURE: YUVA 
Arranged for Organ. 
RENZI, Remigio (1857-1938) 
SONATA IN A MNOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1v (5845)] 
RHEINBERGER, Joseph (1839-1901) 
FUGUE IN F MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
LA)ndon, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiii (8723)] 
SONATA IN C MINOR Op. 27 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book iii (8703)] 
FANTASIA-SONATA IN Ab MAJOR Op. 65 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book i (8701)] 
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TRIO IN Eb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x (8710)] 
RIGIIINI, Vinccnzo (1756-1812) 
MASS IN D MAJOR 
- ClIORAL FUGUE: ET V7TAM VENWRI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 46] 
RINCK, Johann Christian Ifeinrich (1770-1846) 
PRACTICAL ORGAN SCHOOL Op. 55 
CAREFULLY REVISED: WITH THE GERMAN DIRECTIONS AND TERMS TRANSLATED INTO 
ENGLISH, AND THE PEDAL PART PRINTED ON A SEPARATE STAFF. EDITED BY W. T. 
BEST. 
[18641 
London, Novello. 
ANDANTE, WTFII SIX VARIATIONS AND FINALE Op. 89 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
118621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book I (Vol. 1)] 
CONCERTSTOCK Op. 33 (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 9 (Vol. 1)] 
POSTLUDE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iv (5855)] 
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RODE, Jacques Pierre Joseph (1774-1830) 
FANTASIA ON AN AIR BY RODE (No. 3 of FOUR CONCERT FANTASIAS) 
Organ. 
[18761 
London, Augener. 
0* AIR WTrII VARIATIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
ROEKEL, Joseph Leopold (1838-1923) 
AIR DU DAUPIUM 
Paraphrase for Organ. 
No date. 
London, Augener, 
ROMBERG, Andreas Jakob (1767-1821) 
SYMPHONY IN Eb MAJOR 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 451 
ROSA, Domcnica 
**OVERTURE- MARGILENTA 
Arranged for Organ. 
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ROSSINI, Gioachino Antonio (1792-1868) 
** GRAND MARCII COMPOSED FOR THE SULTAN 
Arranged for Organ. 
MOSE IN EGrM 
- AIR AND CIIORUS: DAL TUO STELLATIO SOGUO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello (Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 34] 
STABAT MATER 
00 - ARIA: CUJIS ANIMAM 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - CHORUS: EX INFLAMMATUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
"- ARIA: FAC UT PORTEW 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - QUARTET: S4NCTA MATER 
Arranged for Organ. 
$0 - ARIA: PRO PBCCATTS 
Arranged for Organ. 
SEWRAAHDE 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
- MARCH OF PRIESTS 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [organ Miscellan7 - (i) No. 491 
GUILLAUME TELL 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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** - REMINISCENCES OF VIWAM TELL 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - CHORUS AND RONDO [ACT 11 
Arranged for Organ. 
LA CFMRENWLA 
** - OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
SFJGE OF CORINTH 
** - OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
0* - TRRJMPRAL MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
IL IMBIER0 DI SIWGLL4 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
LA GAZZI LADRA 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
TANCREDI 
** - OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
L7NGANIVo MiCE 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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LTTALMNA IN ALGERIE 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
**TRIO: TANTUM ERGO 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - QUARTET: QUANDO OORPUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
** CHORUS: LA CARITA 
Arranged for Organ. 
0* DANS CE SEJOUR 
Arranged for Organ. 
** DUET: WRA LA BIANCA LUNA 
Arranged for Organ. 
** ARIA: DI RACER 
Arranged for Organ. 
** CANZONETTA: IL RMPROVER0 
Arranged for Organ. 
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CANZONETTA: LA PROMESSA 
Arranged for Organ. 
SAINT-SAENS, Charles Camille (1835-1921) 
$0 MAZURKA IN G MINOR Op. 21 
Arranged for Organ. 
$0 M"ICTION NUPTIALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
SANGALLI, Francesco (1820-1892) 
ANDANTE RELIGIOSO (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxviii (5838)] 
SCARLATTI, Domenico (1683-1757) 
PASTORALE 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iv (5855)] 
SCARLATTI, Pietro Alessandro Gaspare (1660-1725) 
ROMANZA: 0 CESSATE DI PIAGARMI (1690) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 11 
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SCHLOESSER, Carl Wilhclm Adolf (1830-1913) 
** MILffARY MARCH: LES ENFANTS DE LA GARDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
SCHNEIDER, Friedrich Johann Christian (1786-1853) 
VOCAL MASS 
- CHORUS: KYRIE ELDSON 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 41 
- CHORUS: KYRIE ELETSOIV (MOTET) 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably 6848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 21 
SCHNEIDER, Johann Gottlob (1789-1864) 
FANTASIA AND FUGUE IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxv (8735)) 
SCHUBERT, Franz Pcter (1797-1828) 
INCIDENTAL MUSIC TO ROSAMUNDE 
SECOND ENTRACT 
ANDANTINO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 691 
- ANDANTE IN G MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 881 
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** ALLEGRO SCHERZOSO IN F MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
ADAGIO FOR THE PJANOR)RTE (POSTHUMOUS WORK) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Soores of the Great Masters - No. 331 
THREE MARCUM FOR THE PIANOFORTE (FOUR HANDS) Op. 27 
- MARCH No. 1 IN B WNOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 831 
SIX GRAND MARCHES FOR PIANOFORTE (FOUR IIANDS) Op. 40 
- GRAND MARCH No. 2 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 961 
- GRAND MARCH No. 3 
Arranged for organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 41 
- GRAND MARCH No. 4 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 491 
- GRAND MARCH No. 5 (MARCHE SOLENNELLE) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 23] 
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THREE MILITARY MARCHES FOR PIANOFORTE (FOUR HANDS) OP-51 
- MILITARY MARCH No. 1 IN D MAJOR 
- MILITARY MARCH No. 2 IN G MAJOR 
- MILITARY MARCII No. 3 IN Eb MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 121 
MOMEWS MDSICALES Op. 94 - BOOK 2 
- ALLEGRETI`0 IN Ab MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 511 
PEMAB MISICALES Op. 94, No. 2 
- ANDANTINO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 741 
PIANOF'ORTE SONATA IN A MINOR Op. 164 
- ANDANTINO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 711 
[SCHUBERT-LISZT] 
SOIREff DE WEAWE 
** - No. 6 IN A hGNOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[See also under Liszt] 
SCHUMANN, Robert Alexander (1810-1856) 
OVERTURE, SCHERZO AND FINALE FOR ORCHESTRA Op. 52 
- FINALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 281 
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THREE ROMANCES FOR OBOE AND PIANOFORTE Op. 94 
- ROMANCE IN A MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-1885] 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 321 
tl'UDES SYMPHONIQUES Op. 13 
- FINALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 421 
K[NDERSZENEN Op. 15 
- TRACAEREJ 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Mlscellan7 - (i) No. 371 
ADAGIO Op. 56 
Edited. 
[1862] 
London, Cc)cks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 8 (Vol. 1)] 
SIX I'MPROMPTIB FOR THE PIANOFORTE (FOUR IUNDS) Op. 66 
- No. 4 C71AAfSOAf ORIENTALE 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 781 
ALBUM F17R DIE JT-WGEND 
- No. 15 FROWNGSGESANG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 71] 
- No. 29 FREMDER AL4NN 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 71] 
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- No. 38/39 (? ) W7NTERZEIT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
London, Schott [Oryan Miscellany - (i) No. 371 
- ALLEGRETID 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
Oryanist's Manual (Edited by G. Cooper) 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
187? 
organist's Manual (Edited by G. Cooper) 
- ANDANTINO, 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
Organist's Manual (Edited by G. CDoper) 
WALDSZENEIV Op. 82 
- JAGDLIEO (HUNTING SONG) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
LDndon, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 831 
ZWOLFF VIERHANDIGE CLAVIERSTUCCE F17R KLEINE UND GROSSE KINDER Op. 85 
- No. 3 GARTFJV AIELODIE [ANDANTE] 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 701 
- No. 6 TRAUER [ANDANTINO] 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 701 
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- No. 7 TOURNIER MARSCH [TOURNAMENT MARCH] 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 24] 
- No. 12 ABENDUED [EVENING SONG] 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 261 
- No.? [? ] MARal 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
Organist's Manual (Edited by G. Cooper) 
ADAGIO Op. 99 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 91 
ALLEGRETFO SCHERZOSO Op. 99. No. 9 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 90] 
EVENING MUSIC 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 90] 
SCWTAIMERLIED [ SLUMBER SONGI Op. 124, No. 16 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 26] 
SGAMBATI, Giovanni (1841-1914) 
** VECCHIO ARNUMTO [ ARNUET DV OLD STYLA 
Arranged for Organ. 
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SILAS, Edouard (1827-1909) 
ALLEGRETTO IN A hGNOR Op. 23 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellan7 - (i) No. 21 
PIANOFORTE MET Op. 23, No. 5 
- ALLEGRO CON BRIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
SMART, Hcnry (1813-1879) 
ANDANTE FOR ORGAN (POSTHUMOUS WORK) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxvii (8727)] 
[Either Henry SMART or George Thomas SMART (1776-1867)] 
** SONG FOR TENOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
SPETII, Johannes (1664-1720) 
TOCCATA IN E MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 6 (Vol. 1)] 
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SPINDLER, Fritz (b. 1817) 
THREE MARCM FOR THE PIANOFORTE Op. 24 
- No. 2 MARCH IN C MINOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 721 
SPOTIR, Louis Ludwig (1784-1859) 
OVERTURE IN D MAJOR Op. 15 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 87] 
SYMPHONY No. 1 
- LARGHEITO 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 321 
SYMPHONY No. 4 - THE COMBC)ZATION OF SOUND 
- TEMPO DI MARCIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
- ANDANTINO (CRADLE SONG - DANCU - SEREIVAN) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArratWements from the Soores of the Great Masters - No. 161 
SACRED CANTATA: GOD, THOU ART GREAT 
- CHORUS: GOD THOU ART GREAT 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 441 
CHORAL FUGUE (FROM A MOTET) 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 3] 
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[CIIORALI FUGUE [FROM A MOTET] 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably c1848) 
Liverpool City Library jDq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the 
Great composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 21 
ORATORIO: THE FALL OF BABYLON 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Pianoforte. 
18?? 
London, Novello. 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-35] 
- FINAL CHORUS: GIVE TIJAMIS UNTO GOD 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 371 
ORATORIO: TIN LAST JUDGEMENT 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Srorcs of the Great Masters - No. 91 
- AIR AND 01ORUS: IIOLYI HOLYI HOLYI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 37] 
THE EIGHTH PSALM: JEffOVA, LORD GOD OF HOM FOR FOUR SOLO VOICES AND A 
DOUBLE CHORUS WITHOUT ACCOMPANIMENT 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 181 
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THE ONE lIUNDREI) AND TIIIRTIE`nI PSAUA: OUT OF THE DEEP IMVE I CALLEO LWTO 
MEE Op. 85 FOR FOUR SOLO VOICES AND DOUBLE CHORUS WITHOUT ACCOMPANIMENT 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraWments from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 471 
FAINT (OPERA) 
- CHORAM VERSA. 0 CIEL 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Org3n Student - No. 2? 1 
- CATHEDRAL SCENE - INTERMEZZO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
tzndon, Cocks I The Organ Student - No. 6? j 
JESSONDA (OPERA) 
- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWernents from the Smres of the Great Composers - No. 631 
- DANCE AT ARkG 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Orpn Miscellany - (i) No. 411 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 31 
DIE SEMEN DIOGO 
** - OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
"DUET: DEARW, LET MY F007STEPS GUIDE 
Arranged for Organ. 
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DUOS FOR TWO VIOUNS Op. 39 
- LARGIIETrO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 91 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 191 
NOTTURNO FOR WIND INSTRUMENTS Op. 34 
- MINUETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [ArrazWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 791 
- POLACCA 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No-791 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 301 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 281 
- ANDANTE WITH VARIATIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - 231 
- FINALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 891 
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STRING QUARTET IN C MAJOR Op. 4 
- ADAGIO AND FINALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [ArraiWements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 121 
STRING QUARTET No. 3 Op. 45 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
18?? 
London, Cocks [The Organ Student - No. 221 
[STRING] QUARTET IN A MINOR Op. 58 
- ANDANTE CON VARIAZIONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
11884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 501 
LARGIIMO [From Op. 1501 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 131 
SPONTINI, Gasparo Luigi Pacifico (1774-1851) 
** OVERTURE: OLIWIA 
Arranged for Organ. 
STANFORD, Charles Villiers (1852-1924) 
ORATORIO: THE 771REE HOLY CUILDREN 
Organ Part. 
Ms. 
March 15th 1887. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1649 - Organ Music Composed and Arranged by Best] 
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STRADELLA, Alessandro (1644-1682) 
00 AIR: PIETA, SIGNORE 
Arranged for Organ. 
SULLIVAN, Arthur Seymour (1842-1900) 
THE LJGIIT OF THE WORLD 
- OVERTURE TO PART 11 - NAZ4RETH 
Arranged for Organ. 
NIS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
INCIDENTAL MUSIC TO HENRY VHI 
"- ALLEGRETTO GRAZIOSO 
Arranged for Organ. 
0* PASTORALE: BETIMMEM 
Arranged for Organ. 
[It is likely that the Pastoral Symphony also listed in Best's recitals is the same as thr 
above] 
** AIR: THE LOST MORD 
Arranged for Organ. 
SUPPE, Franz von (1819-1895) 
** OVERTURE: POET AND PEASANT 
Arranged for Organ. 
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TAUBERT, [Carl Gottfried Wilhelm (1811-1891)? ] 
00 CANZONETTA: ME NIGIMNGALES SONG 
Arranged for Organ. 
THOMAS, Arthur Goring (1850-1892)? 
00 FESTIVAL PRELUDE: EIN =E BURG 
Arranged for Organ. 
[This piece is always attributed to G. A. Thomas in Best's concert programmes. If this 
occured only once it could be a misprint for C. A. Thomas (see below), but it is more 
likely that it refers to A. G. Thomas] 
THOMAS, Charles Louis Ambroise (1811-1896) 
** OVERTURE: LE CAID 
Arranged for Organ 
*0 OVERTURE: RAYMOND 
Arranged for Organ. 
ANDANTINO, (PRIERE) (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xvii (8717)] 
DIRGE IN E MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxii (8732)] 
OFFERTOIRE IN Bb (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiii (8723)] 
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OFFERTOIRE IN C MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xviii (8718)] 
TOPFER, Johann Gottlob (1791-1870) 
CONCERTMCK (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 4 (Vol. 1)] 
TWO FUGUES (F MAJOR AND B MINOR) (ORGAN) 
Ed i ted. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xviii (8718)] 
FUGUE IN B MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Book xii (8712)] 
TWO FUGUES (Bb MAJOR AND D MAJOR) (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book vii (8707)] 
FUGIIETTA (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Ucks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 15 (Vol. 11)] 
CHORALE PRELUDE: SEF LOB UND EFIR DEN HOChSTEJV GUT (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxiv (8734)] 
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CHORALE PRELUDE: BEFTEHL DU DEINE VVWE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 14 (Vol. 11)] 
CHORALE PRELUDE: WAS GOTT TRUT, DAS BT WOIILGETHAN 
Edited. 
[18621 
London, Cocks [Collection of Organ Compositions, Ancient and Modern - Book 22 (VoI. H)j 
TOURS, Berthold (1838-1897) 
** ALLEGRETTO IN D MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
VERDI, Giuseppe (1813-1891) 
** MARCH: GERI)SALEMME 
Arranged for Organ. 
IL TROVATORE 
** - RFMNISCENCES OF IL TROVATORE 
1. Air: Abetta Zingara 
2. Duet: La stanchezza 
I Chorus: Vedi! le fosche nolturne 
4. Mlserere 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - SELECrIONS FROM IL TROVATORE 
Arranged for Organ. 
ERMANt 
** - SEUCTIONS FROM ERAFANI 
Arranged for Organ. 
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LOULSA AfffLER 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
RIGOLEM 
00 - QUARTET: EW DI, SE BEN 
Arranged for Organ. 
VILBAC[K], Alphonse Charles Renaud de (1829-1884) 
ANDANTE CANTABILE (COMMUNION) (ORGAN) 
MARCHE TRIOMPHALE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxiv (8734)] 
WALLACE, William Vincent (1812-1865) 
MARITAIVA 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
** - REMIN[SCENCES OF THE OPERA MARITANA 
Arranged for organ. 
LURLME 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
WEBER, Carl Maria Fricdrich Ernst von (1786-1826) 
OVERTURE: JUBILEE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 801 
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0* OVERTURE: PRECIOSA 
Arranged fOT Organ. 
** OVERTURE: THE RULER OF SPIR17S 
Arranged for Organ. 
CONCERTSTIDCKE Op. 79 FOR PL4, NO AND ORCMTRA 
** - MARCH IN C MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
OBOE CONCERTO (? ) 
** - MINUET AND FUGUE 
Arranged for Organ. 
ELIRYANTHE 
- WEDDING MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 331 
- DANCE AT ARMS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellan7 - (i) No. 36] 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
0* - RENHNLSMCES OF EURYANTHE 
Arranged for Organ. 
DER FREYSCIff77Z 
*0 - REMINISCENCES OF DER FREYXF977Z 
Arranged for Organ. 
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**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
PETER SMOLL 
$*- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
ABU ILASSAN 
**- OVERTURE 
Arranged for Organ. 
OBERON 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-18851 
London, Schott [Organ Miscellan7 - (i) No. 331 
*0 - REMMSCENCES OF OBERON 
Arranged for Organ. 
00 - THE MERMAIDS SONG 
Arranged for Organ. 
*0 DUET: COM& BE GAY 
Arranged for Organ 
PIANOFURTE DUETS Op. 3, No. 5 (BOOK 1) 
- MARCH 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-1874] 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 91 
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PIANOFORTE DUETS Op. 3 No. 5 (BOOK 2) 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 421 
PIANOF'ORTE DUETS Op. 3 
- ANDANTE CON VARIA230MI 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 821 
- ROMANZA 
Arranged for Organ. 
11862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 82] 
- ANDANTE CANTABILE W Eb MAJOR 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 861 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 27] 
PIANOFORTE DUETS Op-10 
- ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 831 
SONATA No. 5 IN A MAJOR (PIANOFORTE DUETS Op. 10) 
- TEMA CON VARIA23ONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
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PIANOFORTE DUETS Op. 60 
- AIR WITH VARIATIONS 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1884-1885] 
I, ondon, Schott [Organ Miscellany - (i) No. 221 
- ALLA SICILIANA (Op. 60, No. 5) 
Arranged for Organ. 
MS Sketch. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
- TEMA CON VARIADONE 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
- ANDANTE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Composers - No. 271 
- ALLEGRO MARZIALE 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 521 
** - ADAGIO 
Arranged for Organ. 
SONATA No. 4 IN B NUNOR Op. 70 
- ALLEGRETTO 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements from the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 751 
00 AIR WTTH VARIATIONS IN E MAJOR Op. 80 
Arranged for Organ. 
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WEINMANN, Johann (cI544) 
ANCIENT COUNTERPOINT ON THE CHORALE VATER UNSER 
Arranged for Organ. 
[1862-18741 
London, Novello [Arrangements frwn the Scores of the Great Masters - No. 21 
CHORALE: VATER UNSER 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date (probably 0848) 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1474 - Organ Music Arranged from the Great Composers (2 
volumes) - Volume 21 
WESLEY, Samuel (1766-1837) 
ANDANTE IN F MAJOR [GAVOTTE FROM TWELVE SHORT PIECES FOR ORGAN, %FITH A 
TRIO COMPOSED BY W. T. BEST (1888)] 
Edited. 
11883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xI (5840)] 
ANDANTE [as above] 
Arranged for Organ. 
Ms. 
No date. 
Liverpool City Library [Dq 1282 - Organ Music with Selections from the Great Composers] 
FUGUE IN F MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-1909] 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book x1vi (5846)] 
FUGUE IN G MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxix (5839)] 
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FUGUE IN G MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xi (8711)] 
FUGUE IN C MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xix (8719)] 
PRELUDE AND FINALE FUGATO IN Eb MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book liv (5854)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN A MAJOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxi (8732)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN C MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xxxviii (5838)] 
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN D MINOR (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Iii (5852)] 
WINTER, Peter von (1754-1825) 
** TRIO: 0 JESU, 0 PASTOR BONUS 
Arranged for Organ. 
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ZIPOLI, Domenico (1675-1720) 
CANZONE (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book Ivi (5856)] 
ELEVAZIONE (ORGAN) 
OFFERTORIO (ORGAN) 
Edited. 
[1883-19091 
London, Augener [Cecilia - Book xIii (5842)] 
PASTORALE IN C MXIOR (ORGAN) 
Edited and Arranged for English Organs. 
[18861 
Milan, Ricordi [Organ Music by Italian Composers - No. 201 
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